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1. JAPAN – CROWN PRINCE HIROHITO’S 
EUROPEAN TOUR (1921)

第三艦隊 (日本海軍) [THIRD FLEET (IMPERIAL JAPANESE NAVY)].

皇太子殿下御渡欧航跡圖 
[Kōtaishi denka gotoō kōsekiu / Map of His Imperial Highness the Crown Prince's visit 
to Europe].

[Tokyo: For the Third Fleet, Taishō 10 (1921)].

Photolithograph (Good, top left-centre panel a little toned, some wear along old folds with 
some small holes and partial splitting, some small marginal tears with old repairs from verso), 
63.5 x 101 cm (25 x 40 inches).

A rare official map depicting the route and stops of Crown Price Hirohito’s (later 
the Shōwa Emperor) six-moth tour to Western Europe in 1921, which marked 
the first overseas visit by and member of Japan’s imperial family; the tour took 
Hirohito to England, France, Belgium and Italy, plus various stops in Asia and 
North Africa and was hailed as a great diplomatic success, helping to elevate 
Japan to the status of a first rate World Power in Western eyes, while providing 
the young prince with a first class education in Western governance and affairs; 
the map was issued shortly after Hirohito’s return home by the Third Fleet of the 
Japanese Navy, which had been responsible for transporting and protecting the 
prince.

In the immediate wake of World War I, Japan, as one of the victorious Allied powers, 
was eager to present itself to the world as not only the greatest military force in East 
Asia, but also as one of the great world powers, home to one of the most advanced in-
dustrial economies.  In an unprecedented move, in 1921, Japan’s young Crown Prince 
Hirohito (1900-89), who would later become the Shōwa Emperor (reigned 1926-89), 
was dispatched on six-month-long tour of Western Europe.  Importantly, the trip was 
to mark the first time that a member of Japan’s imperial family had ever left the coun-
try.  The tour had a two-fold mission.  First, it was to showcase the importance that Ja-
pan placed upon its relationships with the main European Allied Powers, and to cut a 
confident, modern and civilized image, consistent with that of a world leading nation.  
Second, the trip was an opportunity to educate Hirohito on the outside world and 
the manners and outlook of the leadership of the world’s great countries.  The Crown 
Prince was also to be given a moving lesson in the horrors of war, as graphic scenes of 
the carnage wrought the late conflict could still be seen in France and Belgium. 
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The present work is an official map of Hirohito’s tour, showing its routes and stops 
from Japan to and through Western Europe, and back.  It was issued late in 1921, 
shortly after Hirohito’s return home, by the Third Fleet of the Imperial Japanese Navy, 
which had provided the Crown Prince’s transport and protection.  The map seems to 
have been issued separately but was also sometimes inserted loose with examples of 
the 皇太子殿下御渡欧 第三艦隊記念写真帖 [His Imperial Highness the Crown 
Prince Visits Europe - 3rd Fleet Commemorative Photo Album] (Tokyo: For the Third 
Fleet, Taishō 10 (1921)), a printed photo album issued to commemorate the tour. 

The present map embraces Eurasia and Africa and shows Hirohito’s outward tracks 
marked in red, the return track marked in black, with stops marked by flags, with 
commentary boxes describing his experiences at various points, and with the flags of 
the nations visited adorning the top centre.  As shown, in March 1921, Crown Price 
Hirohito, accompanied by a large and high-level entourage, set out from Tokyo aboard 
the warship Katori.  The party stopped at Singapore, Columbo, Aden, and Egypt 
(whereupon Hirohito toured the Pyramids), before passing through in Italy and Gi-
braltar (where the Crown Prince was fitted for Saville Row Suits that would be waiting 
for him upon his arrive in London). 

The Crown Prince visited France and Belgium, where he was said to have been moved 
by the terrible destruction that he witnessed, having visited the scene of the Battle of 
Verdun, where so many perished.  He was heard remarking “War is such a terrible 
thing” and resolved to dedicate himself to the cause of world peace.

However, it was his time in England that was the most significant aspect of the tour, as 
it would represent the only time in his life that he was able to escape the rigid, stifling 
formality of Japanese court life.  The author Noriko Kawamura wrote that:

“Late in his life, Hirohito would describe his visit to England as the happiest time of 
his life. In England he felt freedom from all the rigors and stiffness of court life in Ja-
pan. He was impressed by the relative informality of England’s royal family. He felt that 
King George V was treating him like a son. He observed the mixture of casual attitude 
and affection that the English people had for their king – rather than the awe that the 
Japanese had toward their emperor…

On Hirohito’s first day at Buckingham Palace, King George V paid him an unexpected 
breakfast visit in suspenders and carpet slippers, and Edward, Prince of Wales, played 
golf with him and accompanied him on a round of official gatherings.” (Noriko Kawa-
mura, Emperor Hirohito and the Pacific War (2016)).

Upon Crown Prince Hirohito’s arrival back in Japan the tour was hailed a great suc-
cess.  Hirohito acquitted himself very favourably at the European courts and received 
stellar press coverage.  His presence seemed to ‘humanize’ Japan’s imperial family, who 
were technically divine, while the tour cemented Japan’s role as one of the great pow-
ers.  The Crown Prince also seemed to have learned many lessons on peace and good, 
modern governance.

However, shortly after Hirohito ascended the throne. upon the death of his father, in 
1926, Japan’s government descended into fascist hyper-militarism, leading Japan to 
invade China in what became known as the Second Sino-Japanese War (1937-45), and 
the then into World War II, fighting against Hirohito’s former host, Britain, and the 
United States.  During the conflict Japan was responsible for far worse human right 
atrocities than those that had occurred in World War I, and it all ended with Japan’s 
total defeat and the loss of its overseas empire.

Hirohito’s role in the war and his country’s atrocities remains a point of tremendous 
controversy; many would say that the ‘pacifist lessons’ he learned in 1921 had been to-
tally forgotten.  Some believed that he was largely a puppet, caught up by events, while 
others claim that he was actively supportive of Japan’s excesses and provided crucial 
legitimacy to the ruling junta.  In any event, in the postwar settlement, the Americans 
decided, for stability’s sake, that it would be better to not charge the Emperor with any 
war crimes and to leave him on the throne.  Hirohito would preside over Japan for an-
other 44 years, during which time he was universally hailed as clam, stabilizing pres-
ence, as Japan rebuilt itself as a great, but peaceful, society and global economic power.  

The present map is rare and seems to only very seldom appear on the market, either as 
a separate map or within an example of Third Fleet photo album.  We can trace only a 
single institutional example of the separate map, held by the National Library of Singa-
pore.

References: National Library of Singapore: 202762132; OCLC: 969928320.

750 EUR
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2. PYONGYANG, KOREA (NORTH KOREA)
JAPANESE OCCUPATION OF KOREA

ASIAN URBANISM

[觀光社 / KANKŌSHA], publishing firm.

平壌府勢一班 
[Heijō fusei ippan / Pyongyang First Tier Prefecture].

Inuyama Town (Aichi Prefecture, near Nagoya): Kankōsha, Shōwa 6 [1931].

Colour lithograph on thick paper (Good, but conspicuous wear and chipping and toning 
along old folds due the thickness of the paper with minor loss, an abrasion with minor loss 
upper right, toning to upper right quadrant), 39 x 54.5 cm (15.5 x 21.5 inches).

A very rare separately issued map of Pyongyang published in 1931, during the 
height of Japanese rule over Korea (1910-45) and the year of the ‘Wanpaoshan 
Incident’ riots between ethnic Korean and Chinese residents; Pyongyang, an an-
cient city, was then the leading industrial hub of the country’s north, while today 
it is famously the capital of the mysterious hermit state of North Korea; the map 
published by Kankōsha, a provincial printing house near Nagoya.

Pyongyang is today world renown as the capital of the Communist hermit state of 
North Korea, which conceals the fact that it has an august history, being one of the 
oldest cites in Korea, founded in 1122 BC.  Strategically located near the middle of 
the country, on the Taedong River, just over 100 km up from the Yellow Sea, Pyong-
yang was the capital of various ancient Korean dynasties, and later a top-level regional 
centre.  In modern times it first came to international consciousness when, during the 
latter 19th century, it became a focus for Western Christian missionaries, leading it be 
called the ‘Jerusalem of the East’.  In 1880, there were over 100 churches in Pyongyang, 
more than in any other Asian city.  In 1890, the city had over 40,000 inhabitants.

During the First Sino-Japanese War (1894-5), during which Japan conquered Korea 
(making it a client state; Japan would annex Korea in 1910), Pyongyang was partially 
destroyed and depopulated during the Battle of Pyongyang (September 15, 1894). 

Under Japanese rule, Pyongyang was officially known as Heijō (平壤, read as へいじょ
う in Japanese).  The city rapidly industrialized and modernized, becoming a sophis-
ticated place with state-of-the-art services and amenities.  At the time that the present 
map was made, Pyongyang had population approaching 200,000, and was the most 
important centre in northern Korea. 
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However, Pyongyang’s prosperity masked the reality that the Japanese occupation of 
Korea was brutally oppressive, stoking longstanding cultural cleavages.  During what 
became known as the ‘Wanpaoshan Incident’ (July 1931), fighting broke out between 
ethnic Korea and Chinese famers in Manchuria and Korea, with the worst manifesta-
tion being an urban riot in Pyongyang (July 5, 1931), that affected thousands. 

Pyongyang continued to play a key role in the industrial production of the Japanese 
Empire until the end of World War II.  In 1948, Pyongyang became the de facto capital 
of Communist North Korea, but was heavily damaged during the Korean War (1950-
3).  In the wake of the conflict, it became the centre of the world’s most notorious 
hermit kingdom and seems to have since followed its own course completely oblivious 
to the world beyond North Korea.  Today’s city, with over 3.3 million inhabitants and 
lots of Stalinist architecture, bears little resemblance to the Pyongyang depicted here. 

The present work is one of surprisingly few published maps of Pyongyang from the 
pre-World War II era and provides a level of detail that makes it a valuable academic 
asset for anyone studying the city or Korean urbanism in general.   It was published by 
a small provincial printing house, Kankōsha, in Inuyama Town, located in Aichi Pre-
fecture, near Nagoya.  It captures the entire city and environs, orientated to the west, 
straddling the Taedong River, amidst rolling hills.  The city proper is shaded in yellow, 
its limits clearly delineated, while all major streets are clearly outlined, and many key 
sites labelled.  The well-developed railway and tram infrastructure is depicted, while 
the legend in the lower left corner details the locations of different types of infrastruc-
ture and various government and commercial buildings.  The text boxes, upper left, 
provide a detailed description of the city and its many attributes. 

The map is very rare, it was seemingly issued in only a small print run and would have 
had a low survival rate due to its fragile nature.  It is the second edition of the work, 
the first having been published by Kankōsha in 1929.  We cannot trace any examples 
of the present 1931 edition in institutional holdings, although we gather that a sin-
gle other example appeared on the market.  The 1929 edition is known in only a few 
examples. 

References: N/A – No example traces. Cf. [re: 1926 ed.:] Nichibunken – International 
Research Center fer Japanese Studies: BC02166002, OCLC: 1267309050.

750 EUR
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3. YOKOHAMA, JAPAN
FOREIGNERS IN MEIJI JAPAN

尾崎富五郎 [Tomigorō OZAKI] (1822 - 1893).

改正銅版横濵地圖 [Kaisei doban Yokohama chizu / Revised Copperplate Map of Yoko-
hama].

Yokohoma: Tomigorō Ozaki, Meiji 18 [1885].

Copper engraving with original full wash hand and stenciled colour, folding into plain con-
temporary tan card covers bearing extensive manuscript annotations in neat black pen (Very 
Good, clean and bright with lovely colours, some light wear along folds, tiny chip out of blank 
margin upper left), 37 x 52 cm (14.5 x 20.5 inches).

A highly attractive and engaging map of Yokohama, capturing the city during the height of its 
Meiji Era boom, when it was Japan’s ‘Window to the World’, being home to its largest foreign 
resident community, its busiest port, and on the forefront of technological and entrepreneurial 
innovation, published in the city by Tomigorō Ozaki.

Until the 1850s, Yokohama, located about 30 km southwest of Edo (Tokyo), on Tokyo 
Bay, was an insignificant fishing town.  However, in 1853, when the American Com-
modore Mathew Perry arrived with his fleet nearby, demanding that Japan abandon its 
policy of isolation (Sakoku) and open itself to foreign trade, Yokohama’s fate was trans-
formed.  When negotiating with the Americans over which ports to open to outsiders, 
Yokohama was selected as the one of those trading centres, oweing to its excellent 
natural harbour and its proximity to Edo.  

The port of Yokohama was officially opened to foreigners on June 2, 1859, and al-
most overnight became home to the largest foreign concession in Japan, as well as the 
country’s busiest commercial harbour.  The strong foreign influences saw that Yoko-
hama became the first place where Western technologies and customs were adopted 
in Japan, with profound socio-economic ramifications.  It had Japan’s first Chinatown 
(1859); the first English-language newspaper (1861), the first European-style sports 
venues (1860s); the first confectionery and beer brewery (1865), the first daily newspa-
per (1870), the first gas-powered streetlamps (1870s), the first railway station (1872), 
and the first electric power plant (1882).  

By 1885, when the present map was made, Yokohama was by far and away Japan’s most 
cosmopolitan and modern city, featuring many amenities that were not yet found in 
many European or American cities.  It became known worldwide as an exciting nexus 
of cross-cultural exchange, immortalized in literature, notably in Jules Verne’s Around 
the World in Eighty Days (1872).
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Yokohama’s role as Japan’s ‘Window to the World’ spawned a very strong local art and 
print culture scene.  Notably, the city was home to Utagawa Sadahide (1807 – c. 1878/9), 
one of Japan’s most famous artists whose depictions of Westerns in Japan are of immense 
documentary value.  It was also an important centre of popular prints and cartography, 
which the late Shogunate and Meiji Era maps of the Yokohama becoming some of the 
most iconic urban images in Japanese history. 

The present map of Yokohama was published locally by Tomigorō Ozaki (1822- 1893), 
who was one of the city’s leading mapmakers during the mid-Meiji era.  He and his suc-
cessors issued various maps of Yokohama between 1878 and 1898.  The present map is a 
revised issue of an edition first published in 1880. 

The beautifully designed and resplendently colourful map showcases all Yokohama 
about a generation after the port was opened to foreigners, during the middle of a dec-
ade when it experienced rapid growth, with its population growing from 72,630 in 1880 
and 132,627 in 1890.  Featuring toponomy in Japanese and, in some cases (imperfect) 
English, it has a roughly southwestern orientation, with the harbour shown plied by 
both Western steamships and traditional Japanese sailing vessels.  In the centre, is the 
semi-circular manmade island called the Kannai (meaning ‘inside the barrier’), upon 
which, on its leftward side, shaded in yellow, is the foreign concession, whose residents 
enjoyed extraterritorial legal privileges both inside and outside of their compounds.  On 
the righthand side of the Kannai is the Japanese commercial hub.  To the lower right, is 
the ‘Station Railways Train’, being Japan’s oldest railway station, built in 1872, to serve 
the country’s first railroad, running up to Tokyo’s Shinagawa and Shinbashi Districts. 

In the upper left, upon the highlands overlooking the harbour, is the Yamati District, 
called ‘The Bluff ’ by foreigners, featuring neighbourhoods that were home to the 
wealthiest foreigners, as well as consular residences.  An inset details the ‘Race Course’, 
the horse racing track, established in 1862, that was the social highlight of the foreign 
community. 

In the lower left corner are the flags of 20 countries that regularly traded out of Yokoha-
ma, while the various other registers that surround the map feature a list of block names, 
distance charts, a preface and a legend. 

The map is scarce; we can trace institutional examples of the present 1885 edition held 
by 6 libraires, including the Nichibun - International Research Center for Japanese Stud-
ies; Yokohama City Central Library; Staatsbiliothek zu Berlin; University of California – 
Berkeley; Kyoto University Faculty of Agriculture Library; and the Kanagawa University 
Library.  Moreover, examples only seldom appear on the market. 

References: Nichibun - International Research Center for Japanese Studies: YG/7/GC76/
Yo.; Yokohama City Central Library: map007; Staatsbiliothek zu Berlin: Kart 8794; 
University of California - Berkeley: East Asian Rare Ha 15; Kyoto University Faculty of 
Agriculture Library; Kanagawa University Library; OCLC: 1020938838, 21808573.

950 EUR
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4. AVIATION HISTORY
FIRST JAPANESE TRANS-EURASIAN FLIGHT

SUGOROKU BOARDGAME

大阪毎日新聞社 [OSAKA ASAHI SHINBUN], publisher.

歐訪大飛行記念飛行遊戯 [Ōhō daihikō kinen hikō yūgi / Great European Visit Memo-
rial Flight Game].

Osaka: Asahi Shinbun, Taishō 14 [1925].

Colour lithograph (folds with tiny scratches and holes, otherwise in a good condition), 79 x 
54 cm (31 x 21 inches).

An attractive cartographic ‘Sugoroku’ gameboard commemorating the 1925 
Asahi Shinbun Trans-Eurasian flight, a major landmark of early aviation, 
whereby two Japanese planes flew from their homeland over 16,500 km to tour 
various European capitals as part of a patriotic PR tour to showcase Japan’s role 
as world power, printed by the mission’s sponsor, the ‘Asahi Shinbun’, a leading 
Japanese daily newspaper. 

In the mid-1920s Japan was one of the most technologically advanced nations in the 
world, and a great military-industrial power that possessed a grand Far Eastern em-
pire.  It was eager to take its place on the world stage as the only Asian ‘Great Power’, 
and so sponsored a series of international extravaganzas to advance this cause.  

One of Japan’s great sources of pride was the skill of its aviators and, in 1925, the Asahi 
Shinbun, the leading Osaka newspaper, decided to sponsor an audacious feat, being 
the first Japanese Trans-Eurasian flight, that would depart Tokyo, traversing Soviet 
Russia, to tour various European capitals.  Such an endeavour would boost national 
pride at home, embellish Japan’s reputation in in the West, and sell lots of copies of 
Asahi Shinbun!

Importantly, mounting a flight across Eurasia was then a technically extreme feat, for 
it would test the range limits and strength of the aircraft and the skills of the pilots to 
their maximums.  All such long-range trips were then extremely dangerous, especial-
ly as meteorological intelligence and ground control was close to none.  Moreover, 
the flight route had to pass over thousands of kilometres of Soviet territory, touching 
down in numerous Russian cities, a sensitive matter as Russia and Japan were histor-
ically archnemeses.  Fortunately, Moscow was then in the mood to ‘play nice’ with its 
neighbors, to gain international acceptance of its new Communist regime.  As such, 
this flight could only have happened during what was a brief diplomatic window. 

The Asahi Shinbun Trans-Eurasian mission was to be flown by two airplanes, for both 
safety reasons and dramatic effect.  The pair of French Breguet 19 planes were named 
the Hatsukaze (First Wind) and Kochikaze (East Wind), and the former was to be 
crewed by Abe Hiroshi (pilot) and Shinohara Shunichirō (engineer) and the latter by 
Kawachi Kazuhiko (pilot) and Katagiri Shōhei (engineer).  The planes left Tokyo on 
July 25, 1925 and, flying via Korea and Manchuria, crossed Siberia, while making nu-
merous stops, before fanfare-filled visits to Moscow, Berlin, Paris, London, and Brus-
sels, before finally arriving in Rome on October 27, 1925.  The total distance covered 
was 16,565 kilometres with a flight time of 110 hours, 50 minutes.  The tour was hailed 
as a tremendous technical and PR success, and it was the first of several Japanese 
‘grand touring flights’ in the period leading up to World War II.  

To commemorate the mission, Asahi Shinbun published the present work as a loose-
leaf insertion within the December 10, 1925, edition of the newspaper.  It is both a 
stylized cartographic rendering and gameboard for a Sugoroku game (meaning ‘double 
six’), like the Western game of Snakes and Ladders, which was extremely popular at 
the time in Japan.  

In the centre of the composition is a depiction of the globe, with the figures of the Hat-
sukaze and Kochikaze, while surrounding it is the route of the planes from Tokyo to 
Rome, with the flags of the various nations visited, plus, images of various key sites in 
the destination cities (ex. Kremlin, Eiffel Tower, etc.), with a depiction of Mount Fuji 
the lower right corner and the Roman Wolf symbol in the left-hand corner.  Portraits 
of the flight’s crew adorn the upper right corner, while the Japanese Rising Sun illu-
minates the scene from below, bathing it in a golden glow.  As for the game element, 
each stop on the flight tour is a place in the game, with the playing pieces being the 
two planes (red and white) featured in the lower right margin (that could be cut-out to 
become mobile game pieces).  The directions for playing the game are located within 
the text box by the lower margin.

References: Duke University Library: GV1469.S84 O36 1925 c.1; University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign: G3201.P6 1925 .A8; OCLC: 1038072598, 1117774929.

680 EUR
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5. TROPICAL MEDICINE 
THEMATIC CARTOGRAPHY

MADAGASCAR

Paul-Richard DEBLENNE (1853-?).

Essai de géographie médicale de l'Ile Nosi-Bé près la cote nord-ouest de Madagascar 
(avec cartes). Thèse pour le doctorat en médicine 

Paris: A. Parent, 1883.

8°,  300 pp. with charts, interleaved colour folding map, contemporary black calf spine with 
gilt lettering and decoration with black cloth boards (two pages with tiny loss of paper in 
white margins, old library stamps on the title page, minor staining and foxing, small holes in 
the binding). 

The medical doctoral dissertation by a French doctor Paul-Richard Deblenne re-
searches the island Nosi Be off the northwest coast of Madagascar.

The author studied the diseases of the local people and of the white immigrants, hy-
gienic standards of the individuals, communities and hygienic standards brought from 
abroad, and also the climate, geology, flora and fauna of the island, especially toxico-
logical and medical plants. The colour folding map shows the geological structure of 
the island. 

References: OCLC 1029975315, 468064718, 5894581648, 1040853449, 559780435, 
25659125, 8073403.

460 EUR
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6. RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR (1904-5)
EPHEMERAL JAPANESE BROADSIDE 

POSTER MAP

黒川柳右衛門 [Ryūemon KUROKAWA] (fl. 1894 - 1905).

里程緑明細 日露戦闘局面新地圖 
[New Map of the Russo-Japanese War Battle Situation].

Tokyo: Published by the Author, Meiji 38 [1905].

Lithograph with original wash hand colour (Very Good, lovely bright colours, some contem-
porary paint transference stains, else some very light staining and light wear along old folds), 
106 x 78.5 cm (41.5 x 31 inches).

A rare and highly attractive Japanese broadside, or poster map, of the theatre of 
the ongoing Russo-Japanese War (1904-5), a momentous showdown that would 
for the first time in the modern era see an Asian country defeat a great Europe-
an power in a major conflict; the map was published midway through the con-
flict by Ryūemon Kurokawa, a Tokyo based ‘boutique’ cartographer, to be sold at 
newsstands to satisfy the Japanese public’s intense interest in war events. 

This very large and highly attractive ephemeral broadside, or poster map, was pub-
lished in Tokyo by the boutique mapmaker Ryūemon Kurokawa to showcase the 
theatre of the ongoing Russo-Japanese War (1904-5), an epic showdown in which 
Meiji Japan became the first Asian power to defeat a great European nation in a major 
conflict in modern history.  Most of the land war occurred in Southern Manchuria, 
which was hitherto a Russian zone of quasi-colonial control but was coveted by Japan 
for its agrarian and mineral resources, as well as its vast industrial potential.

The map embraces Manchuria, Korea, the southern part of Russia’s Primorsky Krai 
(with the major Russian base of Vladivostok) and the part of Metropolitan Japan, 
coloured in a hasty, yet attractive, manner with splashes of bright hues of wash.  All 
railways and main roads are delineated, with all stations and towns labelled in loz-
enges, in a traditional Japanese form, while shipping routes, some accompanied by 
pictographic representations of Japanese vessels, ply the seas.  Anchorages and forts 
are marked, while the region’s ancient walls are expressed.  Japanese territories and 
zones of control are outlined in pink, Russian in orange, and Chinese in green.  Nota-
bly, Northern Manchuria (with the great railway hub of Harbin) is shown to be under 
Russian control, while Southern Manchuria was the centre of contention.  
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The map was issued after the two greatest battles of the war, the Siege of Port Arthur 
(August 1, 1904 to January 2, 1905) and the Battle of Mukden (Shenyang) (February 
19 to March 10, 1905), were fought, both of which resulted in crushing Japanese victo-
ries. 

The map features four insets, being a map of Mukden (Shenyang), the largest city in 
Manchuria and the scene of the aforementioned battle; St. Petersburg, the capital of 
the Russian Empire; Harbin, the great Russian hub in Northern Manchuria; while the 
table on the left-hand side chronicles the major war events to date. 

The present broadside would likely have been sold at newsstands and in bookshops in 
order to allow Japanese readers to geographically follow the war, correctly placing the 
events as described in newspapers.  Due to the telegraph, photography and the pres-
ence of many imbedded reporters, the Russo-Japanese War was one of the first major 
conflicts to be covered in real-time, and the Japanese public had an insatiable thirst for 
battle news, brimming with national pride due to the stunning success of their forces. 

The present broadside map is rare.  We cannot trace any institutional examples, while 
only a few examples seem to have appeared on the market over the years.  Its large size 
and fragile nature would have seen it have a low survival rate.  

It is worth noting that Ryūemon Kurokawa also issued an earlier broadside map of the 
war, 里數緑明細日露戰闘地圖 [Map of the Russo-Japanese War] (October 1904), 
that is stylistically like the present title, although some details are different.  He also 
published another map related to the war, 浦塩斯徳ハルピン及附近明細図 [Detailed 
Map of Vladivostok, Harbin and Surrounding Areas] (1905).

The Russo-Japanese War: The Rise of the First Modern Asian Superpower

The Russo-Japanese War was one of the great global military events of the generation 
leading up to World War I and was one of the first conflicts to be covered in almost 
real-time by the world media through photography and breaking news delivered by 
telegraph.  

To make a long story short, by the beginning of the 20th century, Russia and the newly 
hyperindustrialized Meiji Japan had expanded their zones of control, or influence, in 
the Far East for decades, with their gains coming largely at the expense of China.  In-
evitably, Russia and Japan came to loggerheads in Manchuria.  Japan coveted the entire 
region, while Russia was building the Trans-Siberian Railway through the area, having 
founded the great inland hub of Harbin (in 1898) and acquiring the fine harbour of 
Port Arthur (today the Lüshunkou District of the city of Dalian), in the same year.  
Simply put, there was not room for both great powers in Manchuria, and something 
would have to give.   

Japan initiated the Russo-Japanese War (February 8, 1904 – September 5, 1905), de-
ploying its large, well-trained military, backed by the most modern equipment, against 

Russia’s Chinese outposts.  Russia was caught off guard, while severely underestimat-
ing Japan’s capabilities.  Officials in St. Petersburg simply could not believe that an 
‘Asian’ country could defeat a leading European power in a modern conflict.  

In the opening salvo, the Japanese mounted a ‘sneak attack’, shelling Russian ships off 
Port Arthur (without besieging the city), even before a declaration of war was made.  
Czar Nicholas II considered this to be a dishonourable act, setting an ugly tone for the 
conflict. 

Through the early months of 1904, the Japanese moved massive forces onto Manchu-
ria, while Russian mobilization was slow.  Taking Port Arthur was the prime Japanese 
objective, for as long as the base remained in Russian hands, none of the Japanese 
gains in Manchuria would be secure.   

The Siege of Port Arthur (August 1, 1904 to January 2, 1905) was one of the great 
global military events of the generation leading up to World War I and was one of the 
first to be covered in almost real-time by the world media through photography and 
breaking news delivered by telegraph.

A Japanese force of 150,000 men, under General Count Nogi Maresuke, one of the 
most revered Meiji commanders, surrounded Port Arthur beginning on August 1, 
1904.  The city was defended by 50,000 Russian troops, armed with 506 heavy guns, 
commanded by Major-General Baron Anatoly Stoessel, considered a rather lacklustre 
leader.  The Japanese were initially overconfident, believing that since they had easi-
ly taken Port Arthur from China in 1894, that the city would once again fall quickly.  
This assumption was wrong, as in the previous six years, the Russians had made Port 
Arthur into one of the most heavily fortified sites in the world.  

During what was by far and away the longest and bloodiest aspect of the entire war, 
Port Arthur was subjected to a constant barrage of heavy ordnance, while the Russians 
returned fire upon the Japanese lines, often to devastating effect.  One of the shocking 
new inventions used in the siege was the 28-inch howitzer that could lodge 217 kg 
shells over 8 kilometres!  

The events of the siege were followed daily by millions of newspaper readers across the 
globe.  The Russians, running out of supplies and ammunition, finally surrendered to 
Count Nogi on January 2, 1905.  The toll of siege was astounding, the Russians suffered 
31,000 casualties, while the Japanese endured 57,000.   

Next, at the Battle of Mukden (Shenyang) (February 19 to March 10, 1905), one of 
the largest land battles in the world fought between 1813 and WWI, a Japanese army 
of 270,000 men clashed with a Russian for of 340,000 troops.  The Japanese decisively 
defeated the Russians, giving them control over the land war.   

In a “Hail Mary” attempt to reset things, Czar Nicholas II sent a fleet consisting of 38 
of the Russian Navy’s best and most modern ships all way the from St. Petersburg to 
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the Far East.  However, the Russian flotilla was intercepted in the waters between Ko-
rea and Japan by a Japanese fleet of 89 ships, which proceeded to utterly decimate the 
Russian fleet at the Battle of Tsushima (May 27-28, 1905).  This defeat knocked Russia 
out of the war, and facing a rebellion at home, the czar sued for peace, resulting in the 
Treaty of Portsmouth (September 5, 1905).  This agreement confirmed Japan as the 
foremost power in the Far East until World War II.   Its victory stunned the world, as it 
represented the first time that an Asian country had defeated a major European power 
in modern times.

At the Treaty of Portsmouth, Japan cemented its place as the preeminent power in the 
Far East.  From Russia, Japan gained control over Southern Manchuria (extending 
from Port Arthur up to Changchun, including the major industrial centre of Muk-
den (Shenyang), as well as the southern half of Sakhalin Island (Karafuto).  These 
prizes gave Japan access to vast agrarian and mineral resources that it needed to fuel 
its industrial economy.  However, it also led Japan down the road of militarism and 
over-confidence that ended in the disaster of World War II.  

References: N/A – No institutional examples traced.

950 EUR
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7. ISRAEL / PALESTINE – BIBLICAL GEOGRAPHY
EDUCATIONAL CARTOGRAPHY 

A.H. EILERS & CO.

New Testament / Map of Palestine / Showing every place mentioned in the New Testa-
ment. The Location of which is Known.

St. Louis, Missouri: A.H. Eilers & Co., [circa 1900].

Lithograph printed on muslin cloth with original outline hand colour (Good, save for a cou-
ple long closed tears in upper right quadrant but with no appreciable loss, a couple small chips 
out of blank margins, old tack marks to margins, else clean and bright with just a few tiny 
spots), 123 x 71 cm (48.5 x 28 inches). 

A very rare large format ‘Sunday School’ map of Biblical Palestine printed on 
muslin that seeks to correctly locate as many of the places mentioned in the in 
New Testament as possible, published in St. Louis, Missouri by A.H. Eilers & Co., 
a firm that specialized in Biblical educational cartography.

In the 19th and early 20th centuries Western Christian education placed a high priori-
ty upon Biblical Geography, essentially trying to correctly locate the places mentioned 
in scripture on the map.  Vast efforts and sums were dedicated to sending archaeolog-
ical and reconnaissance missions the Holy Land to uncover the locations of lost cities 
and temples, resulting in some amazing discoveries, as well as some ‘creative’ asser-
tions.  Commercial publishers, especially in in Britain, the United States and Germany, 
came to produce maps and atlases which showcased Biblical Geography, and these 
works were highly valued at home by Sunday School teachers, as well as by overseas 
missionaries.  A favoured format of this field was large, colourful, and clearly legible 
walls maps, either printed on paper and mounted on cloth with rollers, or, printed 
directly printed on cloth.  They were ideal for the pedagogy of Sunday School class-
rooms, as well as being easily transported and stored.

The present work is a very large format map printed directly on moisture-resistant 
muslin that depicts Biblical Palestine with an emphasis on labelling all the places 
mentioned in the New Testament whose locations were known.  With beautiful out-
line hand colouring and bold, clear typography, the map is easy to read from some 
distance, and shows the Holy Land divided into the ancient regions of Judea, Sama-
ria, Perea, the lands of the Tetrarchy of Herod Antipas, Phenicia and the lands of the 
Tetrarchy of Philip.  Jerusalem is located dead centre, with concentric circles noting 
the distance outwards in 10-mile intervals, with the scope extending from Beersheba 
(Israel), in the south, up to Sidon (Lebanon), in the north, and from the ‘Great Sea’ 
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(the Mediterranean), in the west, over east to Philadelphia (modern Amman, Jordan).  
Many New Testament places are confidently located, while those whose placement 
is conjectural are followed by a ‘?’.  Import biblical topographical landmarks are aslo 
noted, such as Mount Hermon, Mount Tabor and the ‘Wilderness of Judea’.

The map is augmented by the inclusion of four cartographic insets showing aspects of 
Old Testament history, to provide context.  These include a ‘Map of Canaan Showing 
the Route of the Israelites into the Promised Land’; ‘Jerusalem and its Environs’; ‘Bible 
Lands of the Old Testament’ and a map of the ‘Exodus showing the Route of the Israel-
ites in Egypt’, with an inset of the ‘Vicinity of Mt. Sinai’.  

The right-hand side of the map includes a ‘Reference List’, being a gazetteer of the 
names on the map, as well as charts detailing the ancient and current populations of 
major cities and towns, plus, the heights of key mountains. 

The map was made by A.H. Eilers & Co. of St. Louis, Missouri (fl. 1873 – c. 1910), a 
firm the specialized in Biblical educational cartography, notably large ‘Sunday School’ 
maps.  They published numerous different maps, often in various editions.  The pres-
ent work, labelled as ‘Eilers Sunday School Map, No, 1’, was issued in multiple editions, 
but due to its large size very few examples are thought to survive; today the map is 
very rare.  We can trace the current whereabouts of only 2 examples, in any edition, 
held by Gettysburg College (Musselman Library) and the Amir Cahanovitc Collection, 
a private Israeli collection that has been digitized by the National Library of Israel.  
The Gettysburg example seems to be like the present offering, while the Cahanovitc 
example is of an earlier edition with a slightly different format and content. 

References: Cf. Amir Cahanovitc Collection: Israel. ACC 461; OCLC: 1045070396.

650 EUR
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8. INDONESIA – JAVA 
CIREBON-KROYA RAILWAY

TRANSPORTATION / RAILWAY HISTORY

[NEDERLANDSCH-INDISCHE SPOORWEG MAATSCHAPPIJ (DUTCH EAST IN-
DIES RAILWAY COMPANY). / Willibrordus James Felix de RIJCK VAN DER GRACHT 
(1865 - 1933)].

Opname Cheribon-Maos.

[Java (perhaps Semarang), circa 1912-1913].

Photolithograph in blue on thick paper (Very Good, light toning, some light wear along old 
folds), 69 x 63.5 cm (27 x 25 inches).

A seemingly unique engineer’s planning map of the Cirebon-Kroya Railway, 
a vital link that traversed the midriff of Java, connecting the north coast and 
south coast rail networks, likely made in 1912-3, just before construction was 
commenced on the project, which was completed in 1917; the map is printed by 
an unusual blue-tinted photolithographic technique and features the proposed 
railway line in manuscript; it hails from the estate papers of W.J.F. de Rijck van 
der Gracht, the Chief Engineer of the Dutch East Indies Railway Company, and 
was quite possibly made by him.

This seemingly unique map was made for the privileged use of the senior officials of 
the Nederlandsch-Indische Spoorweg Maatschappij (NIS, Dutch East Indies Railway 
Company).  The NIS, founded in 1863, and headquartered in Semarang, served as Ja-
va’s anchor railway system, handling both passenger and freight traffic, connecting all 
the island’s major cities, including as Batavia (Jakarta), Yogyakarta, Surakarta, Band-
ung, Semarang and Surabaya.  

By the late 1880s, the main northern (Jakarta-Semarang-Surabaya) and southern lines 
(Bandung-Cilcap-Yogyakarta-Surabaya) lines ran across most of the length of Java.  
However, for a longtime, the rail system endured a severe limitation, as there was no 
line connecting these routes near their midpoints.  In the early 1900s, Java entered its 
‘Golden Age’ of rail, and the will and resources were marshalled to rectify this prob-
lem.  Yet, realizing the cross-island route was a challenge, owing to Java’s extremely 
mountainous terrain.  

The present map features the solution to the crossing of Java, as it depicts the proposed 
course of the Cirebon-Kroya Railway, the only rail link to cross the midriff of Java.  
The line was built between 1913 and 1917, and the present map was seemingly made 
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in 1912-3, before the construction of the railway commenced.  The map hails from 
the estate papers of Willibrordus James Felix de Rijck van der Gracht (1865 – 1933), 
the Surabaya-born Chief Engineer of the NIS; the map may have been made by him 
personally. 

The map, printed in an unusual blue-tinted photolithographic technique that seems, 
at first glance, to mimic the whiteprint medium, takes its underlying geographical 
template from another printed map.  It shows the locations of cities and towns, rail-
way lines, roads, rivers, the spot heights of key mountain peaks, as well as political 
divisions (residentie, district boundaries).  The map embraces the midriff of Java and 
shows Batavia-Surabaya line running along the north coast, while the southern line is 
shown running across the lower part of the map.

Importantly, the map features the proposed route of the Cirebon-Kroya Railway, 
marked in manuscript, by a neat line of red pen, with its stations marked, along with 
various technical annotations.  The route commences at ‘Cherbon’ (Ceribon), on the 
Java Sea, in the upper left, a major centre located about 200 km east of Batavia.  The 
line is shown to run in a roughly southeasterly direction down to Pasar Kroya, near 
the south coast, where it connects to the main southern line.  The entire length of the 
line is shown to be 156.4 km, with points between Ceribon and Kroya marked at Mar-
gasari Station (at the 73 km mark); the ‘Hoogste punt’, the highest point of elevation on 
the line at 339.4 metres above sea level; and at ‘Poerwokerto’(Purwokerto) Station (at 
the 129.7 km mark). 

The construction of the Ceribon-Kroya Line proceeded swimmingly and pretty much 
followed the route as illustrated upon the map.  The line immediately played a vital 
role in the commercial and social life of Java, a mandate it still fulfills today.   

As an interesting aside, the Southern Methodist University Library possesses a link to 
a wonderful photo album of the construction of the Cirebon-Kroya Railway: 

https://digitalcollections.smu.edu/digital/collection/eaa/id/1676

References: N/A – Map seemingly unrecorded. 

750 EUR
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9. PANAMA CANAL – FERDINAND DE LESSEPS’S 
‘DRY RUN’ 

GLOBAL FINANCIAL SCANDALS

I.L. MADURO, Jr.

Official Map of Panama Canal. / Map and Workings – Panama Canal.

Colón, Panama: I.L. Maduro, Jr., [circa 1904].

Bi-chrome lithograph (black-green), verso in monochrome, folding into original printed 
green card covers (Good, some extensive splitting along folds repaired from verso by archival 
tape, covers chipped, stained and repaired), 44.5 x 61.5 cm (17.5 x 24 inches).

Very Rare – a highly attractive map of the first serious attempt to construct the 
Panama Canal, overseen in the 1880s by Ferdinand de Lesseps, the builder of 
the Suez Canal; it traces the route of the proposed channel across the rugged 
topography of the Panamanian Isthmus, while above is a cross-section of the 
same; published by I.L. Maduro, Jr., a Panamanian photographer who subse-
quently became one of the country’s leading commercial mapmakers. 

The concept of creating a sailing passage between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, 
traversing the Panamanian Isthmus, had been a dream ever since it was first proposed 
by Emperor Charles V in 1534.  However, it was not until the mid-19th century that 
such a feat was considered to be technically feasible.  By that time, the word’s great 
powers were well aware that whomever built and controlled such a passage would be 
conferred immense political power and commercial advantage. 

In the 1870s, French interests were the first to sponsor what was the earliest serious 
attempt to build an interoceanic canal across Panama.   This initiative was spearheaded 
by Ferdinand de Lesseps (1805-94), the French diplomat and business magnate who 
was by this time a global celebrity, having successfully built the Suez Canal (opened 
in 1869).  Lesseps created a consortium of world-leading geographers, engineers and 
investors to facilitate the project.  Between 1876 and 1879, a ‘Scientific Commission 
for the Exploration of the Isthmus’, led by Lucien Napoléon Bonaparte-Wyse, a mili-
tary engineer and member of the former imperial family, conducted two expeditions 
to Panama to survey the canal route and make a feasibility study.  The Commission’s 
engineering specifications for the canal proved to be way too optimistic and even 
unscientific – they were later revealed to be fraudulent (to attract, as opposed to spook 
potential investors!).  Thus, the project proceeded while relying upon dangerously 
inaccurate assertions.  
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In 1879, Lesseps convened in Paris a conference of 136 experts from the world over, 
even as far away as China, to decide upon the specific nature and design of the canal.  
Lesseps originally envisaged an all-sea-level canal (like the Suez Canal) but was even-
tually convinced to construct locks, allowing the channel to rise through the moun-
tains of central Panama.  

In 1880, Lesseps incorporated the Compagnie Universelle du Canal Interocéanique, 
which obtained a concession from the Colombian government (Panama was then a 
province of that country) to assume control over the strip of land on either side of the 
canal route and a license to solely operate the canal once it was completed.  The fol-
lowing year, it assumed a controlling stake in the existing Panama Canal Railway (in 
operation since 1855), which crossed the isthmus.  
 
Lesseps promised investors that the canal would cost no more than 600 million Francs, 
and he and has associates successfully suppressed any doubts or bad news about the 
project.  Indeed, the world-famous engineer, Gustav Eiffel personally reviewed the 
plans for the canal at Lesseps’s request, and while he concluded that the design was a 
disaster, his objections never saw the light of day.  In fact, Lesseps and his acolyte Bar-
on de Reinach presided over an unbelievably sophisticated and far-reaching bribery 
programme, whereby journalists were ‘incentivized’ to write pen utopian stories about 
the canal project, while politicians in both France and Colombia were ‘rewarded’ for 
giving it their unqualified support.  It also helped that Lesseps was such a famous and 
revered figure that nobody ever dared to publicly challenge him. 

Beginning in 1882, the Compagnie Universelle issued a series of seven bond issues, 
which were all eagerly snapped up, not only by France’s wealthiest and most esteemed 
businessmen, noblemen and politicians, but also many middle-class people eager to 
cash in on the next miracle by the man who built the Suez Canal.  Over the next six 
years, as many as 800,000 people invested in the project, many committing their life 
savings. 

Construction of the canal commenced in 1883, employing the most advanced and 
expensive equipment, including massive digging machines imported from Michigan.  
However, almost immediately the project was gripped by tragedy.  The canal workers 
started dying, often dozens a day, from yellow fever and malaria, while the construc-
tion works suffered severe technical difficulties, especially in the mountainous mid-
dle of the isthmus.  Despite their best efforts, the project’s engineers were not able to 
prevent landslides from filling in their excessively narrow channels.  Lesseps and his 
people came to the stark realization that the methods used to traverse the flat, dry, 
sandy Suez Isthmus were in no way transferable to the mountainous, flood-prone and 
disease-ridden jungles of Panama, a fact obscured by Bonaparte-Wyse’s ‘whitewashed’ 
feasibility study.

By the time that the present map appeared, the canal project was in total crisis.  Its 
labour force had been utterly decimated by tropical disease, while construction pro-
gress was nearly ground to a halt by technical difficulties.  Lesseps had long run out 
of operating capital, and was essentially running giant fraud, or Ponzi Scheme, using 

the money from new investors to pay out dividends to the early stakeholders (Robbing 
Pierre to pay Jean-Paul!).  There was now no chance of rescuing the project or refund-
ing the investors’ capital.  By late 1888, “les jeux sont faits”, as rumours swept through 
Paris, revealing that Lesseps’s scheme was a bust; an attempt to float a new bond issue 
in December of that year met with no takers!

In 1889, the Compagnie Universelle went bankrupt and all work on the canal was sus-
pended.  It was soon releveled that over 22,000 canal workers died, U.S. $287 million 
had been lost (then an astounding sum equivalent to billions today!) and many thou-
sands of investors had lost a good percentage of their wealth, if not everything!  It was 
a shocking scandal and the once lionized Lesseps, and his son, were charged by the 
French authorities with fraud.  

While the octogenarian Lesseps managed to avoid prison (he died in 1894 at the age 
of 88), the scandal extinguished French, and more broadly, any serious European 
interest in building the canal, despite some half-hearted attempts by some investors to 
revive the plan.  Moreover, in the mid-1890s, the rival on-and-off concept of building 
an interoceanic canal across Nicaragua was enjoying a (temporary and final) burst of 
support, so limiting the attractiveness of any Panamanian scheme – at least for the 
time being.

The Present Map in Focus

The map was made in 1904, during an intermediate stage the Panamanian Canal’s 
planning development.  The previous year, Panama gained it is independence and, in 
1904, the United States acquired the French interest in the canal for U.S.$40 million.  
While the Americans would settle upon an entirely different strategy for building the 
canal, in 1904, reviving the French scheme was still very much a possibility.  Thus, the 
present map shows the ‘revived’ French canal plan before it was supplanted for the 
final time. 

The map was published in Colón, Panama, a city located at the planned Atlantic ter-
minus of the canal, by I.L. Maduro, Jr., a professional photographer.  Maduro subse-
quently moved to Panama City and became one of the country’s leading commercial 
producers of maps, views and postcards; the present work is perhaps his earliest 
cartographic venture.  He is otherwise known for such popular titles as Hand Sketches 
of the Panama-Canal (c. 1910); Bird's Eye View of Panama Canal and Map of Panama 
(1912) and the Map of the Republic of Panama (1915).
The map is almost identical in design to another work, J.J. Millroy’s Official Map, His-
tory and Working's of the Panama Canal (Washington, D.C.: 1904); we are not aware 
of whether it was Maduro or Millroy’s venture that appeared first.

This highly attractive work showcases the former Compagnie Universelle du Canal In-
terocéanique’s audacious plan to carve a canal across the Panamanian Isthmus.  While, 
as discussed, the engineering specifications of the design were far too optimistic, the 
topographical and geological mapping executed for the project, as featured here, was 
impressively accurate.  
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The map, which dominates the work, depicts the topography cutting across the Pan-
amanian Isthmus, from the port of Colón (on the Caribbean / Atlantic side) through 
to Panama City (on the Pacific), while the intended route of the canal is showcased 
in between.  The canal proper is shown as a bold black line, snaking across the coun-
try, following the path of least resistance, from Colón up the Río Chagres and the Río 
Obispo valleys until making the difficult crossing of the Culebra Mountain and its 
foothills, before descending the Río Grande valley to the harbour of Panama City.  

The canal’s intended locks which lay between Peña Blanca and Miraflores, would raise 
the route up to a maximum altitude of 50 metres above sea level at the ‘Culebra Cut’, 
where the canal workers managed to remove 14,256,000 cubic metres of soil and rock, 
lowering the summit of the hill from 64 to 59 meters above sea level, yet forming a 
channel with a width that proved too narrow to be viable.  The tracks that run near the 
canal is the route of the Panama Canal Railway.

Above the map is the ‘Profile of the Panama Canal’, which follows the axis of the canal, 
noting different geological strata, with the canal, with its locks, shown to rise and de-
scend over the mountains.  

Wrapping around the composition on three sides is a beautifully composed, stylized 
view of the canal works.

The verso of the work features twelve photographic images, accompanied by ample 
descriptions, of various key sites along the canal and the canal works.

A Note on Rarity 

The present map is very rare.  Thew only reference we can trace is of a single example 
cited in WorldCat, but for which no institutional listing is given.  Moreover, we are 
not aware of any other examples as having appeared on the market.  This is not so 
surprising, as all of Maduro’s early Colón imprints are very uncommon, as they were 
produced in a ‘boutique’ fashion in only very small print runs. 

Epilogue: The Americans Successfully Build the Panama Canal 

The United States, as the great power in the Americas, was naturally interested in 
building and controlling any interoceanic canal in Central America.  After seriously 
flirting with, but then definitively discarding the concept of backing a trans-Nicaragua 
canal, the Americans moved to aggressively to full the vacuum in Panama, buying out 
the French rights and seeking to gain the backing of the Colombian government.  On 
January 22, 1903, the Hay–Herrán Treaty was signed which gave Bogota’s consent for 
the U.S. to build the canal and to control it for a period of 99 years.  

However, when Colombia seemed to have second thoughts, U.S. President Theodore 
Roosevelt concocted and supported a fake ‘independence rebellion’ in Panama that 
allowed the region to separate form Colombia, so becoming an American puppet state.  
The new government of the Republic of Panama immediately approved any and all 
U.S. demands.

The Americans began constructing the canal in the spring of 1904, with the engineer 
John Finley Wallace appointed to lead the project.  The endeavor was soon rocked, in 
1905, by technical problems, disease and Wallace’s firing by President Roosevelt.  How-
ever, it gained a strong footing when the famous railway engineer, John Frank Stevens, 
assumed leadership.  Under his watch, a new scheme for the construction plan was de-
veloped that envisaged a raised canal with sets of locks carrying ships up to a height of 
26 metres (85 feet) above sea level, before another set brought them back down to the 
sea on the other side.  It is worth noting that Lesseps’s Panama project was not entirely 
in vain, as the some of the abandoned French diggings and works, such as the ‘Culebra 
Cut’, proved immensely beneficial to the American endeavours. 

While immensely challenging, this plan was followed, and under Steven’s successor, 
George Washington Goethals, the project was brought to completion in the summer of 
1914.  At a cost of U.S. $375 million (equivalent to $ 9 billion today), it was by far the 
largest engineering project in the history of the Americas to date.  

The first ship, the SS Ancon, passed though the canal, from sea to sea, on August 15, 
1914.  During the first year of the canal’s operation, 1,000 ships made this voyage, rev-
olutionizing global shipping. 

The United States retained control of the canal, formally run by the run by the Isthmi-
an Canal Commission, and retained sovereign control of a strip of land running along 
either side of the channel called the Canal Zone.  Control of the canal and the Zone 
was handed to the Panamanian government in 1979.  Today, the canal has retained 
its vital role in global transport, and since completing renovations in 2016 is able to 
accommodate the passage of mega-ships (so-called ‘New PANAMAX’ class vessels).

References: OCLC: 1046462346 (but not citing specific institutional holding).

750 EUR
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Henk N. DAHLBERG (fl. 1954 -1975). / CENTRAAL BUREAU LUCHTKAARTERING, 
SURINAME [CENTRAL BUREAU OF AIR MAPPING, SURINAM].

Stadsplattegrond van Paramaribo, schaal 1:10.000 / Townmap of Paramaribo / Plan de 
ville de Paramaribo / Mapa da cidade Paramaribo / Mapa de la ciudad Paramaribo / 
Stadtplan Paramaribo.

Paramaribo: Topographische Dienst, [1959].

Bi-chrome photolithograph (black and green), with contemporary manuscript annotations in 
blue and orange pencil crayon (Good, some wear and toning along old folds, some toning and 
light staining to outer panels, a few closed marginal tears), 75 x 99 cm (29.5 x 39 inches).

An intriguing late colonial era map of Paramaribo, Surinam, in the form of an 
aerial photograph of the city tinted in green superimposed with information 
identifying all streets, 208 named key sites, neighborhoods, railways, and bus 
and ferry routes; created by the colony’s foremost geographer and geologist, 
Henk Dahlberg, working for the Surinam’s Central Bureau of Air Mapping and 
employing the advanced methods of ‘Controlled Mosaic’ aerial cartography, 
published in Paramaribo by the Topographische Dienst – surprisingly rare. 

10. SURINAM – PARAMARIBO
AERIAL CARTOGRAPHY

This unusual and intriguing map of Paramaribo, the capital of Curinam, captures the 
city in the late 1950s, during the twilight years of the Dutch colonial era (Surinam 
would gain its independence in 1975).  The busting port, located along a sharp bend 
on the Surinam River, then had, as noted upon the map, a land area of 1868 hectares 
and a population of 108,416 (December 1958).  The area had been settled by Europe-
ans since the first Dutch colonists arrived in 1613 and became the colonial capital in 
1667 when Surinam officially became a Dutch colony.  Paramaribo became an affluent 
and culturally diverse mart of commerce, fueled by the ignoble slave-sugar economy.  

Since the abolition of slavery, which occurred in a graduated fashion between 1863 
and 1873, Paramaribo continued to thrive as the colony’s agrarian sector remained 
viable, in part due to the importation if labourers from Asia, while gold mining in the 
interior increasingly provided more revenue.  When the present map was made, Para-
maribo was a small but vibrant city full of attractive wooden colonial buildings.  How-
ever, discontent lay just below the surface, as the Dutch regime became increasingly 
unpopular, leading to Surinam’s independence and the tumultuous years that followed. 
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Curiously, the map comes in the form of an aerial photograph, tinted in green, with a 
vast quantity of information overlaid in black text, including the labelling all streets, 
key sites, neighborhoods, and railways, and bus and ferry routes.  The map was made 
by Henk N. Dahlberg, Surinam’s leading geographer and geologist, who was then 
fulfilling a commission for the Centraal Bureau Luchtkaartering, Suriname [Central 
Bureau of Air Mapping, Surinam], an agency formed in the wake of World War II 
whose mandate was to map Surinam using advanced techniques of controlled mosaic 
aerial cartography. 

To the right of the map is a street index, while the key, bottom centre, lists 208 named 
sites, as noted by number on the map, classified as crown ministries, public services, 
banks, cemeteries, libraries, cinemas, clubs and bars, consulates, hotels, factories, hos-
pitals, churches and temples, airline offices, mining offices, museums, radio stations, 
shipping lines offices, schools, sporting venues, tourism offices and miscellaneous sites.

A notable site is no. 105, the Neveh Shalom Synagogue, home the one of the oldest 
Jewish communities in the Americas.  There had been a synagogue in Surinam since at 
least 1665, with this site in Paramaribo hosting a temple since shortly after 1716.  The 
present building dates from 1842.

Returning to the method used to create the present map, a controlled mosaic, it is the 
highest form of a mosaic aerial survey.

As described by Avery’s Forester’s Guide to Aerial Photo Interpretation: 
“Mosaics are composite pictures assembled from as many individual, vertical photo-
graphs as may be required to cover a specified area; they are usually constructed to 
provide a pictorial representation and a planimetric approximation of a fairly extensive 
ground area” (Avery, p. 1).
A pre-requisite for controlled mosaics, is a highly accurate topographical map of the 
area in question, from which precise geodetic basepoints are identified to properly 
anchor the photography.  
As per Avery: 

“A controlled mosaic is one that is directly tied to an extensive network of ground con-
trol points, and it is usually assembled from prints that are both rectified and ratioed. 
As a result, the mosaic will approximate planimetric map accuracy in regions of flat to 
gently rolling terrain...” (Avery, p. 1).

It was thus necessary for the photographs to be taken with great care from the air-
plane, flying at similar altitudes, in good weather to produce images to a uniform high 
quality.  The resulting images were then integrated as ‘mosaic’ to form the bigger pic-
ture, which would then be compared to the base map.  The images would yield addi-
tional details or improve the depiction of existing features on the base cartography, so 
resulting in a superior map. 

The controlled mosaic technique, upon which the present map was created, repre-
sented the gold standard for cartography for some decades after World War II, until 
satellite mapping took over. 

The controlled mosaic technique was developed in the 1930s, used primarily for the 
management of forestry, agriculture, waterways and urban planning.  It was perfected 
during World War II, separately by both the Allies (the United States Air Force, the 
Royal Air Force and its private contractors) and the German Luftwaffe, producing mil-
itary maps of peerless accuracy with latest details.  In the immediate postwar period, 
the improved methods of controlled mosaic mapping were applied to civilian cartogra-
phy, as here.
The creator of the map, Henk N. Dahlberg (fl. 1954 -1975), was Surinam’s leading 
geologist and geographer during the last generation of Dutch colonial rule.  He played 
a major role in applying the latest techniques of aerial mapping in the colony, respon-
sible for the ‘next generation’ in not only topographic cartography, but also geologi-
cal and mining mapping and reconnaissance.  He was also credited for creating the 
modern education curriculum for geography for the primary and secondary school 
students in the colony.  When he made the present map, he was the colonial geography 
instructor as well as the technical lead at Surinam’s Centraal Bureau Luchtkaartering 
(Centraal Bureau of Air Mapping).  He was subsequently promoted to become the 
chief of the Surname’s Geological and Mining Service, during which time he revo-
lutionized the colony’s gold industry, finding dozens of new mines.  Sadly, much of 
Dahlberg’s excellent work in the mining filed was undermined by the chaos of the 
Surinamese Civil War (1986-92); however, some of his findings were revived upon the 
restoration of the mining industry.

In addition to the present map, Dahlberg’s other key published works include a general 
map of the colony, Kaart van Suriname = Map of Surinam = Mapa del Surinam (Para-
maribo, c. 1955); a general geography work, Suriname in de aardrijkskunde (Paramar-
ibo, 1954); the definitive geography textbook for the colony’s students, Ons Suriname : 
aardrijkskundeboek voor de lagere scholen (1954); and an atlas of the Netherlands and 
her West Indian colonies, Atlas Rijksdelen, buurlanden en het Caribisch gebied (1970).

A Note On Rarity

The map seems to be surprisingly rare for an official work of its kind and era.  We can 
trace only 4 institutional examples, all in the Netherlands, held by the University of 
Amsterdam Library; Leiden University Library; Rijksmuseum Research Library and 
the Free University of Amsterdam Library.  Moreover, we are not aware of any other 
examples as having appeared on the market, at least in recent years. 

References: Bibliotheek Universiteit van Amsterdam: IWO-depot UBM: W 72 987; 
Universiteitsbiblioteek Leiden: K 04475 Suriname; Rijksmuseum Research Library: 
724 C 38; Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam Library: LL.09251gk: 6711/los/1959; OCLC: 
809791087, 66242382, 236366379; P. Wagenaar HUMMELINCK, Nieuwe West-Indis-
che Gids / New West Indian Guide, vol. 40 (1960), p. 180.  Cf. [re: controlled mosaic 
aerial surveys:] Thomas Eugene AVERY, Forester’s Guide to Aerial Photo Interpre-
tation, U.S. Department of Agriculture – Forest Service, Agriculture Handbook 308 
(November 1978).
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11. IRAQ / KUWAIT
IRAN PETROLEUM HISTORY

WORLD WAR I
WAR OFFICE (GREAT BRITAIN), GEOGRAPHICAL SECTION.

Lower Mesopotamia between Baghdad and the Persian Gulf.

London: War Office, 1911.

Colour lithograph (Very Good, overall clean and bright, some modest wear and toning along 
old folds, wide upper and lower margins trimmed a bit with partial loss to small additional 
title label upper right), 71.5 x 70.5 cm (28 x 27.5 inches).

The rare first edition of the first accurate and highly detailed topographical 
general map of Central and Southern Iraq, Kuwait and Khuzestan (Iran), cre-
ated by the British War Office, the culmination of three generations of espionage 
and exploration missions, capped by late breaking discoveries; the authoritative 
map used by both sides during World War I’s ‘Mesopotamia Campaign’, Britain’s 
dramatic invasion of Iraq, opposed by Ottoman-German forces, as well as the 
definitive overview map for early petroleum exploration; published by the Brit-
ish War Office in 1911.

This highly important work is the first edition of the first accurate topographic general 
map of Central and Southern Iraq, Kuwait and Khuzestan (Iran), created by the British 
War Office in 1911.  This map was dramatically superior in all respects to previous 
maps, the culmination of over three generations of espionage and exploration activi-
ties, capped by critical late-breaking discoveries.  The War Office map was the author-
itative map used by both sides during the Mesopotamia Campaign, Britain’s invasion 
of Ottoman Iraq, one of most dramatic and surprising theatres of World War I.  It also 
served as the authoritative overview map for early petroleum exploration in Iraq, as 
well as being one of the earliest maps to depict the soon-to-be operational oil exploita-
tion infrastructure in Persia, servicing the first viable petroleum fields in the Middle 
East.

The map embraces all of central and southern Iraq (dominated by the great basin 
of the Euphrates and Tigris Rivers), from Baghdad and the lower part of the ‘Sunni 
Triangle’ in the north; down past Basra, the gateway to the Persian Gulf, in the south; 
plus, most of Kuwait and the Khuzestan Province (also known as ‘Arabistan’ due to its 
high Arab population), in southwestern Persia.  Critically, upon the outbreak of World 
War I, the part of Mesopotamia depicted here made up the Ottoman vilayets of Basra 
and Baghdad, while Kuwait was a British protectorate, while southern Persia was a 
British zone of influence (dominated by the Anglo-Persian Oil Company, the forerun-
ner to British Petroleum).  
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The map is the first accurate general topographical rendering of the region.  While 
initially created in the pre-war years to aid oil exploration, the building of pipelines, 
as well as transportation infrastructure, the British War Office always had its obvi-
ous military utility in mind.  Due to the desert climate of Iraq, the water levels of the 
mighty Euphrates and Tigris Rivers, and the surrounding swamps, experience dramat-
ic seasonal fluctuations, making the area incredibly difficult to traverse.  The present 
map features all the necessary information into aid military movement, including the 
locations of the various channels of the rivers; swampy areas, labelled as ‘liable to in-
undation’; the locations of towns; cultivated areas; roads; railways; fortifications; desert 
wells; telegraph lines; caravan tracks; as well as points of elevation.  The map features 
extensive annotations on the nature of the terrain; the identities of the native tribes; as 
well as countless archaeological sites in what was the cradle of Middle Eastern-Euro-
pean Civilization. 

Importantly, regarding oil exploration, within Iraq, there are labeled the locations of 
‘Petroleum & Bitumen wells’, although the first viable oil well would not be discov-
ered in the country until 1927.  In Persia, the map is one of the earliest printed maps 
to depict the entire route of the first oil pipeline in the greater region (shown here as 
uncompleted; it would not be finished until 1912), one of the greatest assets of the 
British Empire, controlled by the Anglo-Persian Oil Company (A.P.O.C.).  Labelled as 
the ‘Anglo-Persian Oil Co.’s pipeline’, it ran from the Middle East’s first commercially 
exploitable oil deposits (discovered in 1908) at the ‘Maidan-i-Napthun’ (Maidan-i-
Naftan) Oil Fields, near ‘Masjid Soliman’, down southwest past ‘Ahwaz’ (Ahvaz) to the 
A.P.O.C. Refinery on ‘Abadan Island’ (today the major Iranian city of Abadan).  

Also notable is the labelling of the ‘Eastn. Tel. Co.s Cable to Bushire & India’, a sub-
merged telegraph line (completed in 1864) that ran from ‘Fao’ (Al Faw), Iraq, under 
the Persian Gulf to the Persian port of Bushire, and then continued on in two alter-
native lines (completed in 1864 and 1869) to India, so completing the first real-time 
communications link between London and the gem of the British Empire. 

The map represents the apex of three generations of espionage and military, commer-
cial and archaeological exploration.  Its depiction of Iraq incudes highly important 
new discoveries from such sources as Sir William Willcock’s irrigation surveys of 
Lower Mesopotamia, conducted on behalf of the Ottoman Government from 1909 to 
1911; river maps made for the Lynch Brothers Shipping Company in 1909, an enter-
prise which sought a monopoly on commercial shipping on the Tigris and Euphrates; 
Captain Frank R. Teesdale’s military reconnaissance of the Lower Euphrates; amongst 
many other stellar sources.

The depiction of Kuwait is ground-breaking, predicated upon the 1910 surveys by the 
famed British military adventurer, Captain William Henry Irvine Shakespear (1878 - 
1915), who befriended the country’s ruler which also forging an alliance with the Saud 
Dynasty of the Nejd.  Much of the mapping of Khuzestan, Persia, comes from oil and 
infrastructure surveys conducted by the Anglo-Persian Oil Company in 1910; while a 
good part of the area connecting Iraq and Persia is based upon the itinerary maps of 
the esteemed archaeologist Dr. Ernst Herzfeld, notably his Routenkarte von Bagdad 
nach Shiraz (1907), indicating that the modern mapping of the region was never an 
entirely British exercise. 
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The Genealogy and Sequencing of the map of Lower Mesopotamia between Baghdad 
and the Persian Gulf

The Geographical Section of the General Staff of the British War Office issued the fore-
runner of the present map in November 1907, although this work was far less detailed 
and accurate than the later editions, as it did not feature the aforementioned vital in-
formation from new discoveries in 1909-1911.  As such, it is something of a skeleton, 
or maquette for the present work.  This version of the map is exceedingly rare and did 
not seem to have been publicly distributed.  

The War Office issued the present much-improved version of the map embracing 
the new discoveries, in June 1911, effectively making it the first accurate and highly 
detailed topographical general map of Central and Southern Iraq, Kuwait and Khuz-
estan (Iran).  This edition of the map, which is rare, was made available for public sale 
through the War Office’s private sector partners (as listed in the bottom margin)

Upon the outbreak of World War I, the superiority of the map to all it rivals was recog-
nized by all sides in the conflict.  As such, the 1911 War Office edition was copied and 
published by the Kartographische Abteilung des Stellvertretenden Generalstabes des 
Armee, the map division of the German Army High Command, in Berlin, probably 
early in 1915.  This German ‘pirate edition’ is identical to its antecedent in all respects 
save for the addition of a German language imprint. This edition was seemingly made 
in only a very small print run for the exclusive use of senior German and Ottoman 
officers during the height of the Mesopotamian Campaign.

In December 1915, the British War Office issued a revised version of the 1911 map, 
with some additions from new information gleaned in the war theatre over the pre-
vious 13 months.  This map was issued in conjunction with Edward Stanford Ltd., 
the War Office’s principal private sector partner.  Another further revised edition was 
issued by the War Office and Stanford in August 1916.

Early in 1917, the German army issued another ‘pirate edition’ of the map, based upon 
the August 1916 British edition, but this time published by the Königlich Preußische 
Landesaufnahme (Royal Prussian Surveying Office), in Berlin.

Following Britain’s conquest of Mesopotamia and the end of World War I, the British 
remained in what became Iraq, as the League of Nations mandatory authority.  To 
assist in their oversight of the country, the War Office issued a final, further revised, 
edition of the map in 1919. 

It is worth nothing that to assist the Anglo-Indian Army in their participation in the 
Mesopotamian Campaign, the Survey of India issued a reduced-sized version of the 
present map, Lower Mesopotamia (Dehra Dun: Survey of India, 1914), which ran into 
various editions.

A Note on Rarity

While all editions of the map Lower Mesopotamia between Baghdad and the Persian 
Gulf are today scarce, the present 1911 edition is very rare.  We can trace only 3 insti-

tutional examples, held by the University of Oxford; Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin; and 
the Universitätsbibliothek J.C. Senckenberg (University of Frankfurt); moreover, we 
cannot find any sales records for an example of this issue.  

Espionage, Oil, War and the Contest for Mesopotamia

Mesopotamia, today known as Iraq, was the cradle of civilization in the Middle East 
and Europe, having over the millennia formed a key part of many empires.  Since 
1534, the region fell to Suleiman the Magnificent’s armies, becoming part of the Otto-
man Empire.  It was duly divided into the three vilayets (provinces) of Basra, Baghdad 
and Mosul.  Mesopotamia was perhaps the most ethnically and religiously diverse part 
of the Middle East and Ottoman rule over the country was generally weak, with prac-
tical power invested in local leaders.

In the wake of the Napoleonic Wars, Britain aimed to expand its empire in India 
and to gain total dominance over the Indian Ocean.  The Persian Gulf was viewed 
by Whitehall as vital to its strategic interests and, beginning in 1820, Britain began 
signing protectorate treaties with the Arab Gulf States, hitherto known as the ‘Trucial 
States’, which progressively allowed the Royal Navy to make the Gulf into a ‘British 
lake’.  

Beyond its proximity the Gulf, Mesopotamia held a special place in the British mind.  
Those intellectually inclined were enthralled by the possibility of uncovering the ar-
chaeological wonders of the region, while figures of a more business-like disposition 
saw Mesopotamia as providing the key part of an overland route from Europe to India.

Beginning in 1826, members of the British Indian Navy, with the Sublime Porte’s 
reluctant permission (Britain was a key ally of Constantinople, albeit a meddlesome 
and exploitative one), commenced charting the notoriously treacherous Euphrates an 
Tigris Rivers in search of routes for steamships that would account for a critical stretch 
of the overland route.  

Beginning in the 1850s, British Indian engineers commenced topographical surveys of 
the lowlands near the rivers, while also conducting rudimentary archaeological sur-
veys.  In the 1860s, the British proceeded to make surveys and set up telegraph lines in 
Mesopotamia, as part of an eventual rapid communications system connecting India 
with Berlin and London (via Persia and Russia). 

Importantly, while these surveys were conducted for their stated purposes, they all 
had a dual role.  The surveyors were all spies, under instructions to make observations 
on the land, the local people and the political and military situation, before present-
ing their findings to officials in both London and Calcutta.  By the late 19th Century, 
Britain had a stellar knowledge of the region that was, in some respects, more com-
prehensive than that possessed by the Sublime Porte!  British merchants in Basra and 
Baghdad also played a key role in the economy of the country.  
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To assert its control of the head of the Persian Gulf, in 1899 Britain recognized Kuwait 
as separate state from the Ottoman Empire.  In 1914, Kuwait became a British protec-
torate, in a manner like the Trucial States.

Around the turn of the century, geologists were reporting that the Persian Gulf re-
gion was likely home to vast petroleum reserves.  Oil was not only the key fuel for the 
next stage in the West’s industrial development, but if supplies enough to support the 
Royal Navy’s fleets to transition from coal to petroleum, it promised to give Britain an 
indominable military edge.  
With the signing of the Anglo-Russian Convention of 1907, whereupon Britain and 
Russia ended ‘The Great Game’, their decades-long cold war, Britain gained suzerainty 
over southern Persia. 

The British War Office produced the first edition of the present map in November 
1907 with these imperatives in mind.

In 1908, oil was discovered in Persia at Masjed Suleyman, in the Khuzestan region of 
southwestern Persia (labelled as ‘Masjid Suliman’ on the middle of the of the far-left 
side of the present map),  and the British founded the Anglo-Persian Oil Company 
(APOC) to guard and exploit these discoveries (APOC was the precursor of today’s 
British Petroleum). 
The British then turned their sights to Mesopotamia, which geologists believed con-
tained massive petroleum deposits, in both the north (the Mosul and Kirkuk region), 
as well the far south of the country, near Basra (adjacent to Khuzestan).  This sparked 
a massive surge in British interest in Mesopotamia, including a diverse array of meg-
aprojects from irrigation schemes, to shipping lines, to mercantile enterprise and 
military reconnaissance missions.  In a familiar refrain, all these endeavours were also 
espionage missions, with detailed intelligence being reported in a steady stream to 
Whitehall. 

Enter Germany, which likewise possessed extensive interests in Mesopotamia.  Since 
the late 1880s, it had worked to gradually displace Britain and France as the major 
foreign financial and military player at the Sublime Porte.  Deutsche Bank, Kaiser Wil-
helm II’s preferred financial vehicle, assumed control of the Orient Express (the famed 
rail route that connected Constantinople to the heart to Europe) and the Anatolian 
Railway, the uncompleted line that was to run across Turkey.  In 1903, the Germans 
agreed to expand the Anatolian route through to Baghdad (and perhaps even Basra), 
creating the Baghdad Railway (German: Bagdadbahn), the envisaged Berlin-Baghdad 
Express.  This line, if ever completed, would pose a terrifying threat to British interests 
in the Persian Gulf, especially the petroleum industry.

In 1912, the British backed the formation of the Turkish Oil Company to search for 
petroleum in Mesopotamia.  This international affair curiously not only included Brit-
ish investors, but in an example of ‘keeping your enemies closer’, had Deutsche Bank 
as a major stakeholder, while the firm was headed by the brilliant Armenian tycoon 
and art collector Calouste Gulbenkian.  Ironically, despite its name, the company did 
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not feature the involvement of the Sublime Porte.  While the venture showed enor-
mous promise, the advent of the World War I ensured that any projects could not be 
realized for some years. 

The outbreak of the Great War seemed to catch everyone in the Middle East a bit by 
surprise.  However, the British, fearing for its interests in the Persian Gulf, had the 
Indian Army move quickly to invade Mesopotamia.  In what became known as the 
Mesopotamian Campaign, the Indian Army arrived on scene in November 1914 and 
easily took Basra and most of the surrounding vilayet.

Importantly, during World War I both sides placed an incredibly high priority on 
obtaining geographic intelligence, especially in the Turkish-Middle Eastern thea-
tres, where the topography was not so well known.  The creation and acquisition of 
maps sufficiently accurate and detailed to aid military movement was often not only 
a supporting, but rather a decisive, factor upon tactical operations in theatres such as 
Gallipoli, the Sinai and Mesopotamia.  The present map is one of the most consequen-
tial examples of the transference of geographic intelligence between sides during the 
conflict.

In 1915, the British gradually advanced up the Tigris and Euphrates valleys, scoring 
victory after victory against the Ottomans.  However, they grew overconfident and 
overextended their lines.  Meanwhile, the Ottomans received major reinforcements 
from Turkey (carried by the partially completed Bagdadbahn, which could transport 
troops from Constantinople to Baghdad in only 21 days), while the Germans provided 
massive assistance in the form of sophisticated artillery and airplanes.  Moreover, they 
dispatched Field Marshal Colmar Freiherr von der Goltz, better known as ‘Goltz Pa-
sha’, the famed Prussian strategist and long-time military advisor to the Sublime Porte, 
to oversee the Central Powers’ efforts.  

The British rashly attempted to take Baghdad but were defeated by the reinvigorated 
Ottoman-German forces at the Battle of Ctesiphon (November 22-25, 1915), only 35 
miles south of the city.  The main British force under Major-General Charles Town-
shend was then driven south to the strategically important (yet vulnerable) town of 
Kut-al-Amara, located on a bend in the Tigris, about 160 miles south-east of Baghdad 
(in upper centre of the map).  The town was encircled by Goltz Pasha and the Otto-
mans, commencing the Siege of Kut (December 7, 1915 to April 29, 1916).  After al-
most five months, the starving British garrison surrendered to the Ottomans.  In what 
was one of the greatest Allied defeats of the war, only 13,164 of the original 45,000 
British imperial troops had survived the siege (while most of these men subsequently 
died during the POWs’ ‘death march’ to Anatolia).  This was not only a devastating 
blow to British pride and morale, but for a while it threatened to cause the many of the 
hundreds of millions of Muslims living in the British Empire to question their loyalty 
to the seemingly flagging Allied case.

Later in 1916, the British were determined to recover and avenge their defeat, send-
ing massive reinforcements to Mesopotamia commanded by a vigorous new leader, 

Lieutenant-General Sir Stanley Maude.  Meanwhile, the death of Goltz Pasha, due to 
cholera, on April 19, 1916, was a great blow to the Ottoman-German effort.  

Beginning in December 1916, Maude’s force methodically made its way up the Ti-
gris and Euphrates.  The British spooked the Ottomans into retreating, abandoning 
Baghdad to Maude on December 11, 1917.  Henceforth, the British continued their 
conquest northward, albeit slowly.  While World War I in the Ottoman lands ended 
upon the Armistice of Mudros (October 30, 1918), in contravention of the agreement, 
British forces continued to move north, taking Mosul on November 14, 1918 (so giv-
ing the British control of the most promising potential petroleum region!).

The Treaty of Versailles (1919) hailed the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire and 
made Iraq into British-controlled mandate (essentially a protectorate / semi-colony).  
The Turkish Petroleum Company ramped up its exploration ventures, discovering the 
massive Kirkuk fields in 1927.  Renamed the Iraq Petroleum Company in 1929, the 
firm went on to discover many new oil fields, including in the Basra region, located on 
the present map.  While Iraq technically became independent in 1932, Britain con-
tinued to dominate its politics and oil production until the July 14 Revolution of 1958 
brought in a nationalist republican regime opposed to Western hegemony. 

References: University of Oxford: D19:8 (1); Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin: Kart. D 6198; 
Universitätsbibliothek J.C. Senckenberg (University of Frankfurt): KT KF 22; OCLC: 
863254256, 302283398, 1234146045.
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12. SAUDI ARABIA – JEDDAH
MIDDLE EASTERN URBANISM

 .Hussein Hamza BINDAGJI / حسين حمزة بندقجى

.City Map of Jeddah 1982 / خريطة مدينة جّده

[Edinburgh:] Morrison & Gibb for the Author and the Oxford University Press, 1982.

Colour print, printed on both sides (2 maps on one sheet: Arabic and English versions back-
to-back) (Very Good, overall clean and bright, just some light wear along old folds), 113 x 98 
cm (44.5 x 38.5 inches).

A large format map of Jeddah, Saudi Arabia’s main port city and the gateway 
to the holy city of Mecca, provided in both Arabic and English versions (2 maps 
on 1 sheet, printed back-to-back), created by the Saudi geographer Professor 
Hussein Hamza Bindagji in conjunction the Oxford University Press, capturing 
the city during a critical stage in its development, at it had just become a global-
ly-important commercial centre but before its period of explosive growth. 

Jeddah, a port on the Red Sea, has long held an outsized place of importance, in that it 
is the gateway to holy city of Mecca, located only 65 km to the east.  In modern times 
it has been Saudi Arabia’s leading port and its most international city, favoured by for-
eigners due to its relatively open-minded outlook.  

The present large format map was made by Professor Hussein Hamza Bindagji, of King 
Abdulaziz University (Jeddah), who was then by far and away the preeminent Saudi 
geographer.  It captures Jeddah in 1982, when it had population of 982,000, and having 
harnessed oil money and foreign investment, it had already become a globally impor-
tant commercial centre, as both Saudi’s window to outside world and World’s window 
into Saudi.  Yet, any comparison to a map of today is intriguing, as Jeddah has since 
experienced explosive growth – it now had a population of over 4.8 million!  In 1982, 
it must be remarked that several historical buildings in the old city centre, Al-Balad, 
were tragically destroyed by a fire, showing that Jeddah’s history has in recent times 
often been sacrificed by carelessness and over-development. 

The map is given here in two sperate but identical versions, in Arabic and in English (2 
maps on 1 sheet, printed back-to-back).  The map shows all streets, labeling the major 
thoroughfares, and outlining and naming all large edifies, as well as the port facilities.  
Colour coding shows areas of the port that are to be reclaimed from the sea; built-up 
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areas as of 1979 (shaded orange); souks or shopping areas (orange stripes); parks and gardens 
(light green); and cultivated land (dark green).  Symbols also indicate the locations of boys’ 
and girls’ schools and universities of various kinds, while a numbered key identifies 12 main 
sites.  The map also includes a detailed index, noting hundreds more sites, as well as a list of 
‘Useful Telephone Numbers’ for embassies, businesses, hotels and hospitals.  The inset map, 
‘Greater Jeddah and Abhur‘, upper right, clearly labels the city’s neighborhoods. 

Professor Bindagji made the map in four updated annual issues, in 1980, 1981, 1982 (present 
here) and 1983/4.  All versions of the map are uncommon.  We can locate only 3 institutional 
examples of the 1982 edition, held by the Oxford University Library, Library of Congress, and 
the Brigham Young University Library.

References: Oxford University Library: D50:20 Jeddah (3); Library of Congress: G7534.J2 
1982 .B5; OCLC: 9556837, 1232084565.
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13. JAPAN – HAKODATE, HOKKAIDO

高木東亜堂 [Tōadō TAKAGI] and 髙木捨次郎 [Ryujiro TAKAGI].

函館市街全圖 / New Guide Atlas of the Hakodate.

Hakodate: Tōadō Takagi, Taishō 14 [1925].

Colour lithograph on thick paper with original Art Nouveau illustrated printed card covers, 
contemporary bookseller’s handstamp to front cover (Very Good, overall attractive, some 
wear and light toning along folds, some light toning to lower left quadrant, some old ink 
stains to verso and outer right blank margin of map not affecting printed area), 39 x 53 cm 
(15.5 x 21 inches).

An attractive and engaging map of Hakodate which was perhaps the ‘Most West-
ern’ city in Japan, having been the first Japanese port re-opened to foreign trade 
in the mid-19th century, as well as, due to its strategic location near the southern 
tip of Hokkaido, being Japan’s gateway to the ‘North’; created during Hakod-
ate’s 1920s boom period before the city was largely destroyed by the Great Fire 
of 1934, published by the local map and printmakers Tōadō Takagi and Ryujiro 
Takagi – very rare. 
This fine and engaging map embraces Hakodate, the port city near the southern tip 
of Hokkaido that guards the Tsugaru Strait that divides the island from Honshu.  For 
centuries until the 1860s, Hakodate was Japan’s only major base on Hokkaido (an 
island traditionally controlled by the indigenous Ainu people) and was, critically, the 
first Japanese port re-opened to foreign trade when Japan was forced to abandon its 
national policy of isolation in the 1850s.  

The present map was issued in 1925, when Hakodate was experiencing a boom period 
due to its role as Japan’s gateway to the ‘North’, being the rest of Hokkaido (which had 
by then been long been fully colonized and integrated into metropolitan Japan) and 
Karafuto (the Japanese-controlled southern part of Sakhalin).  It was published by the 
local map and printmaking firm run by Tōadō Takagi and Ryujiro Takagi.

The map shows Hakodate’s scenic location on a tombolo (a sand isthmus) between 
the Hokkaido mainland, on the right, and the extinct volcano of Hakodate Mountain 
(334 metres tall), to the left.  The city’s stellar natural harbour lies to the north, while 
the rough waters of the Tsuguro Strait are the south.  The modern harbor, connected 
to rail lines features numerous piers and quays.  The city, which recorded a population 
of 163,972 in 1925, is shown to be laid out on an orderly grid of streets with modern 
electric tram lines represented by red lines.  All streets are labelled, as are the locations 
many key sites and major buildings.  
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Hakodate was one of Japan’s ‘Most ‘Western’ cities, home sizeable foreign communities 
and always hosting many foreign visitors, while its streets featured many Western-style 
buildings.  In a nod to this, a few key sites are additionally labelled in English (as is the 
map’s title), including the ‘Post Office’ and (in imperfect English) ‘Hakodate Stesion’ 
and ‘AHorse-Rece’ (Horse Racing Track).  A curious feature is the Goryōkaku, on 
landward outskirts of town, being a massive Vauban-style star citadel built in the 1860s 
by the outgoing Shogunate regime. 

Curiously, even though Hakodate was a major international commercial port, it was 
still technically a ‘special military zone’, such that the mapping of the city was possible 
only with the express permission of the Japanese military.  As such, the present map is 
marked as having been made with the “Permission of the Commander of the Hakod-
ate Fortress”.

Sadly, the great activity and prosperity implied by the map was not to last.  Most of the 
city was destroyed by the Great Fire of Hakodate (March 21, 1934), such that Hakod-
ate would not be truly revives until the post-WWII era. 

Despite the fire, many of Hakodate’s most famous Meiji and Taisho era edifices survive 
to the present day, such as the Old Public Hall of the Hakodate Ward (built in 1910); 
the Hakodate Orthodox Church (1916), having been originally founded by the local 
Russian Consulate in 1858 as the first Russian Orthodox religious site in Japan; and 
the Kanemori Red Brick Warehouse (1869) at the harbour; so allowing one to experi-
ence a taste of the Hakodate as showcased on them map. 

The map was published by Tōadō Takagi, who often worked with his relative, Ryujiro 
Takagi (who is listed as a co-producer here).  Takagi was active in Hakodate through 
the first few decades of the 20th century, producing popular works such maps, city 
views and postcards.  While he appears to have been reasonably prolific, the ephemeral 
nature of his oeuvre had seen that few of his works survive to the present day.

This map is part of regularly updated sequence of Hakodate plans made by Takagi, is-
sued at least between Meiji 44 (1911) and Shōwa 4 (1929).  All editions of the map are 
rare, both institutionally and commercially.  We can locate only a single example of the 
present 1925 issue in libraries worldwide (held by the Hakodate City Central Library) 
and cannot find any sales records for another example. 

Hakodate: The ‘Most Western’ City in Japan and Japan’s Gateway to the North 

Hakodate long held a prominence in Japan’s modern history and economy well be-
yond its size.  Due to its strategic location guarding the Tsuguru Strait, it was founded 
in 1454, as the first Japanese outpost on Hokkaido, which was otherwise inhabited 
by the indigenous Ainu people.  However, for next 250 years or so, the Japanese were 
only able to maintain fleeting control over Hakodate, which was on several occasions 
temporarily occupied by the Ainu.  It was only in the 18th century, when the Japanese 
gained permanent control of the port, that Hakodate flourished as a major base for 
trade and the fisheries, albeit within Japan’s isolationist (Sakoku) system. 

When the U.S. Commodore Matthew Perry arrived in Japan in 1853 with a mission 
to open the country to foreign trade (by force if necessary), he found Hakodate to be 
a bustling nexus of commerce and, recognizing its importance, commissioned the 
first scientific survey of its harbour.  Pursuant to the Convention of Kanagawa (1854), 
Hakodate, along with Shimoda, became the first Japanese port to be opened to foreign 
ships.  Its cityscape soon took on many Western elements, with the arrival of foreign 
traders and consulates, who commissioned the construction of European and Ameri-
can style buildings.  Notably, in the city, in 1858, the Russians founded the first Ortho-
dox chapel (later church) in Japan, a mission nurtured by the famed Bishop Nicholas 
of Japan.  From 1881 to 1884, Hakodate was also home to Thomas Blankiston the 
esteemed British naturalist (who was also a spy). 

Unlike the other Japanese ports that were authorized to host outsiders, the foreign res-
idents of Hakodate did not live in compounds, but rather co-habituated with Japanese 
people in the general community.  This spurred a great deal of positive cross-cultural 
exchange, creating a uniquely vibrant social atmosphere. 

Significantly, during the Boshin War (1868-9), when the forces of the emperor sought 
to depose the Shogunate, Hakodate was the scene of the last stand of the ancient 
regime.  A key site was the Goryōkaku, a massive fortress, recently built to ward of a 
Russian invasion, in the style of the 17th century French architect Vauban.  However, 
indicative of the ‘archaic’ nature of the Tokugawa regime, the bastion was largely obso-
lete in what was by then the age of modern artillery.  The last vestiges of the Shogunate 
were defeated at the 10-month-long Battle of Hakodate (October 20, 1868 to May 17, 
1869), leaving all of Japan under the direct control of the Meiji Emperor.

The new Meiji regime decided to conquer and colonize all Hokkaido, supplanting the 
Ainu people.  Sapporo, founded in 1868, to the north, on the fertile interior plains, 
soon replaced Hakodate as the island’s main city, for its location was better suited 
to serving the new agrarian colonies.  However, Hakodate continued to enjoy ro-
bust growth due to maritime trade and received a big boost upon Japan’s conquest of 
Karafuto (the southern part of Sakhalin) during the Russo-Japanese War (1904-5), as it 
became a staging point for the development of that region. 
Hakodate’s Roaring ’20s boom managed to transcend the beginnings of the Great 
Depression but came to a crashing end during the Great Fire of Hakodate (March 21, 
1934), in which two-thirds of the city was destroyed, accounting for 11,055 budlings, 
while 2,166 people were killed and another 145,500 (out of total population of around 
200,000) were left homeless.  It was one of the greatest conflagrations in Japanese his-
tory, and it was not until the 1950s that Hakodate really began to recover. 

Today Hakodate is a vibrant commercial port of around 300,000 residents and the 
regional centre of Southern Hokkaido, supported by a strong tourist economy.   

References: Hakodate City Central Library: K29011 Hako 3001. 

480 EUR
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14. TIANJIN, CHINA
FOREIGN CONCESSIONS 

TIANJIN CHINESE IMPRINT

CHUNG-TUNG LITHO WORKS.

天津地圖 / Map of Tientsin.

Tianjin: Chung-Tung Litho Works, 1930.

Colour lithograph with original printed paper slipcase (Very good, some very faint staining 
along outer parts of horizontal centerfold and some light wear along folds, paper slipcase a 
toned and a bit stained and chipped at edges with some loss), 80 x 53 cm (31.5 x 21 inches).

An extremely rare and high-quality map of Tianjin, captured during the height 
of its 1920s-’30s ‘Golden Era’ when it was one of the most economically and 
culturally vibrant cities in Asia, with largely bilingual (Chinese-English) text, the 
map provides a highly detailed record of the entire city, shown divided into the 
Old Chinese town, and the various colour-coded foreign concessions; published 
in Tianjin by the Chung-Tung Litho Works. 

Tianjin is today one of China’s premier metropolises, a major centre of commerce and 
science, home to over 14 million residents.  However, until the 1860s, it was a relative-
ly unimportant place, despite that fact that it occupied a strategic location between 
Beijing and the sea.  Following the Second Opium War (1856-60) and the Treaty of 
Tianjin (arranged 1858, ratified 1860) Tianjin became a treaty port, home to foreign 
concessions, with the British and French being the first to establish their sovereign dis-
tricts.  The city grew rapidly, buoyed by its role as the gateway to trade in mid-north-
ern China.  

Following additional external interventions around the turn of the century, further 
foreign concessions were established in Tianjin, including those of Japan, Germany, 
Austria-Hungary, Russia, Belgium and Italy.  Tianjin’s commerce boomed, even as the 
some of the concessions were expelled by the end of World War I.  

During the 1920s and much of the ’30s, Tianjin enjoyed an unprecedented economic 
and cultural flowering, making it perhaps the most stylish and vibrant city in China, 
after only Shanghai.  Grand European-style edifices lined the main avenues, while the 
city was home to swank restaurants, nightclubs and boutiques catering to a well-healed 
polyglot crowd.  The present map was issued in 1930, during the height of this boom.
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In 1937, during the Second Anglo-Japanese War (1937-45), which dovetailed into World 
War II, Japan conquered Tianjin.  While this represented an immediate nightmare for 
the local Chinese population, as Japan was not yet at war with the Allies (this would not 
occur until December 1941), the occupying regime allowed the ‘good times’ to continue 
in the foreign concessions for a little while longer.  However, in 1939, the Japanese and 
the officials in charge of the British concession started to quarrel, which almost broke out 
into armed conflict (the British left Tianjin in 1940 to avoid such an outcome).  A small 
contingent of American troops remained in Tianjin until Japan and the Allies came to 
war and were taken captive as POWs.  The Italian and (Vichy) French concessions were 
allowed to exist for the duration of the conflict.

Japan was expelled from Tianjin, and all of China, when it lost the war in late summer 
of 1945.  The city was then controlled by the Chinese Nationalists for some time before 
being taken by the Communists in 1949.  While it fared better than most Chinese cities, 
Tianjin’s economy suffered under Mao’s rule.  On July 28, 1976, the city was hit by a ma-
jor earthquake that killed many thousands of people and destroyed 60% of its buildings.  
However, Tianjin came roaring back like never before beginning in the 1990s.  

The Present Map in Focus

This attractive, highly detailed map provides a stellar overview of the city in its swinging 
heyday.  It was issued in Tianjin by the Chung-Tung Litho Works, as is part of a regular-
ly updated sequence of plans of the city that commenced in 1912.  Chung-Tung is also 
known for printing a well-regarded and attractive map of Beijing, Map of Peking (1914).

The preset edition of the map is largely bilingual (Chinese-English), made to ensure its 
accessibility to Tianjin’s large foreign communities.  The city’s various districts are col-
our-coded, with the ‘Hai Ho’ (Hai River) and several canals snaking through the city-
scape, while all streets of any note are delineated and labelled.  The railway lines, which 
played a major role in Tianjin’s prosperity, snake down the eastern side of the city.

The rectangular Old Chinse city, shaded in orange, in the upper right, is indicative of 
how small Tianjin was prior to the 1860s.  

The foreign concessions (both current and former) hug the Hai River, with the Japanese 
Concession (1898–1945), shaded pink; while the French Concession (1860–1946) lies 
to is south, is shaded purple; the British Concession (1860–1943) shaded blue, is further 
south; while further down still is the former German Concession (1899–1917), shaded 
orange.  Across the river, shaded yellow, is the former Russian Concession (1900–1920), 
while on the bend to the north is the Italian Concession (1901–1943), shaded orange, 
and the Austro-Hungarian Concession (1901–1917), shaded green.

One will immediately notice that the foreign concessions tended to follow geometrical 
urban plans, with broad avenues, squares and large parks, while the Chinese areas, both 
old and new, are composed of dense warrens of streets.  Indeed, true to the nature of 
imperialism, the foreign concessions were home to some of Asia’s most affluent commu-
nities, while the Chinese majority lived in relative poverty. 

Making the map an important resource for scholars of Tianjin history, the map care-
fully labels and specifically names innumerable key buildings and sites, such as con-
sulates, schools, businesses, hospitals, social clubs, hotels, theatres, newspaper offices, 
recreation sites, foreign army barracks (ex. the American Barracks in the Former 
German Concession), etc.  Indeed, very few historical maps of Tianjin record so many 
details, let alone in two languages. 

The inset map in the lower left corner, 天津日租界圖 (‘Map of the Tianjin Japanese 
Concessions’), while diminutive in size, provides an amazingly detailed picture of that 
important district, outlining hundreds of numbered cadastral lots.

A Note on Rarity

The present edition of the map is extremely rare, we cannot trace any references to 
it, let alone the location of another example.  This is not so surprising, as the survival 
rate of such Chinese ephemeral works is very low.  All the other editions of map seem 
to be quite rare; we can locate 4 institutional examples of the 1912 edition (which is 
drafted on larger scale than the present issue), while we aware of a sales record from 
some years ago for what appears to be a 1927 edition (drafted on the same scale as the 
present work). 

References: N/A – No other examples of the 1930 edition traced.  Cf. (re: 1912 edi-
tion:) Library of Congress: G7824.T5 1912 .T5, OCLC: 52748001.

850 EUR
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15. MOZAMBIQUE 
RIO MONIGA, PEBANE, ZAMBEZIA PROVINCE

João Carlos da Silva NOGUEIRA (1872 – 1954) and César Augusto Gomes do AMARAL 
(b. 1874). / COMISSÃO DE CARTOGRAFIA.

Reconhecimento hydrographico da Barra do Rio Tejungo. Costa Oriental de África. 
Província de Moçambique.

Lisbon: Lithografia Companhia Nacional Editora, [1899].

Lithograph (Very Good, overall clean and crisp, some light toning along old folds, minor 
repair from verso to small tear in blank margin), 49 x 38.5 cm (19.5 x 15 inches).

An extremely rare and attractive late 19th century Portuguese sea chart of the 
mouth of the Rio Tejungo (today known as the Rio Moniga), a key trading port 
along the north-central coast of Mozambique, the chart being the first edition of 
the first scientific, trigonometric survey of estuary, conducted in 1898 by Lieu-
tenant João Carlos da Silva Nogueira of the Portuguese navy and the Coast 
Guard officer César Augusto Gomes do Amaral.

The estuary of the Rio Tejungo (today known as the Rio Moniga), located along the 
north-central coat of Mozambique, in what was then the Quelimane District (today 
Zambezia Province), has for centuries been a key trading port, especially for the ex-
port of the region’s abundant agrarian resources, as well as a base for fishing vessels.

The attractively drafted chart is based upon groundbreaking scientific surveys con-
ducted in 1898 by Lieutenant João Carlos da Silva Nogueira, of the Portuguese Navy, 
and the Coast Guard officer César Augusto Gomes do Amaral.  The survey was part 
of a grander over-arching project to map both Mozambique’s terrestrial and maritime 
spaces in the most technically advanced manner, overseen by the Comissão de Car-
tografia, the Portuguese colonial mapping agency, in order to aide ambitious economic 
development programmes and spur foreign investment.

The map shows that the basin formed by the confluence of the ‘Rio Tejunga ou Moni-
ga’ and the ‘Rio Edugo’ provides a superb shelter for vessels, and while the mouth of 
the harbour, between the Ponta Moneapa and Ponta Maverani, is quite clear and deep, 
the offshore areas feature dangerous, shallow sandbars. 
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Nogueira and Amaral’s careful soundings of the harbour and the offshore shoals in-
dicate that only shallow-draft dhows and small fishing boats could clear the sandbars 
before the harbour.  While the locals had long used craft that were perfectly suited to 
such waters, the Portuguese were faced the choice of having to dredge the offshore 
areas if they ever wanted to use the Rio Tejunga/Moniga for large, modern motorized 
vessels.

Today, the Rio Moniga estuary is a key fishing port, as well as a major base for the 
export of copra (dried cocoanut kernels), a lucrative crop that has many culinary and 
industrial uses. Recent figures record that 3,000 tons of copra leave the port annually.

A Note on Rarity

Like almost all 19th century Portuguese sea charts of colonial subjects, the present 
work is very rare.  It would have been published in only a small print run, while the 
survival rate of such working charts is very low, especially as Portuguese issues tended 
to be printed on quite fragile paper. 

We can trace only 3 institutional examples of the chart, all in Iberia, held by the Bibli-
oteca Nacional de Portugal; Archivo Historico Ultramarino (Portugal); and the Biblio-
teca Nacional de España.  Moreover, we are not aware of any other examples as having 
appeared on the market.

References: Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal: C.C. 257 V.; Archivo Historico Ultrama-
rino: PT/AHU/CARTI/064/00582; Biblioteca Nacional de España: MR/33-41/3429; 
OCLC: 1139006601, 9088264275; Ana CANAS (ed.), Arquivo Histórico Ultramarino, 
Coleção de Cartografia Impressa (Lisbon, 2017), p. 48; The Geographical Journal, vol. 
18, no. 2 (August 1901), pp. 247; UNIVERSIDADE DE COIMBRA, O Instituto: revista 
scientifica e literária, no. 55 (Coimbra, 1908), p. 384.

350 EUR
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16. MOZAMBIQUE
LIMPOPO RIVER ESTUARY 

(XAI-XAI, GAZA PROVINCE)

João António La Roche Barbosa Martins LUDOVICE (1861 – 1928); Raul Correia Bet-
tencourt FURTADO (d. 1951); Jorge Augusto Alves DIAS (1870 – 1899). / COMISSÃO 
DE CARTOGRAFIA.

Reconhecimento da barra do Limpopo. Costa Oriental de África. Província de Moçam-
bique.

 
Lisbon: Lithografia Companhia Nacional Editora, 1894.  

Lithograph (Fair to Good, toned along old folds, printed on very brittle paper so chipping 
and worn along folds and blank margins with some areas of loss with some repairs from verso 
with archival material), 83.5 x 61.5 cm (33 x 24 inches).

 
An extremely rare and important sea chart depicting the mouth of the Limpopo 
River, in southern Mozambique; for centuries the Limpopo was one of the great 
transport corridors into the interior of southern Africa; the chart is based upon 
groundbreaking scientific surveys by a team of Portuguese naval officers, led by 
João António Ludovice, conducted in 1893, when the Portuguese forces were pro-
secting ‘Pacification Campaigns’ to defeat the once mighty Gaza Empire (1824–
1895), an indigenous state that controlled the navigable lower course of the river; 
the chart was intended by the Portuguese authorities to aid both their military 
designs and their ambitious economic development plans for the region.
This important first edition Portuguese sea chart embraces the mouth of the Limpopo 
River, long one of the main transportation corridors into the heart of Southern Africa.  
Rising along what is today the Botswana-South African border, the 1,750-km-long riv-
er forms much of the Zimbabwe-South Africa frontier before entering Mozambique, 
where it is navigable through its lower stretch, from its confluence with the Rio dos 
Elefantes (Oliphants River) to the sea. 

While the lower Limpopo valley’s great economic potential was long recognized by the 
Portuguese colonial authorities in Mozambique, through most of the 19th century the 
area was a ‘no-go zone’ beyond the immediate coastal areas.  The interior was con-
trolled by theGaza Empire (which existed between 1824 and 1895), an indigenous na-
tion that was long a powerful and clever antagonist of the Portuguese.  To subdue the 
Gazans, Portugal launhced as series of ‘Pacification Campaigns’ (1892-97), although 
for quite some time decisive victory proved elusive.  The Gazans even attacked the ma-
jor Portuguese port of Lourenço Marques, in 1894, causing much alarm in Lisbon. 
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In 1893, the Portuguese navy, in conjunction with the Comissão De Cartografia, the 
Portuguese colonial mapping agency, dispatched a team of surveyors including João 
António La Roche Barbosa Martins Ludovice (1861 – 1928), Raul Correia Bettencourt 
Furtado (d. 1951) and Jorge Augusto Alves Dias (1870 – 1899), to scientifically survey 
the mouth of the Limpopo, an endeavour which had never before been attempted, 
in good part due the hostility of the locals.  The survey was executed with an eye on 
the post-war period, when the Portuguese hoped to have vanquished the Gazans, so 
taking practical control over the lower Limpopo valley.  The Portuguese authorities 
had ambitious plans to build a large modern port near the mouth of the river, and the 
develop plantations and mines in the interior.

The present chart embraces the mouth of the Limpopo River, with its treacherous 
‘barra’ (sand bar), being where the Ponta Xai-Xai extends to close much of the passage 
and where the depth becomes shallower.  Properly mapping the barra was critical, as 
sizable ships could only pass it during high tide, while staying well clear of the ponta.  
Elsewhere, the chart, with its innumerable bathymetric soundings, shows the passage 
towards and up the river to be quite clear.  Interestingly, in the lower right corner, the 
chart features images of some of the equipment that the naval officers used to conduct 
their trigonometrical surveys.

In late 1895, the Portuguese managed to score a decisive defeat upon the Gazans (al-
though ‘mop up’ operations would continue for another two years), opening the door 
to their colonization of the lower Limpopo valley.  In this context, the present chart 
would have been vitally useful, as it held the key to allowing vessels to securely enter 
the river.

Not long after their victory, the Portuguese founded the port town of João Belo (re-
named Xai-Xai in 1975), located just up river from its mouth, off the chart, that by the 
early 1900s had rapidly developed to become Mozambique’s second most important 
commercial harbour.  This ensured that the lower Limpopo has played a critical role in 
Mozambique’s economic life up the present day.

 
A Note on Rarity

 
Like almost all 19th century Portuguese sea charts of overseas subjects, the present 
work is very rare.  It would have been published in only a small print run, while the 
survival rate of such working charts is very low, especially as Portuguese issues tended 
to be printed on quite fragile paper. 

We can trace only 3 institutional examples of the chart, held by the Biblioteca Nacional 
de Portugal; Archivo Historico Ultramarino (Portugal); and the Université Bordeaux 
Montaigne.  Moreover, we are not aware of any other examples as having appeared on 
the market.

References:  Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal: C.C. 1032 A.; Archivo Historico Ultra-
marino: PT/AHU/CARTI/064/00561; Université Bordeaux Montaigne: 335222107; 
OCLC; 9088065606, 9088069045, 896931850; Ana CANAS (ed.), Arquivo Histórico 
Ultramarino, Coleção de Cartografia Impressa (Lisbon, 2017), p. 102; Annales de 
Géographie, ‘Bibliographie de l’année 1894’ (1895), no. 1304, (p. 234); Société de 
géographie (France), Comptes rendus des séances de la Société de géographie et da la 
Commission centrale, Séance du 15 mars 1895 (1895), p. 124.

350 EUR
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17. CHINA / FAR EAST
SECOND SINO-JAPANESE WAR 

JAPANESE-SOVIET RIVALRY

大阪每日新聞社編纂 [ŌSAKA MAINICHI SHINBUN].

最近の東亜形勢圖解 [Saikin no Tōa keisei zukai / Recent map of East Asia].

[Osaka:] Ōsaka Mainichi Shinbunsha, Shōwa 12 [1937].

Colour print (Very Good, overall clean and bright, some wear and tiny holes along old folds, 
some marginal toning), 78 x 109 cm (30.5 x 43 inches).

A brilliant pictorial pageant of cartography depicting the political-military state 
of play in the Far East on the eve of the Second Sino-Japanese War (1937-45), 
when Japan mounted a full-scale invasion of China, supposedly to protect its 
empire for the emerging ‘red scare’ posed by the advance of Soviet and Chinese 
Communist forces; issued by the leading Japanese daily, the Ōsaka Mainichi 
Shinbun, the map is a playful, yet powerful, propaganda piece encouraging the 
Japanese public to support a robust military policy in China.

In early 1937, China was in an incredibly unstable situation, amidst the ongoing 
Chinese Civil War (1927-1949), with the Kuomintang government fighting off Mao’s 
Communist rebels.  At the same time, Japan, which had already more-or-less taken 
over Manchuria in 1932 (by creating the puppet state of Manchukuo), was preparing 
to move into the rest of the country, while both Tokyo and Beijing feared the possi-
bility of direct Soviet involvement in China proper (in support of their Chinese Com-
munist brethren).  In the summer of 1937, Japan would launch a full-scale invasion of 
China, known as the Second Sino-Japanese War (July 7, 1937 to September 2, 1945), 
which dovetailed into World War II.

This is where the present map comes into play.  The map, which extends from New 
Delhi to Vladivostok, is a pageant of pictographic action, and shows the Far East divid-
ed into zones of control, with the territories being colour-coded, with Japanese lands 
shaded in yellow (with Manchukuo in light yellow); Soviet Union (red), with Mongo-
lia, occupied by the Soviet coloured in pink; China (purple), with the Five Provinces of 
Northern China being shaded in light purple (as Japan considered them to be a ‘buffer 
zone’); and British India in orange.  The flags of the various nations depicted adorn 
their territories.  Throughout the map are pictographic representations of resources 
(farm goods, petroleum, mining, etc.).
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As for the military-political aspects, the map shows images of Japanese, Kuomintang, 
Chinese Communists and Soviet troops at their action stations.  Of note, one gains an 
image of the spectre of the ‘red menace’ of the Communists threatening Japanese terri-
tories, so perhaps justifying a possible Japanese advance into China proper to counter-
act the fall of the Far East into the hands of the Bolsheviks (something that the average 
Japanese very much dreaded).  Additionally, the positions of forts, bunkers and ships 
are noted, while broad arrows hail the arrival of Soviet reinforcements to the Chinese 
Communists, further inflaming the situation. 

Interestingly, the tank-shaped text block, in the upper left, lists the size of the non-Jap-
anese and Chinese forces in the region, including, on the Soviet side 300,000 troops, 
1,000 aircraft, 1,000 tanks, 70 heavy bombers and 40 submarines; while the Chinese 
Kuomintang had 2.2 million troops; and the Chinese Communists had 200,000 men. 

The map was issued by the leading Japanese daily, the Ōsaka Mainichi Shinbun, and 
carried a double purpose.  As a propaganda piece, it was meant to encourage the 
Japanese people to support more aggressive action from their country in China, to 
defend Japanese security and interests from the ‘Red Scare’ (so seeking to justify Ja-
pan’s instigation of the Second Sino-Japanese War).  On the commercial side, the map 
would have very much helped to sell newspapers, stoking public interest in the ongo-
ing conflict. 

While the map is not all that rare, it is often found in poor condition; the present ex-
ample is in very good condition. 

References: Library of Congress: G7801.F5 1937 .O8; David Rumsey Map Collection: 
11108.000; OCLC: 127724862, 47544666.

750 EUR
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18. WORLD WAR II – NAZI BOMBING OF BRIT-
AIN (V-1 ROCKETS)

UNUSUAL EPHEMERAL PRINTING

THE KENT MESSENGER. 

Where the Doodle Bugs Crashed in Kent / Summer 1944.

Maidstone, Kent: [For the Kent Messenger], Autumn 1944.

Photolithograph printed on the verso of slightly glossy coloured ‘Foster Clark’s Tomato Soup’ 
label paper (Very Good, some light wear along old folds, minor repair to lower right corner), 
51 x 69 cm (20 x 27 inches).

A curious edition of the famous ‘Where the Doodle Bugs Crashed in Kent’ map, 
showing the locations where 2,400 German V-1 rockets, or ‘Doodle Bugs’ landed 
in Kent during the summer of 1944, causing much carnage; this example unusu-
ally printed on the back of a sheet bearing coloured ‘Foster Clark’s Tomato Soup’ 
labels, owing to the wartime paper shortage.

By the spring of 1944, Germany was losing World War II – and badly.  Its scientists 
desperately sought to deploy ‘game changer’ weapons that could terrorize the British 
population into agreeing to a peace settlement that would let Germany ‘off the hook’, 
even though all such terror campaigns had failed in the past. 

German scientists at the Peenemünde Army Research Centre developed the V-1 
Flying Bomb, better known in England as the ‘Doddlebug’, or ‘Buzz Bomb’, due to its 
signature sound and erratic flying pattern.  An early cruise missile, the V-1 weighed 
2,150 kg and could be manufactured in vast quantities; however, its drawback was that 
it only had range of 250 km.  They V-1s were also not especially accurate and could be 
intercepted relatively easily.  

The German plan was thus to carpet bomb London with Doodlebugs, totally terror-
izing the civilian population.  Even if many bombs were shot down or fell off target, it 
was reasoned that the sheer quantity of the salvos would have devastating effect. 

From June 1944 to March 1945, 10,492 V-1s were launched against Britain, with 2,400 
hitting London, killing 6,000 people and injuring 18,000.  

However, while London was the target, the County of Kent, to the capital’s immediate 
southeast, located just across the English Channel from where the Germans launched 
the Doodlebugs in France and Benelux, was severely affected by the V-1 onslaught.  
This is where the present map comes into play. 
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The map was made by the Kent Messenger, the county newspaper, to illustrate the 
extent of the Doodlebug scourge in Kent and the county’s critical role in acting as Lon-
don’s shield, absorbing so many bombs.  

The map showcases the entire county, divided into boroughs and regional districts, 
with the black landward dots representing the places where a single Doodlebug feel.  
The small dots located offshore in the English Channel, represent the Doodlebugs that 
were shot down by British air defenses, or fell short of land.

The text of the map asserts that Kent was “Bomb Alley”, as 2,400 Doodlebugs fell on 
its territory, being “200 more that London”, while a further 1,000 were shot down.  It 
claims that “Kent saved the Capital”, as it absorbed so many bombs intended for Lon-
don. 

Th first edition of the map was printed within the September 15th issue of the Kent 
Messenger and was reprinted in the September 29th issue.

The map proved so popular that, in repose to massive demand, the Kent Messenger 
authorized a variety of further editions to be issued separately, which, as here, were 
sold to the public for the price of 6 Pence to benefit “Service Charities”.

Curiously, this edition of the map was printed on the back of a sheet bearing ‘Foster 
Clarke’s Tomato Soup’ can labels, owing to the wartime paper shortages.  As explained 
on the map:

“The paper on which these maps are now being printed had become obsolete in con-
sequence of war-time packaging difficulties and have been made available through the 
courtesy of Messrs. Foster Clarks, Ltd., of Maidstone. / In view of continued demand 
of copies, and no other paper being available, we feel sure that many people will be 
glad to have a map on this paper.”

This unusual ephemeral artefact of the English home front in World War II, printed on 
Foster Clarks paper, is very rare; we can trace only a single other example, held by the 
Imperial War Museum.

References: Imperial War Museum: LBY [O]K. 09 / 1038.

450 EUR
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19. WWII EASTERN FRONT - UKRAINE 
FIRST BATTLE OF KIEV

WEHRMACHT FIELD PRINTING 
#1.
UNIDENTIFIED VERMESSUNGS- UND KARTEN-ABTEILUNG (MOT.) [GERMAN 
ARMY - MOTORIZED SURVEYING & MAP DETACHMENT].

Blick v.d. Lissa Gora auf die Stadt Kijew.

[Probably Kiev area: Unidentified Vermessungs- Und Karten-Abteilung (Mot.), Autumn 
1941].

Photolithogragh, printed on cheap, thin paper (Good, some light staining on both sides, long 
closed tear entering image in lower left but with no loss), 20.5 x 32.5 cm (8 x 13 inches).

[and:]

#2.
UNIDENTIFIED VERMESSUNGS- UND KARTEN-ABTEILUNG (MOT.) [GERMAN 
ARMY - MOTORIZED SURVEYING & MAP DETACHMENT].

Blick v.d. Zitadelle (Lawra) nach Osten und Nordosten.

[Kiev area: Unidentified Vermessungs- Und Karten-Abteilung (Mot.), Autumn 1941].

Photolithogragh, printed on cheap, thin paper (Very Good, some light staining left-hand 
side), 20.5 x 32.5 cm (8 x 13 inches).

A pair of seemingly unrecorded views of Kiev (Kyiv) made by German soldiers 
in the wake of the WWII Battle of Kiev (August-September 1941), whereby the 
Nazis captured the city after an epic month-long contest against the Red Army; 
the finely executed and detailed views capture the city from two different per-
spectives and label numerous key sites; clearly published in the Kiev area by an 
unidentified ‘Vermessungs- und Karten-Abteilung (Mot.)’, being a German Army 
Motorized Surveying & Map Detachment.
This seemingly unrecorded and well executed pair of views of Kiev (properly ‘Kyiv’ in 
Ukrainian) were made in the wake of the Battle of Kiev (August 23 - September 26, 
1941), one the great events of Operation Barbarossa, the first stage of the Nazi Ger-
man invasion of the Soviet Union.  While the Wehrmacht succeeded in taking Kiev, 
this was accomplished after such strenuous effort that it is often regarded as ‘pyrrhic 
victory’, as it severely slowed down the progress of the German forces, knocking them 
off their ‘blitzkrieg’ plan. 
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The views were clearly executed by the same anonymous German soldier from two 
different vantage points, made in the late months of 1941, once the city was in Nazi 
hands.  Incidentally, the views were found along with other documents from the that 
period. 

The first view, Blick v.d. Lissa Gora auf die Stadt Kijew, which translates as ‘View from 
the Lissa Gora on to the City of Kiev’, takes in the centre of Kiev from the perpective 
of the hill of Lysa Hora (Ukrainian: Лиса Гора), a few kilometres to the south.  The 
city (centre) is shown to rise upon the heights above the Dnipro River (right), with all 
major buildings and infrastructure depicted or shown in silhouette.  The key below 
identifies 22 key sites, both historical landmarks as well as militarily significant places.  
The sites include great churches and cloisters (1-3); the Citadel (5); as well as bridges, 
factories, power plants, hospitals and bridges, etc. 

The second view, Blick v.d. Zitadelle (Lawra) nach Osten und Nordosten, which trans-
lates as ‘View from the Citadel (Lavra) to the East and North-east’ takes in the view 
from the Citadel, at the heart of Kiev, looking down over the Dnieper Valley.  The key 
identifies 13 sites, mostly infrastructure of military significance, but also, rather chill-
ingly, 6. Podol (Judenstadt), a Jewish neighbourhood to the north of town. 

The views are printed upon cheap, thin paper, in an attractive, yet rough and ready, 
photolithographic technique.  They were obviously published in Kiev or vicinity by 
an unidentified Vermessungs- und Karten-Abteilung (Motorisiert), being a German 
Army ‘Motorized Surveying and Map Detachment’.  These were completely integrat-
ed units of surveyors, draftsman, photographers and printers, who traveled with all 
their equipment to the front lines in every theatre in which the Wehrmacht fought (on 
many occasions they traveled aboard special trains).  The detachments were usually 
assigned to, and followed the progress of, specific army corps and their workshops 
could be instantly set up close to battle fronts where new maps and topographical 
views could be drafted and printed on-site, almost always in only very small quantities 
for immediate field use.  The views do not feature an imprint, as they were intended to 
be used by troops on site, for which such labelling was unnecessary.

The present views appear to be unrecorded, which is not surprising, as they would 
have been made in very small print runs for field use, while the survival rate of such 
small, fragile prints is incredibly low. 

The Battle of Kiev: The Pyrrhic Victory of Operation Barbarossa  

Nazi Germany invaded the Soviet Union in June 1941 in what was known as Opera-
tion Barbarossa, a ‘Blitzkrieg’ (Lightening Warfare) campaign that sought to conquer 
all the country west of the ‘A-A Line’ (the imagined meridian running from Archangel 
down to Astrakhan).  The Germans were highly confident as the same techniques of 
rapid, mechanized warfare had practically mowed down France the year before.  How-
ever, the Wehrmacht severely underestimated the extraordinary bravery and self-sac-
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rifice of the Red Army troops and the severity of the Russian climate.  The campaign 
resulted in several titanic battles involving hundreds of thousands of troops on each 
side, and while the Germans usually prevailed, they did so always at great cost, with 
each showdown delaying their progress eastwards and depleting their strength.  Mean-
while, the Soviets seemed to be able to transcend unimaginable loss and suffering 
without losing their resolve; the Nazis eventually learned the hard way that they could 
not do the same.

The Battle of Kiev (August 23 - September 26, 1941), often called the First Battle of 
Kiev, so as not to confuse it with another showdown in 1943, was one the great events 
of Operation Barbarossa.  During the vicious month-long contest, the Wehrmacht 
encircled the Soviet Union’s third most important city (which had a population of 
930,000 in the city proper), capturing or destroying the entire Soviet Southwestern 
Front Army.  The battle has the distinction of being the largest encirclement (in terms 
of number of troops involved) in military history. 

To give an idea of the scope of the battle, the Germans dedicated 544,00 troops, con-
sisting of 9 armoured divisions (with a heavy emphasis on tanks) and 25 infantry divi-
sions, to the contest, while the city was defended by an elaborate series of fortifications 
and a Red Army force that initially numbered 627,000 men.  The Luftwaffe and the 
Germans’ heavy artillery systematically pounded the strategic infrastructure and mil-
itary locations within the city to soften up resistance, but this did not bear fruit, as the 
Soviets bravely resisted, rushing in more troops to replenish their strength.  However, 
the Wehrmacht pressed hard and managed to completely encircle Kiev while raising 
the tempo of their bombardment.  The Soviets’ situation was hopeless, and at the end 
of the battle the Germans captured 452,700 Red Army troops and 2,642 Soviet artillery 
pieces, along with 64 tanks.  Beyond that, horrifically, the Red Army suffered around 
700,000 casualties!  

The Battle of Kiev was a shocking defeat for the Soviets, and while certainly a great 
technical victory for the Germans, its effect upon the greater war remains debatable.  
While the Germans suffered 61,000 casualties and did not lose too much equipment, 
the month-long battle slowed the Wehrmacht’s progress towards the Volga River.  In 
fact, when the battle concluded, at the end of September, winter on the Steppes was 
nigh.  It would be argued that the Soviet’s tremendous sacrifice at Kiev did much to 
ensure that by the end of the 1941 campaign season, while Germany had conquered 
much of Ukraine and a good part of European Russia, it fell well short of its goals, 
failing to take Moscow or reach the Caucuses.  

During the 1942 campaign season, the Nazis pursued Case Blue, a high-risk/poten-
tially high-reward strategy that aimed to seize the Baku Oil Fields.  However, as we all 
know today, this would end in their disastrous defeat at the Battle of Stalingrad (Au-
gust 23 – February 2, 1942), which hailed the beginning of the end of the Third Reich. 

References: N/A – Views seemingly unrecorded. 

750 EUR
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Obrazkowa mapa ilustrująca dzieje Polski
[A Pictorial Map, Illustrating the History of Poland]

Cracow: Wydawnictwo Salonu Malarzy Polskich - Akropol [s. d., late 1938 or 1939].

Litography, 70 x 48 cm (27.5 x 18.9 inches), folded in original wrappers with lettering (Very 
Good, with tiny tears on the crossings, wrappers slightly dusty).

20. POLAND
HISTORICAL MAP

This is the fourth and possibly the last edition of a popular Polish pictorial map, show-
casing the history of the country. 

This edition was made on the eve of World War II, with the last event on the map, 
marked with 88 and represented in the lower left corner, showcasing the entrance of 
the Polish troops to Trans-Olza, today a part of the Czech Republic, on October 1st, 
1938. This region, situated between Poland and Czechoslovakia, was at the time a sub-
ject of dispute between the two countries. 

Less than a year later Poland was invaded by the Nazi Germany, that annexed Trans-
Olza to their territory. 

550  EUR
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21. LVIV – UKRAINE / LWOW - POLAND

Horbaya plan orjentacyjny wielkiego Lwowa [title of the map], 
Plan Lwowa z przewodnikiem  [title of the pamphlet]

[Horbay's orientation plan of great Lviv / Map of Lviv with a 
Guidebook]

Lviv: Nova Reklama 1935.

Cromolithograph, folded into a booklet Plan Lwowa by W. Horbay, 
map when opened: 49 x 66,5 cm (19.3 x 26.2 inches), book: small 8°, 
31 pp., original wrappers with lettering (folds, tiny tears in margins, 
pamphlet with light staining and foxing, but overall in a good condi-
tion).

A highly decorative map shows the city of Lwow in Poland (today 
Lviv in Ukraine, Lemberg in German), shortly before the beginning 
of the WW II. Marked are churches, synagogues, important build-
ings, parks etc.

The map is accompanied with a buidebook in Polish, which includes 
most important addresses in the city, such as banks, pharmacies, 
cemeteries, cafés, restaurants, bookshops etc. It also includes a com-
plete street register.
Lviv became a part of Poland after the WW I and belonged to the 
country until the beginning of the WW II in 1939. By that year two 
thirds of the population was Polish and the city had a large Jewish 
population.

On September 1 1939 Germany invaded Poland, and by 14 Septem-
ber Lviv was completely encircled by German units. Three days later, 
the Soviets invaded Poland on 17 September, and Soviet Union an-
nexed the eastern part of Second Polish Republic including the city 
of Lviv which capitulated to the Red Army on 22 September 1939. 

References: OCLC 1310305206, 903325761.

380 EUR
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22. POLAND / TRANSPORTATION
ART DECO DESIGN

KARTOGRAFICZNO WYDAWNICZE.

Mapa komunikacyjno-pocztowa rzeczypospolitej Polskiej.

Warsaw: T-Wo. kartograficzno wydawnicze, [1928].

Colour print, rolled (Good, overall clean and bright, some wear along old folds and some long 
splits along old folds closed from verso plus some tiny chips of loss),  149 x 109 cm (58.6 x 
42.9 inches).

An extremely rare, very large format Art Deco-style poster map of Poland show-
casing its transportation and communications networks during the end of the 
Roaring ’20s; the era of the Second Polish Republic (1918-39) represnted a time 
of optimism and national pride during which Poland had expansive boundaries 
well to the east of its current configuration; the confident country as seen here 
would tragically be destroyed in World War II.

This very large, attractive and information-packed poster map was published in 1928 
in Warsaw to showcased Poland’s transportation and communication systems.  Im-
portantly, during the era of the Second Polish Republic (1918-39), in which the coun-
try had remerged as an independent nation for the first time since the 19th century, 
Poland had expansive boundaries to the east that took in parts of what is now Lithua-
nia, Belarus and Ukraine; as such, places like Lwów (today Lviv, Ukraine) and Wilno 
(today Vilnius, Lithuania) were then major Polish cities. 

The map is surmounted by a pleasing Art Deco title cartouche showing stylized planes, 
trains, and automobiles.  Poland is divided into its voivodships (provinces), each 
shaded in its own hue, while every city and town of any import is noted, while major 
rivers are delineated.  As described in the legend, upper left (given in both Polish and 
French), the map shows all railways (noting different gauges, with distances marked 
in kilometres between junctions); different levels of highways / major roads; post and 
telegraph offices; seaports; while the bold pink lines between key points indicate flight 
routes, with circles marking the locations of aerodromes.  In the lower left corner are 
a series of insets detailing the transportation routes around six of Poland’s major cities 
(Warsaw, Katowice, Lwów, Kraków, Toruń and Poznań).
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The text on the bottom of the composition details the ‘Administrative Divisions of 
Poland’, plus transportation information in and out of Warsaw. 

The map is extremely rare, as very few examples seem to have survived due to its large 
size and fragile nature.  We can trace only a single institutional example, held by the 
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin; while we have not been able to find any sales records for 
any other examples. 

References: Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin: Kart. Q 16919/16, OCLC: 1227682290; Wiktor 
ORLICKI, Bibljografja geograficzna za lata 1928-1933 (Cracow: Orbis, 1935), p. 35.

680 EUR
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23. LVIV – UKRAINE / LWOW - POLAND
AFRICA

POLISH ATTEMPT TO COLONIZE LIBERIA

Jan HIRSCHLER (1883 - 1951).

Ze Lwowa do Liberii
[From Lviv to Liberia]

Lviv – Warsaw: Książnica Atlas [1938].

8°, 240 pp. with interleaved black and white photographs, folding map, original illustrated 
wrappers (old collector’s rubber stamps, hand written number on p. 3, slightly age-toned and 
stained, corners slightly rubbed, but overall in a good used condition). 

A richly illustrated travelogue to Liberia was written by a Polish zoologist Jan 
Hirschler, who undertook a journey together with his wife Zofia in 1935, in the time of 
a short Polish attempt to colonize this African country. 

The book describes buildings, people, animals and plants of the country.

Polish Attempt to Colonize Liberia

Although Poland never owed overseas colonies, it over time expressed tendencies to 
colonize various countries of the World, one of them being Liberia. The brief period 
of fascination over this African country lasted between 1932 and 1938, when both 
counties enjoyed a friendly relationship as members of League of Nations. In the fall 
of 1932, the League of Nations drafted a plan which projected turning Liberia into a 
protectorate, governed by one of members of the League. Poland seized the opportuni-
ty and, in 1933, signed the agreement, where Liberia would lease 60 hectares of land to 
Polish farmers for 50 years. 

Only a few Polish farmers decided to give Liberia a chance and after an unsuccessful 
start the project was closed in 1938.

We could trace two institutional examples outside Polish libraries (Yale University 
Library, New York Public Library System).

References: OCLC 721843339, 27787910.

650 EUR
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24. AFRICA
BULGARIAN COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA
DECOLONIZATION & ANTI-IMPERIALISM

КАРТОПРОЕКТ ПРИ УГК [MAP PROJECT AT UGK].

Политическа карта на Африка 
[Political Map of Africa].

Sofia: Map Project at UGK, 1962.

Colour print, printed on both sides (Very Good, overall clean, some wear along old folds and 
some toning to covering panels), 78 x 60 cm (30.7 x 23.6 inches).

An engaging Bulgarian Cold War cartographic composition celebrating the 
ongoing Decolonization of Africa and implicitly condemning the Western Euro-
pean powers for having enslaved the continent, this being a popular Communist 
attack against the Capitalist West.

The generation following World War II saw both the rise of the Cold War and the 
Decolonization of most of Africa, after decades (in some cases, centuries) of Europe-
an imperialist rule.  The Communist powers, which did not hold overseas colonies 
(at least not in the conventional sense) charged that the enslavement (both literal and 
political) of Africa was a uniquely Western Capitalist crime and, as part of Moscow’s 
efforts to make gains on the West, actively supported numerous African independence 
movements (both financially and militarily) in the hopes of creating client states out of 
the fruits of any successful endeavours.  The strategy worked, at least in part, as sever-
al of Africa’s greatest post-colonial giants, such as Ghana’s Kwame Nkrumah, Egypt’s 
Gamal Abdel Nasser and Tanzania’s Julius Nyerere were Soviet allies.  

The success of the Soviet moves in Africa in the 1950s and early ’60s profoundly 
surprised and alarmed the West, which resolved to fight back, supporting leaders 
favourable to their cause, while toppling pro-Soviet leaders in coups.  Most notably, 
in 1960, the Western powers supported the overthrow (and subsequent murder) of 
Patrice Lumumba, the charismatic first prime minister of the independent Congo, 
who was rumoured to have had ties to Moscow (although the existence and nature of 
such connections has long been disputed; indeed, Lumumba always denied that he was 
a Communist sympathizer).  The slaying of Lumumba has since been seen as one of 
the great crimes of the Cold War era in Africa and was a burning matter in the global 
media when the present map was made.  
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The present composition was published in Sofia, in 1962, at the behest of the Bulgarian 
authorities, and served as a powerful propaganda piece, celebrating the independence 
of the African states, while implying the existence of a ‘global socialist brotherhood’ 
with the Africans against their ‘mutual enemies’, the Capitalist West.  Indeed, Com-
munism held itself to be pan-racial and anti-racist (even if this was often not practical-
ly the case), while the Capitalist West was charged to be inherently racist and imperial-
ist.  

The verso of the double-sided composition features a large conventional general map 
of Africa, while the recto features the gripping title panel, showing a newly liberated 
African man breaking his chains.  Else, there are a series of continental maps show-
ing the progressive decolonization of Africa from 1939 to 1962, plus, another map 
showing the dates of independence of each of the continent’s sovereign states.  There 
are also city plans of Cape Town, Tunis, Alexandria and Dakar.  Additionally, is a map 
of the Suez Canal, the vital global trasnsport link that was nationalized by President 
Nasser in 1956, expelling the British and French out of Egypt, and opening the door to 
Soviet sponsorship of the country.  There are also charts featuring recent demographic 
statistics for each African nation. 

280 EUR
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25. WARSAW UPRISING 

Warszawa Walczy żołnierska gazeta scienna. 

[Warsaw Fights: Soldiers’ Wall Newspaper] 

4 issues (sold seperately): 

A.  Nr. 40, August 19th, 1944    950 EUR
B.  Nr. 41, August 20th, 1944       950 EUR
C.  Nr. 43, August 22th, 1944   950 EUR
D.  Nr. 48, August 27th, 1944 950 EUR

4 broadsides: each 43 x 60 cm (17 x 23.6 inches). 

Four very rare issues of ‘Warszawa Walczy’ [Warsaw Fights], a large illustrated 
broadside ‘wall newspaper’ issued by the propaganda bureau of the ‘Armia Kra-
jowa’ [Polish Home Army] during the Warsaw Uprising, one of the most popular 
works published within the barricaded city to inform both resistance fighters 
and local residents, an especially fine example in very good condition. 

Presented here are four remarkably fine examples of an issue of Warszawa Walczy 
[Warsaw Fights], a large illustrated broadside ‘wall newspaper’ that was perhaps the 
most widely read and visually impressive periodical produced by the Armia Krajowa 
(AK) [Polish Home Army] resistance fighters during the Warsaw Uprising, one of the 
most dramatic and tragic events of World War II.  It was issued within the barricaded 
city by the 6th Division Staff of the Department of Propaganda of the AK.  Warszawa 
Walczy was published in 56 issues from August 2 to September 9, 1944, on some dates 
appearing in both morning and evening editions.

While the earliest issues of Warszawa Walczy were crudely lithographed on A4-sized 
sheets, most of the issues (such as the present example) were large, illustrated broad-
sides, published on a modern industrial printing press.  The ‘wall newspapers’ were 
posted on billboards in AK-held areas of the city, and would have had a much larger 
and diverse readership that most other periodicals.  Issues featured stories of a general 
interest, not only of events in and around Warsaw, but of war news from across Eu-
rope.  While the reporting of events was factual, an emphasis was placed upon ‘encour-
aging’ stories, such as AK advances in Poland and Allied victories on both the Eastern 
and Western Fronts – the message being that it was worth fighting for Warsaw, as the 
Nazis’ days were numbered.
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The present issues were published from August 19, 1944, on, just shy of three weeks 
into the Uprising.  It showcases stories on specific events within Warsaw itself, illus-
trated by three photographic images, plus updates from foreign fronts, such as the 
Allied invasion of France.

A Note on Rarity

Despite the Warszawa Walczy’s popularity during the Uprising, its large size and 
ephemeral nature ensured that very few examples survive today.  Indeed, the clear ma-
jority of examples would have been destroyed during the rebellion itself, while others 
would have perished in the years following the war, especially during certain periods, 
when Communist censors looked unfavourably upon Armia Krajowa publications.  
The present examples are in remarkably fine condition

The Warsaw Uprising

The Warsaw Uprising (August 1 to October 2, 1944), represented both the climax and 
the downfall of the independent Polish resistance to the Nazi occupation of Poland 
during World War II.  The war commenced with Germany’s invasion of Poland on 
September 1, 1939, followed a little over a fortnight later, by the Soviet invasion of 
the county, from the east.  Poland was totally overwhelmed with all its conventional 
military resistance being quickly crushed.  Pursuant to the Molotov-Ribbentrop Act 
(1939), Germany annexed western and central Poland, while the USSR absorbed the 
Kresy Wschodnie, or eastern parts of the country.  

Immediately in the wake of the occupation, Polish resistance movements were formed, 
with the objective of opposing the occupation through acts of guerrilla warfare.  The 
most prominent resistance movement, commanding the support of the mainstream 
elements of Polish society, backed the Polish Underground State (Polskie Państwo 
Podziemne), which by the summer of 1940 had set up a government-in-exile in Lon-
don.  Within Poland, the Underground State was represented by its military wing, the 
Związek Walki Zbrojnej (Union of Armed Struggle). 

In June 1941, Nazi Germany turned on the USSR, quickly overrunning the rest of 
Poland, on its way to invading Russia.  This placed the entire country under Nazi 
occupation, and subject to its devious Generalplan Ost, its design to eliminate Polish 
society and to resettle the territory with ethnic Germans.  Poland was subjected to an 
occupation of imaginable brutality directed towards its civilian pupation.  The Nazis 
would kill almost one-fifth of the Polish population, including almost its entire Jewish 
community. 

Meanwhile, despite their traditional animosities, the Polish Underground government 
and the Soviets signed the Polish-Russian Military Agreement (August 14, 1941), 
whereby the Soviets agreed to release the thousands of Polish soldiers imprisoned in 
their gulags, while both parties outwardly agreed to bury their differences to form a 
united front against Germany.  However, the mainstream Polish resistance (rightly) 
viewed Soviets as an enduring threat, as Stalin plotted against the Polish Underground 
State, even as he was supposedly cooperating with them. 

In 1942, the Związek Walki Zbrojnej was transformed into the Armia Krajowa (Home 
Army, AK), and was formally joined by most Polish resistance groups.  By the sum-
mer of that year it counted 200,000 formally registered fighters, plus millions of active 
civilian supporters.  

In 1943, the Soviet Union broke off diplomatic relations with the London Polish 
government-in-exile.  Stalin revived the KPP (Polish Communist Part) and formed 
the Krajowa Rada Narodowa (KRN, Homeland National Council), a Communist 
government-in-waiting, supported its own army, the Gwardia Ludowa (GL, People’s 
Guard).  To be clear, the KRN reported directly to Moscow, and was not even semi-au-
tonomous.  As such, many consider the organization to be an organ of the USSR, as 
opposed to part of the Polish resistance.  

The GL was much smaller and less active that the AK, having only about 5% of the 
manpower of its rival, although it was very well armed, courtesy of Moscow.  While 
the GL participated in many low-grade actions against the Nazis, it avoided serious di-
rect confrontation with the Germans.  Its main purpose seemed to be to spy upon and 
limit the effectiveness of the AK, and there are many recorded instances of the GL and 
its successors passing information to the Gestapo, which was used against the AK. 
On January 1, 1944, the GL became the Armia Ludowa (AL, People’s Army) and that 
year possessed a strength of 30,000 active fighters, although authoritative information 
on the AL is very hard come by, as Soviet records remain sealed.  

Returning to the Armia Krajowa, much controversy and misinformation still sur-
rounds the nature and effectiveness of the movement, causing heated disagreements 
up to the represent day.  That all being considered, most historians agree that the AK 
was the legitimate mainstream Polish resistance movement and that, while ultimately 
unsuccessful in its mandate to liberate Poland, had a major effect upon the course of 
the war.  Historian Ben Macintyre claimed that “The Polish contribution to allied vic-
tory in the Second World War was extraordinary, perhaps even decisive, but for many 
years it was disgracefully played down, obscured by the politics of the Cold War.”

Prior to the major uprisings of 1944, the AK concentrated its energies on self-defence, 
mainly the freeing of prisoners, defending civilians from Nazi genocide programmes, 
as well as mounting acts of sabotage against the Wehrmacht.  Evidence shows that dur-
ing the period, while far from toppling the German occupation, the AK managed to 
severely disrupt Nazi plans, tying down additional enemy resources.  The AK also had 
a crucial role in Western Allied intelligence operations, in that it is estimated that 43% 
of all the intelligence received by London from Continental Europe came from the AK. 
The efforts of the Polish underground state and the AK came to ahead in the summer 
of 1944.  By that time, the AK numbered over 400,000 troops, making it the largest 
resistance force in Europe.  In many respects, things were looking up.  Germany was 
facing defeat everywhere, in France, Italy, Russia, as well as Eastern Poland, where the 
Soviets were driving the Wehrmacht westwards day by day.  By late July 1944, the Red 
Army had driven the Germans almost to the edges of Warsaw.

However, the predicament of the Polish resistance was more complicated.  Their 
support was imminently slated to face a crushing blow, as the Nazis planned to press 
all able-bodied Poles into slavery in service of the occupation, thus robbing the AK 
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of their back-up manpower.  Moreover, it was recognized that if the Soviets liberated 
Warsaw, then they would be able to claim control over Poland following the war, plac-
ing their Polish Communist comrades in charge of the country at the expense of the 
Polish Underground State. 

Thus, it was at this juncture that the AK’s commander-in-chief, General Tadeusz 
Bór-Komorowski, decided to mount Operation Tempest, an all-out attempt to throw 
off the German occupation, to be staged in multiple rebellions across the country.  The 
Soviets publicly supported the operation, although their subsequent actions would 
prove their assurances to be insincere.

The greatest aspect of the operation was Bór-Komorowski’s design to seize control of 
Warsaw, in what was to be known as the Warsaw Uprising.  Beginning on August 1, 
1944, the AK seized control of much of central Warsaw from the beleaguered, but still 
formidable German forces.  Ferocious, street by street fighting ensued, as the AK tried 
to dislodge the Wehrmacht from their urban bases.  However, they were never able to 
completely dislodge the German positions, setting the scene for a protracted struggle 
that was to be the largest single resistance military effort of the entire war.

It soon became clear that the AK had fallen into a Soviet trap, which Arthur Koestler 
called “one of the major infamies of this war”.  Stalin knew that he would defeat Ger-
many sooner or later, and had already turned his attention to the post-war situation.  
Despite his assurances of assistance to the AK, Stalin ordered Soviet forces, which were 
on the eastern gates of Warsaw, to do absolutely nothing, to simply wait and watch 
while the AK and the Germans attacked each other.  Without Soviet back-up, the 
AK army in Warsaw, which numbered at most 49,000 troops, would undoubtedly be 
defeated by the Germans.  According to Stalin’s Machiavellian master plan, this would 
eliminate the pro-Western Polish leadership, leaving the country ripe for a post-war 
Communist takeover.  At the same time, the AK would seriously maul the Germans, 
leaving them weakened in advance of the intended Soviet drive westwards.  

The Armia Ludowa’s role in the Warsaw Uprising remains a topic of fierce debate.  
There is a paucity of reliable information on the operations of Soviet-allied troops 
within Warsaw, and much of the written history is often warped by Cold War propa-
ganda.  As best as can be discerned, it seems that during the Uprising only about 500 
AL troops were allowed by Stalin to cross the Vistula River into central Warsaw.  Offi-
cially, the AL fighters were supposed to be part of the resistance, battling the Germans 
in alliance with the AK, although it is unclear as to whether they were ever engaged 
in serious anti-Nazi combat.  Probably their true objective was to keep an eye on the 
AK as they fought their valiant, but doomed, struggle against the Wehrmacht.  Stalin 
needed eyes and ears within Central Warsaw, so that he could perfectly calibrate his 
response.  It seems that Stalin wanted the AK to be given just enough support (via 
Western Allied air drops) that they could fight long enough to seriously weaken the 
Nazis, but not support sufficient to sustain their effort, such that they would ultimately 
be defeated. 
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As the battle raged, the AK forces were soon trapped in their urban enclaves, suffer-
ing massive casualties, while running short of ammunition and food.  The fighting 
was so intense that over 25% of the city’s buildings were destroyed.  While, the Soviets 
begrudgingly allowed the British to drop supplies into Warsaw, these operations only 
delayed the inevitable.  The AK fought valiantly, holding out for 63 days against far 
superior German forces.  However, on October 2, 1944, Bór-Komorowski was forced 
to surrender to the Wehrmacht.  While he and his troops were accorded the status of 
prisoners of war, Warsaw’s long suffering civilian population was not so fortunate.  The 
Nazis proceeded to wreck horrendous vengeance upon the city, killing 200,000 civil-
ians, while expelling another 700,000 from their homes.  They then proceeded to level 
entire districts of Warsaw, block-by-block, annihilating another 35% of the city.

The Soviets would not manage to take Warsaw until January 1945, although by then 
the city was virtually depopulated, with over 85% of its buildings in ruins.  That same 
month, the AK was disbanded, as the failure of the Warsaw Uprising had decapitated 
the movement.  The following month, at the Yalta Conference, the Polish Under-
ground State would be rendered meaningless, as the Western Allies essentially aban-
doned Poland to the Soviets.  Following the war, far from being honoured for their 
valour and patriotism, the remaining members of the AK in Poland were persecuted, 
with some of their leaders executed on the orders of Stalin.  

While the AL was a bit-player in the resistance, it nevertheless emerged after the war 
as the victorious domestic faction, whereupon many of its members became part of 
the Communist elite that would rule Poland for over four decades.  It was only after 
the fall of Communism that historians have found the freedom to properly asses the 
Armia Krajowa’s courageous role in attempting to liberate Poland during World War 
II, including its activities during the Warsaw Uprising. 
Polish Underground Printing during the Warsaw Uprising

Throughout the war, the Polish resistance issued thousands of different prints from 
clandestine workshops within Poland.  This genre of prints is known as the prasa 
konspiracyjna ii wojna światowa (Polish Underground Press of World War II).  Most 
of these titles were of an ephemeral nature, hastily printed, and are today very rare.  
Many issues were printed by ‘homemade’, improvised methods, such a mimeography, 
while some titles were issued by modern, professional presses.  

As the dominant resistance movement, the AK, and its various affiliates, was the 
preeminent publisher of drukuje konspiracyjnych (underground prints), although 
hundreds of other titles were issued by the other resistance factions.  The AK had 
organized its publishing operations across the country under the auspices of its Biura 
Informacji i Propagandy (BIP / Bureau of Information and Propaganda), a specialist 
unit headed by experienced authors and publishers, which reported to the Section V 
of the AK.  The BIP was a highly sophisticated operation that carefully organized the 
content of its publications.  War news was censored to focus on the positive, while 
morale-boosting stories, songs and humour were carefully chosen to appeal to the 
troops.  The BIP also created anti-German propaganda, as well as psy-ops material to 
demoralize the enemy. 

The present publication, Warszawa Walczy, belongs to a highly important subgenre 
within Polish underground printing, Prasa Konspiracyjna Powstania Warszawskiego 
(Warsaw Uprising Underground Press), which specifically includes works issued by 
the resistance within the Polish capital during the Warsaw uprising itself.  Historians 
especially prize these works, as they give authentic insights into the thoughts and 
aspirations of the Polish resistance fighters during the fateful climax of their struggle.  
The resistance issued over 100 different publications, most in several serial editions, 
produced under incredibly difficult circumstances.  That they dedicated such consider-
able energy to producing and disseminating the publications is a testament to the great 
importance that the AK placed on the press to both inform and to boost the morale of 
their followers.  As time and resources (notably paper) were in short supply, most of 
the publications were brief, being either broadsides or small pamphlets of few pages.  
Many were issued by improvised (mimeograph) presses, and have a crude appearance, 
while some had the benefit of having been published on modern professional presses.  
Most of the works were issued by organs of the AK, although some were produced by 
other anti-Nazi groups, such as the AL.

The works of the Warsaw Uprising Underground Press can generally be classified into 
3 categories: 1) daily newspapers, issued for the general public in Warsaw, such as the 
Warszawa Walczy, issued mainly to inform them of the accomplishments of the resist-
ance, as well as the progress of the war outside of Poland; 2) magazines, often geared 
specifically towards the resistance fighters, featuring morale-boosting articles, includ-
ing patriotic declarations, songs and humorous stories; 3) information bulletins, being 
broadsides geared towards combat-ready troops, delivering factual information in a 
concise manner.  

References: Archiwum Akt Nowych (AAN) [National Archives of Poland]: P. 928 cim; 
Jadwiga Czachowska, Maria Krystyna Maciejewska and Teresa Tyszkiewicz, Literatura 
polska i teatr w latach II wojny światowej: bibliografia (Warsaw: Polskiej Akaemii 
Nauk, 1983-4-6), vol. I, p. xxxix; United States Holocaust Memorial Museum Archive, 
Prasa Konspiracyjna Powstania Warszawskiego, RG‐15.091M [Finding Aid for Mi-
crofilm Copies of Warsaw Uprising Underground Press Publications in the Archiwum 
Akt Nowych, Warsaw], (2002), no. 83.

Each 950 EUR
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26. UNDERGROUND PARTISAN PRINTING
THEATER

Srečanje 
[Meeting]

[Kočevski rog, Slovenia]: Propagandni oddelek glavnega štaba NOV in PO Slovenije
[Propaganda Department of the Headquarter of National Liberation Army and Partisan 
Divisions of Slovenia]: January 1945.

8°, [1 p.] title page, 6 pp. mimeographed text, [1 p.] blank page, original paper wrappers with 
mimeographed cover, stapled (Very Good, tiny tears in margins, with light foxing, old owner’s 
remark on the cover).

An unusual short theatre piece by an underground Partisan theatre group, 
depicting the first meeting between the Slovenian Partisans and the Soviet Red 
Army.

This short theater piece, printed by a clandestine Partisan press, was written for under-
ground Partisan theater groups four months before the liberation of Yugoslavia.

The play includes six short scenes from a daily life in the country, in the moment when 
people realize, that the Soviet troops are approaching to liberate them. This piece was 
written in the area of Prekmurje, at time a part of Hungary, but with a large Slavic 
minority.

The Soviet Army marched into Prekmurje four months after the pay was written, in 
May 1945.

Three examples of this theatre play are recorded today (Academy for Theater, Film and 
Radio in Ljubljana, School Museum – Ljubljana, Bavarian State Library). In 1964 four 
examples were recorded in Yugoslavian libraries.

References: Bibliografija, nr. 1099. OCLC 1220908913, 456414893. 

350 EUR
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27. UNDERGROUND PRINTING / WWII
SLAVICA

ORIGINAL ARTWORK

France PREŠEREN (1800 - 1849), Author; Janez VIDIC (nom de guerre « Janez », 1923 - 
1996), Illustrator.

Prešernova Zdravljica 

[Prešeren’s Zdravljica]. 

[Gorenjsko, Slovenia]: Pokrajinski odbor OF za Gorenjsko [Regional Committee of the 
National Liberation Army for Goreanjska] [linocuts by: Trilof] December 1944.

8°, [4 pp.] with a full page linocut (tiny tears in margins, otherwise in a good condition). 

A 4-page pamphlet with a full page linocut, made by an underground Slovenian 
Partisan press, handed out to the resistance fighters on Christmas, 1944

A pamphlet, featuring France Prešeren’s famous poem, ‘Zdravljica’ (A Toast), which 
later became Slovenian national anthem, was printed with a full page linocut by a 
Partisan underground press as a Christmas present for the resistance fighters, to boost 
morale in the cold winter of last months of the war. 

France Prešeren (1800 - 1849) was an especially beloved poet among the resistance 
during World War II and even a Partisan army division was named after him. The 
present work showcases Prešeren’s most famous poem, Zdravljica (A Toast), which 
features drinking a toast to unity, boys, girls, freedom, and fghting the enemy.

The poem was at the same time published by the same press in longer version with 
8 full-page linocuts, each sheet with rice paper guards with printed text in red and 
vignettes in gold, and is today known as one of the most beautiful books ever made by 
any underground resistance press in occupied Europe during World War II, 

Records show that 1512 examples of this book were made by the printing operation 
Trilof in the Gorenjsko region of northwestern Slovenia, and that, of these, 1500 were 
numbered. It is noted that in total the edition consumed 160 kg of paper, and took 678 
hours to produce. Examples were given to leading Partisans as tributes in recognition 
of feats against the enemy, as these less elaborate pamphlets were handed out to other 
soldiers. 
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The Trilof Press occupied a hut hidden beneath a heavily wooded mountainside. It was 
privately operated by ‘Don’ and his girlfriend ‘Julia’ (Partisan noms de guerre), outside 
of the oversight of the Partisan committees. The press was known for the unusually 
high quality of its productions, including coloured prints. 

The linocut was made by the artist Janez Vidic, who was active in the decades after 
the war as an illustrator, graphic designer, printer and fresco master. The linocuts are 
thought to have been made from plates of linoleum taken from the floors of kitchens 
of a local Alpine villa. 

280 EUR
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28. ARMENIAN HISTORY

ANONYMOUS.

A qui la faute? Publications de la revue Dadjar. Aux partis rev. Armeniens (Traduit du 
texte armenien)
[Whose Fault is It? Publications of the Magazine Dadjar… Translated from Armenian]

Istanbul: Sandjakdjian 1917.

8°. 70 pp., [2 pp.], original green wrappers with lettering (good, uncut example with minor 
foxing to the wrappers).

A scarce pamphlet in French language is a translation of an Armenian text with the analysis 
of the current political situation of Armenians in the Ottoman Empire. It was written during 
WWI in Istanbul, shortly after the Armenian genocide, where over 1 million Armenians were 
murdered, as many more were deported or imprisoned.

The pamphlet, written by an anonymous author was published by the Istanbul based Arme-
nian magazine Dajar, Տաճար, meaning the Cathedral in Armenian, Dajar (Dadjar: revue 
religieuse, littéraire et politique = داجار ).

References: ՀԱՅԿԱԿԱՆ ՇԱՐՈՒՆԱԿԱԿԱՆ ՀՐԱՏԱՐԱԿՈՒԹՅՈՒՆՆԵՐԻ
ՀԱՄԱՀԱՎԱՔ ԳՐԱՑՈՒՑԱԿ = Union Catalog of Armenian Continuing Resources
(http://tert.nla.am/cgi-bin/koha/opac-detail.pl?biblionumber=5646), OCLC 1098245683,
475004397 (780211943 – electronic reproductions?).

350 EUR
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29. ARMENIAN HISTORY

Hrant (Hrand) Vartabed HOVASAPIAN. 

L'Empire Ottoman et L'indépendance de l'Eglise Arménienne

Istanbul: M. Sandjakdjian 1917.

Large 12°. 96 pp., original green wrappers with lettering (good, uncut example, wrappers with 
minor staining and tiny tears).

A rare book in French language, written during World War I, in the time of the Armenian 
genocide, analyses contemporary situation of the Armenian Church in the Ottoman Empire 
and in the world. 

The author Hrant (Hrand) Vartabed Hovasapian, from Armash, an Armenian town in the 
Ottoman Empire, was deported from his home town and imprisoned in Istanbul during the 
World War I. After his release he became briefly the editor of the Istanbul-based literary and 
political Armenian magazine Dajar, Տաճար, meaning the Cathedral in Armenian (Dadjar: 
revue religieuse, littéraire et politique = داجار ), before he immigrated to the United States. 

References: OCLC 780208074. Cf.: Aram Antonean, Exile, Trauma, and Death: On the Road 
to Chankiri with Komitas Vartabed, 2010, p. 174.

180 EUR
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30. ARMENIAN HISTORY

Vladimir Teofilovich MAYEVSKI (MAYEWSKI).

Les Massacres d'Arménie
[The Massacres of Aremania]

Saint Petersburg: Imprimerie Militaire 1916.

8°, 96 pp., original wrappers with lettering (wrappers stained with tiny tears, inside in a good 
condition with minor staining to the margins).

A report on the massacres of Armenians in the Ottoman Empire in the late 19th cen-
tury was published in Saint-Petersburg and signed by a former Russian general consul 
in Van and Erzurum, in East Anatolia, Vladimir Teofilovich Mayevski (Mayewski). 
The text on the left-hand side is a photographic reproduction of the typed report in 
Cyrillic and on the right-hand side a printed French translation.

The text is controversial, as the reports on the Armenians by the alleged and today in 
documents elusive Russian vice consul Mayewsky appeared in the Ottoman Empire 
and Paris from the early 19th century on with various historical and statistical inaccu-
racies. It is possible, that the text was written as a political propaganda.
   
References: OCLC 175119164, 3423098, 250436455, 602083692, 894212217 (?). Scan 
of the book: Les massacres d'Arménie : d'après les constatations authentiques du 
général russe Mayewski, soigneusement transcrit de son rapport portant le titre de 
Statistique des provinces de Van et de Bitlis : Maevski, Vladimir Feofilovich : Free 
Download, Borrow, and Streaming : Internet Archive. 

680 EUR

https://archive.org/details/lesmassacresdarm00maevuoft/mode/2up
https://archive.org/details/lesmassacresdarm00maevuoft/mode/2up
https://archive.org/details/lesmassacresdarm00maevuoft/mode/2up
https://archive.org/details/lesmassacresdarm00maevuoft/mode/2up
https://archive.org/details/lesmassacresdarm00maevuoft/mode/2up
https://archive.org/details/lesmassacresdarm00maevuoft/mode/2up
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31. ARMENIAN HISTORY

Aspirations et agissements rèvolutionnaires des comitès Armèniens avant et après la 
proclamation de la constitution Ottomane

Istanbul: 1917.

Small 4°, 416 pp., [2 pp.], 146 pp. with black and white photos, maps and reproductions of 
documents. 

World War I and its immediate aftermath marked a period of unparalleled tragedy 
for the Armenian people.  As the ailing Ottoman Empire began to collapse under the 
weight of the conflict, the Turkish leadership targeted the Armenian people as a scape-
goat for their own frustrations.  Beginning in 1915, and lasting until 1923, the Turkish 
imperial and post-imperial regimes murdered over 1.5 Armenians in what had be-
come known as the Armenian Genocide. Many more Armenians got deported. 

This book, written in French and published in Istanbul in 1917 is a detailed report 
on the events, supported with photographs, reproductions of documents and maps, 
including historical maps of Armenia. 

A reprint of the book was published in 2001. 

We cound trace 7 institutional examples on Worldcat. United Nations Geneva, Royal 
Danish Library - Copenhagen / CUL (DKB), Universitätsbibliothek Leipzig, Staats-
bibliothek zu Berlin, Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Hamburg Carl von Ossietzky, 
Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Hamburg Carl von Ossietzky, Orient-Institut Istan-
bul. The other examples appear to be eBooks or 21st century reprints. 

References: OCLC 984379819, 246239921, 470133469, 717554731, 886178789, 
822662141.

750 EUR
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32. BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
SARAJEVO, BOSNIA, IMPRINT 

Benjamin FRANKLIN (1706-1790), author; Reşad, translator. 

طريق رفاه. فرانقلينك ثروت حقنده كى نصايحى و ترجمه حالى

[Tarik-i Refah. Frankli'nin Servet Hakkındaki Nasayihi ve Tercüme-i Hali / The Way to 
Wealth. Franklin's Commentary on Wealth and ItsTranslation]

Sarajevo:  Sultan Beyazıd Saadet Kütübhanesi 1326 [1910].

8°, 30 pp., [2 pp.], original orange wrappers with lettering (tiny tears in margins, first and last 
page with light color marks from the wrappers, some light burn marks to the margins and on 
two pages (please see the additional photos!!!).

A rare Ottoman translation of Franklin’s The Way to Wealth, published in Otto-
man language in Sarajevo, Bosnia, in 1910

This is the second Ottoman edition of Franklin’s The Way to Wealth. The first one by 
the same translator was published in 1870, in Paris, and this second one in Sarajevo, 
Bosnia, in 1910. In the same year another version, translated by a known Ottoman 
author Ebüziyya Tevfik was published without given location. 

We could find three Institutional examples on Worldcat (University Library In Mu-
nich, Boğaziçi University Library, Harvard University). 

References. OCLC 634868733, 949524190.

620 EUR
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33.  WOMAN EMANCIPATION
OTTOMAN EMPIRE

FASHION

A.   Behire HAKKI.

بيچكى نظريات وقواعدى نك تدريسات ابتدائيه قسمى
[Biçki Nazariyat ve Kavâidinin Tedrisat-ı İbtidaiye Kısmı / Primary Training Section of 
the Theory and Rules of Sewing]

Istanbul: Matbaa-i Âmire 1330-1333 [1914-1917].
 
Small 4°, 202 pp. with black and white illustrations, illustrated boards and black cloth spine.

650 EUR

[and:]

B.  Behire HAKKI.

بيچكى نظريات وقواعدى نك تدريسات تاليه قسمى
[Biçki Nazariyat ve Kavâidinin Tedrisat-ı Tâliye Kısmı / Secondary Training Section of 
the Theory and Rules of Sewing]

Istanbul: Matbaa-i Âmire 1330-1333 [1914-1917].

Small 4°, 149 pp. with black and white illustrations, [3 pp.], illustrated boards and black cloth 
spine.

650 EUR

Two separately pubished books in Ottoman language with instructions for wom-
en on dress-making and utilization of modern sewing machines, written by the 
first Ottoman seamstress Behire Hakkı 

Behire Hakkı was the first female Ottoman dress-maker. She introduced the technique 
of modern sewing to younger women through her workshop in Istanbul and through 
at least 10 printed publications.
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Although Behire was interested in sewing from her childhood days, the profession of 
the dress-makers of the Ottoman Empire was reserved exclusively for men. As western 
women, living in Istanbul, could import their dresses from abroad, the Muslim women 
were mostly limited on the traditional garments, designed and made by the opposite 
sex. Homemade dresses, made by women, were a sign of poverty. 

In the beginning of the 20th century Ottoman women, mostly based in Istanbul, start-
ed following the western fashion and lifestyle, that became visually available through 
magazines, books and European inhabitants of the city. 

It was only the approaching World War I, that offered an opportunity to Behire Hakkı. 
With many men being drafted, the job opportunities for women finally opened on the 
field of dress-making. Behire Hakkı founded her own atelier and school called Türk 
Kadınları Biçki Yurdu (House for Sewing for Turkish Girls) and authored approxi-
mately 10 books on the use of modern sewing-machines, pattern-making, crocheting, 
etc.

Our two books were issued as the second and the third in Behire Hakkı's series of 
three separately published books on sewing and fashion (the first one being Biçki 
Nazariyat ve Kavâidinin Tedrisat-ı Âliye Kısmı (Higher Training Section of the Theory 
and Rules of Sewing), issued a year before by the different publisher,  Matbaa-i Hayriye 
ve Şürekâsı). 

The richly illustrated text includes instructions on the modern sewing machines, 
patterns for female dresses and underwear, children and baby clothing, decoration, 
crocheting etc. 

We could trace two institutional examples of each volume: Biçki Nazariyat ve Ka-
vâidinin Tedrisat-ı İbtidaiye Kısmı is housed by Harvard University and Library of 
Congress; Biçki Nazariyat ve Kavâidinin Tedrisat-ı Tâliye Kısmı is housed by Bogazici 
University Library and Library of Congress. 

References: OCLC 239551087, ÖZEGE 1994. OCLC 239551087, ÖZEGE 1995.

Each: 650 EUR
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34. SLAVICA
WWI IN TURKEY

DRINKING

Commandant Lieutenant IGNATIEV.

[A copy from the report of the 2nd district of Kars, Commandant Lieutenant Ignatiev of 
Dec. 15th 1916, no 29 to the Commandant of the town of Kars.
Court trial on Dec. 17th…]

Kars, Turkey: December 15th, 1916.

Typescript with manuscript additions and a stamp on both sides, 20 x 18 cm (7,8 x 7 inches) 
(folds and hardly noticeable worm holes, but otherwise in a good condition). 

A curious document on a drunken incident from 1916 offers an ephemeral in-
sight into the life of soldiers of the Russian Caucasus Army during WWI.

The report, written by commandant lieutenant Ignatiev, describes behaviour of three 
drunk soldiers with following word:

This is to report that at 11 PM on Dec 14th I arrested drunk inferior officers of the 
280th Reserve Detachment Nikifarov, Dzhordzhikin and Dadiani, who went out for 
“Cup of Tea” and ordered a patrol soldier to find them a cab. The patrol soldier an-
swered that there were no cabs and he was on duty. The inferior officers Dzordzhikin 
and Nikifarov started beating him, they waved their sabers and the inferior office 
Dzordzhikin reached for a revolver and threatened the gathered patrols and private 
persons. All of them were conveyed by me to the office and I told them your order to go 
to the detachment headquarters and to come to the officer on duty, so I report for your 
disposal. 

The Russian Caucasus Army, which occupied Kars during WWI, was known for its 
ethnic diversity. It was composed of Georgians, Caucasus Greeks, Armenians, ethnic 
Russians and Ukrainians. The Army occupied the Kars Oblast until 1918, when it was 
ceded to the Ottoman Empire.

320 EUR
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35. CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS

İbrahim Âlaaddin GÖVSA

قريستوف قولومب
[Kristof Kolomb / Christopher Columbus]

Istanbul: Sebat Matbaası 1927. 

8°. 15 pp. with illustrations, illustrated cover, stapled (soft folds, minor staiing, overall in a 
good condition). 

An ephemeral biography of Christopher Columbus in Ottoman language was issued in the 
series Büyük Adamlar Serisi (Series of Important Men) with Ottoman lettering in the last year 
before the Atatürk’s reformation of the script in the Republic of Turkey. 

The Ottomans were always fascinated by the discovery of America and the adventurous life 
of Columbus. Several articles, books and pamphlets were published on the subject in the 19th 
century. 

We could find two institutional examples on Worldcat (Harvard University, Ohio State Uni-
versity Libraries).

References: OCLC 27524652, 234614642, 987786255. ÖZEGE 11264. 

420 EUR
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36. DIPLOMACY
OTTOMAN EMPIRE

Protocole pour la Réception à la Cour Impériale des Chefs de Mission Étrangers
[Protocol for the Reception of Heads of Foreign Mission at the Imperial Court]

Istanbul: Amiré 1918

8°, [4 pp.], original pink wrappers with lettering (wrappers with tiny folds, but overall in a 
good condition).

The manual in French language describes the diplomatic rules for foreign ambassadors, min-
isters, hereditary princes and officials at the Ottoman Imperial court. 

We could not trace any examples of the book on Woldcat.

320 EUR
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37. TURKISH POLITICS

Mustafa İsmet İNÖNÜ (1884 – 1973).

Grande Assemblée Nationale de Turquie. Séance du Jeudi, 23 Aout 1923 (1339). Déclara-
tions du Ministre des Affaires Etrangères 

Istanbul: Ahmed Ihsan 1924.

8°,  48 pp., original purple wrappers with lettering (minor frying to the first pages, tiny tears on 
the spine, but otherwise in a good condition).

The speech (here translated into French), given by the foreign minister Mustafa İsmet 
İnönü (1884 – 1973) at the Government of the Grand National Assembly, the provi-
sional and revolutionary Turkish government based in Ankara, established in 1920, 
summing the problems of the Ottoman Empire, including the minorities and Ottoman 
debt, and the goals for the future, was made shortly before the proclamation of the 
Republic of Turkey on October 29, 1923, when İsmet Pasha became the first Turkish 
prime minister. 

Mustafa İsmet İnönü (1884 – 1973) was a Turkish prime minister three times, from 
1923-1924, 1925- 1937, and 1961-1965, and served as the second president of Turkey 
from November 11 1938 to May 22 1950. 

We could not trace any institutional examples on Worldcat. 

250 EUR
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38. EGYPT / TRAVELOGUE

Mehmed Halid ZIYAEDDIN  (possibly identical to Halid Ziya UŞAKLIGIL, 1866 - 
1945).

 مصور مصر خاطراتی
[Musavver Mısır Hâtırâtı / Illustrated Egypt Diaries]

Istanbul: Agob Matyosyan Matbaası1326 [1910].

8°, 184 pp. with black and white illustrations, original illustrated wrappers, later spine (small 
tears in margins, small patches with loss of text due to glue on three pages replaced with man-
uscript in pencil, otherwise in a good condition). 

A detailed, richly illustrated book in Ottoman language is a travelogue to Egypt, un-
dertaken in 1909. The author shows special interests in archeology, hieroglyphs and 
recent historical researches, as well as in other monuments in buildings.

The author signed here as Halid Ziyaeddin (not to be confused with older author Mev-
lânâ Halid Ziyaeddin), who is only known to author this work, is possibly identical to 
Halid Ziya Uşaklıgil (1866 - 1945), a famous literary of the late Ottoman period, asso-
ciated with the so called “New Literature” and progressive literary magazine Servet-i 
Fünun (Benjamin C. Fortna, Learning to Read in the Late Ottoman Empire and the 
Early Turkish Republic, 2011, p. 45).

This is the first edition of the book. The second edition, transcribed into modern Turk-
ish, was published in 2017. 

References: OCLC 16347814, 754982101, 476243661. ÖZEGE 14459.

250 EUR
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Hamâmîzâde İHSAN Bey (also Hamâmîzâde Mehmed İHSAN, 1885 – 1948).

خمسى نامه

[Hamsinâme / Story of Anchovies]

Istanbul: Sebat Matbaası 1928

8°: 150 pp. with illustrations, [10 pp.], original illustrated wrappers bound in contemporary 
black linen boards, contemporary brown goat spine (minor age-toning and sporadic hardly 
noticeable staining, spine slightly rubbed, but overall in a good condition).

The first edition on the famous Ottoman story on the importance of anchovies for 
the inhabitants of the Black Sea coast

This charming illustrated book in Ottoman language, written by a poet Hamâmîzâde 
İhsan Bey (1885 – 1948) describes the importance of the anchovies for the life and 
folklore of the people, living on the Black Sea costs. The author described the histo-
ry of fishing, the lifestyle of the fishermen and notes the lyrics of the local songs and 
poems on fishing and anchovies.

The story has been translated to modern Turkish and is published until today, also in a 
form of an educational children’s book.

References: OCLC 776809290, 79359208, 1030746788, 313040086. ÖZEGE 6780.

180 EUR

39. FISH / ANCHOVY
THE BLACK SEA
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40. MEDICINE IN THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE

 .Besim Ömer AKALIN (1862 - 1940), editor  بسيم عمر

 نوسال عافيت
[Nusal-i afiyet [also] Nevsâl-i Afiyet.. Third Year]

Istanbul: [Ahmed İhsan ve Şürekâsı] 1320 [1904].

8°, contemporary brown binding with calf spine with embossed decoration and gold letter-
ing, cloth boards, contemporary endpapers with floral pattern (light staining, mostly to the 
first and last pages, minor scuffing to the spine, a small loss of paper in the corner of rear lose 
endpaper, otherwise in a good, used condition). 

Nusal-i afiyet was an Ottoman medical journal, with the first edition published in 1315 
AH (1898/ 1899 AD), followed in irregular intervals by three more issues until 1322 
AH (1906 AD). The illustrated publication is rich with information on contemporary 
Ottoman medicine, hospitals and other institutions, medical discoveries etc. 

The founder of the magazine Besim Ömer Akalın, was an Ottoman Turkish medical 
doctor who was responsible for introducing modern obstetrics and gynecology to the 
country. 

This third issue features portraits of famous contemporary Ottoman medical doc-
tors, pharmacists and military officers, including the portrait of Abdullah Bey (born 
Karl Eduard Hammerschmidt, 1800 – 1874), a mineralogist and physician of Aus-
trian origins, and the only known portrait of Karl Ambros Bernard (1808 - 1844) an 
Austro-Hungarian medical doctor, who became the founder of the modern Imperial 
School of Medicine in Istanbul.

Other richly illustrated articles discuss subjects such as the benefits of treating female 
diseases with spas and water, bacteria, parasites and alcoholism.

References: OCLC 984383438, 984383438, 657119954, 704869998 (various issues and 
eBooks);  ÖZEGE 15409.

680 EUR
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41. UFA IMPRINT
TATAR PRINTING

(Diya Al-Din Alkamali) ضياء الدين الكمالى

دينى تدبيرلى

Ufa: Şark Matbaası 1913.

8°, 73 pp., [5 pp.], later black and brown binding (stamp of a Soviet Muslim Institution on the 
cover, last pages age-toned, but overall in a good condition). 

An educational book on religion, was written in Tatar language by Diya Al-Din Alkamali  a 
Muslim scholar and educator, who studied at the Al-Azhar Mosque in Cairo. Upon returning 
to his home town Ufa, Diya Al-Din started a reform of the educational system. In 1906, he 
founded a school called Galia, which became one of the most famous Muslim schools in the 
tsarist Russia. He was also publishing a newspaper and authored several books.

We could not find any institutional examples on Worldcat.

520 EUR
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42. TATAR PRINTING 
KAZAN IMPRINT 

 Baddredin Paravi, editor/  بدرالدين پاراوى

تفسير نعمانى
[Tafsir Numani]

Kazan: ابراهيم ادريسف و شركاسى  [İbrahim İdrisof ve Şürekası] [s. d., possibly 1911].

Small 4°, 380 pp., contemporary black boards and tan linen spine (pp. 36-72 with mispagina-
tion (but complete), unbound as originally published, sporadic pages printed too close to the 
margins with tiny loss of lettering, binding slightly scratched).

A rare Tatar Tafsir Numani (تفسير النعماني), an exegesis on the Quran attributed to 
Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim al-Nu’mani, printed in Kazan in the early 20th 
century

The book was published in Tatar language for the first time in 1907 in Orenburg. This 
is possibly the second printing, recorded in the literature as the 1911 Kazan edition. 
The third edition was not printed until 1959, when it was published in Helsiniki, Fin-
land. 

An example with crude local printing errors and contemporary binding.
We could not find any institutional examples. 

References: Cf.: Elmira Akhmetova, Qur’an Translation Of The Week #110: The Ear-
liest Printed Tatar Commentaries- Mullah Nuʿmān Al-Samānī’s Nuʿmani Tafsire, 24. 
June 2022 (Qur’an translation of the week #110: The Earliest Printed Tatar Commen-
taries- Mullah Nuʿmān al-Samānī’s Nuʿmani Tafsire - GloQur- The Global Qur'an).

550 EUR
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43. JUDAICA, OTTOMAN EMPIRE
“MASONIC PRESS”

Lucien SCIUTO (1868–1947).

L’Or
[Gold]

Paris: Libraire maçonnique 1891.

8°. 32 pp., later wrappers (slightly age-toned and with minor foxing, narrow outer margin, 
without loss of text).

An exceedingly rare book of poetry by an Ottoman Zionist activist and author 
Lucien Sciuto, allegedly published by the Masonic Press in Paris

The satirical poem L’Or (The Gold) was written in French language in Thessaloniki by Luc-
ien Sciuto (1868–1947), an Ottoman author of Jewish origins, and was dedicated to a certain 
Jacques Cohen. The work was allegedly published in Paris by the Masonic Press. 

Lucien Sciuto was an editor and author, active in Thessaloniki, Istanbul and Cairo and espe-
cially known for his editing of the pro-Zionist French-language Jewish weekly L'Aurore and 
French-language Sephardi periodical Le Journal de Salonique.

The circumstances regarding the production of the work at a seemingly unrecorded Mason-
ic Press (Libraire maçonnique) in Paris remain somewhat mysterious. It is possible, that the 
book was printed in the Ottoman Empire and the false imprint was made to add the impor-
tance and mystique to the publication. This is perhaps a subject for further research.  

The book is exceedingly rare. It is mentioned in: D Gershon Lewental, “Sciuto, Lucien” (in: 
Encyclopedia of Jews in the Islamic World, Executive Editor Norman A. Stillman. Consulted 
online on 20 July 2022) without the year of publication. We could not find any institutional 
examples.

850 EUR 
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44. JUDAICA, OTTOMAN EMPIRE
CRYPTO-JUDAISM 

Major Sadık, Son of Süleyman.

دونمه لرك حقيقتى
[Dönmelerin Hakikati / The Truth about the Dönme]

Istanbul: Karabet Matbaası 1335 [1919].

8°, 32 pp., original wrappers with lettering, later spine (light staining and small tears in mar-
gins, but otherwise in  a good condition).

A rare pamphlet in Ottoman language on the Dönme, a group of Sabbatean cryp-
to-Jews in the Ottoman Empire, centered in Thessaloniki. 

This rare pamphlet, published in 1919 in Istanbul, described the Dönme, a group of 
Sabbatean crypto-Jews. The Dönme, or the Converts, were followers of the Jewish 
mystic Sabbatai Zevi (1626–1676), who was forced to convert to the Islam. Although 
apparently Muslims, the group still recognized Sabbatai Zevi (1626–1676) as the Jew-
ish Messiah and practiced Jewish rituals secretly.  

The Dönme were mostly in the last decades of the Ottoman Empire accused of various 
conspiracy theories, most notably of anti-Sultan plots together with the Freemasons, 
with the pro-Sultan Muslims accusing Mustafa Kemal Atatürk being a Döhme himself. 

Today a small group of the Dönme survives in Istanbul. 

The author of the pamphlet was Sadık, Son of Süleyman, a Major from Thessaloniki 
and possibly a Dönme himself. In the book he describes the loyalty of the Dönme to 
the Ottoman Empire. 

We could not trace any institutional examples on Worldcat. 

References: ÖZEGE 4375. Cf.: Dennis WASHBURN - A. Kevin REINHART (ed.), 
Converting Cultures: Religion, Ideology, and Transformations of Modernity, 2007, p. 
305; Marc BAER, The Dönme: Jewish Converts, Muslim Revolutionaries, and Secular 
Turks, 2010, pp. 125ff. 

550 EUR
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Karl Max, Prince Lichnowsky.

Моjе посланищво у Лондону (1912-1914)
[My Mission to London 1912-1914]

Solun (Thessaloniki): Velika Srbija 1918.

Small 8°. VII, 71 pp., [2 pp.] blank, original wrappers with lettering, later spine (old signature 
on the top of the cover and title page, underlining and old annotations in red colour through-
out the book, wrappers slightly stained, dusty and with soft folds).

An uncommon Serbian translation of a controversial pamphlet by a German ambassador to 
London, describing the events leading to WWI, originally published privately in 1916. 

The Serbian translation was published by a nationalistic press “Large Serbia” in Solun, today 
Thessaloniki, Greece. 

We could not find any institutional examples on Worldcat.

45. SERBIAN PRINTING IN 
THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE
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46. ASPARAGUS
SLAVICA

Josip ŠTREKELJ (1868–1955).

Špargelj
[Asparagus]

Ljubljana: [by the author] 1937.

Small 8°, 38 pp. with black and white illustrations, [2 pp.], original green card wrappers with 
lettering, stapled (small blue lines on the cover, two old school-library stamps, crossed with a 
book-seller’s stamp).

A privately published pre-WWII Slovenian manual on asparagus 

A detailed manual on growing asparagus in Slovenian language was self-published by the 
author Josip Štrekelj (1868–1955), a politician and author on several books on agriculture.

We could not find any examples outside Slovenian institutions. The stamps in the book are 
from a school, active under the stated name between 1967-1991.

References: OCLC 439528491; Adamič, France: Štrekelj, Josip (1868–1955). Slovenska bio-
grafija. Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti, Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, 
2013. http://www.slovenska-biografija.si/oseba/sbi669500/#slovenski-biografski-leksikon 
(3. julij 2022). Izvirna objava v: Slovenski biografski leksikon: 11. zv. Stelè - Švikaršič. Alfonz 
Gspan et al. Ljubljana, Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti, 1971.

120 EUR
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47. LIBYA / ITALO-TURKISH WAR
PATRIOTIC PROPAGANDA

SOCIETÁ EDITORIALE MILANESE.

Nuova pianta geografica della Tripolitania e Cirenaica con le conquiste italiane.
[New Geographical Map of Tripolitania and Cyrenaica with the Italian Conquests]

[Milan, Italy] : [Societá editoriale milanese], [1912].

Colour print (Very Good, clean and bright, some wear along old folds, some minor marginal 
staining, far right margin, once bearing additional Italian flags to be cut out and placed on 
map, is here trimmed away), 34 x 93 cm (13.4 x 36.6 inches).

A rare and highly attractive work of patriotic propaganda, being a large map of 
Libya celebrating Italy’s invasion of the country during the Italo-Turkish War 
(1911-2), created early in the conflict by the Societá editoriale milanese.

During the Italo-Turkish War (September 29, 1911 to October 18, 1912) Italy, as an 
aspiring, industrialized major power, sought to take advantage of the weakness of 
the Ottoman Empire, the ‘Sick Man of Europe’, by invading its last remaining African 
possession, Libya.  The Italians employed the most modern technology (including air-
planes and Guglielmo Marconi’s wireless device) and were able to seize Tripoli, Beng-
hazi and Tobruk with relative ease.  However, the Ottomans and local Arab and Berber 
peoples, most notably the Senussi, mounted an effective guerilla war that prevented 
the Italians from taking the countryside.  Eventually, however, the Ottomans were 
forced to withdraw owing to their weak logistics.  The Italians were thus given formal 
title to Libya; however, they always had difficulty controlling the countryside, a state of 
play that would continue until the fall of the their regime in World War II. 

The present work is a grand patriotic extravaganza, made early in 1912, that seeks to 
‘pump up’ Italian support for the war.  It was made by the Societá editoriale milanese, 
and was sold alongside copies if the Settimana illustrata, a weekly news magazine.  The 
beautiful map shows the landscape of the most populous, or northern /coastal, regions 
of Libya, being Tripolitania and Cyrenaica, noting cities and topographical features.  
The placement of the tricolore flags shows that the Italians had succeeded in taking 
many of the major coastal cities, with all the other places, marked by the banner of 
the Ottoman crescent, were still in Turkish hands.  Above, surrounded by tricolore 
banners are portraits the seven top Italian commanders of the campaign, including 
Lieutenant General Carlo Caneva, the Governor of Tripoli.  Straddling the portraits is 
a calendar for the year 1912. 
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Virgin examples of the map had an additional series of Italian flags in the right-hand 
margin that could be cut out and placed upon the map to mark ‘future Italian victo-
ries’, but here these flags have been trimmed away. 

The map is a rare ephemeral piece; we can locate only a single institutional example, 
held by the Library of Congress.

References: Library of Congress: G8263.T33S1 1913 .N8; OCLC: 1008771819.

480 EUR
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48. ETHIOPIA / ITALIAN INVASION OF ABYSSINIA
SECOND ITALO-ETHIOPIAN WAR (1935-7)

PATRIOTIC PROPAGANDA

ISTITUTO GEOGRAFICO MILITARE (ITALY). / IL MATTINO ILLUSTRATO (NA-
PLES).

L’Africa orientale: Etiopia, Eritrea, Somalia Italiana. / Supplemento gratuito allegato al 
Mattino Illustrato. 

Naples: Il Mattino Illustrato, 1936.

Colour print on glossy newsprint paper, printed on both sides, verso in monochrome (Very 
Good, overall bright and clean, some very light spotting and light wear along old folds), 72 x 
59.5 cm (28.5 x 23.5 inches).

A very rare patriotic propaganda map of Ethiopia and bordering lands created 
to celebrate Italy’s invasion of Ethiopia during the Second Italo-Ethiopian War 
(1935-7), published in Naples by the new magazine ‘Il Mattino Illustrato’.

This rare work of patriotic propaganda celebrates Italy’s invasion of Ethiopia dur-
ing the Second Italo-Ethiopian War (October 1935 to February 1937).  To open the 
conflict, Mussolini sent a force of 200,000 men under General Rodolfo Graziani to 
invade the proud but technologically backward country, led by the famed King Halie 
Selassie.  Italy already controlled neighboring Eritrea and part of Somalia, and used 
the former to invade Ethiopia, hoping to create a grand colonial realm of Italian East 
Africa.  While the Ethiopians put up a brave fight, they were simply overwhelmed by 
the Italian’s modern war machine.  Italy succeeded in taking the cities and most of the 
countryside, although a determined Ethiopian guerilla movement remained.  Italy’s 
reign in Ethiopia would be short-lived, as it would be evicted from the country in 1941 
by the British, during World War II.  

In 1936, when the present map was made, Mussolini’s regime, and the Italian public, 
had reason to be optimistic about total victory in Ethiopia.  The present work was 
created by the Naples new magazine, Il Mattino Illustrato, as a special supplement, to 
both drum up support for the war (indeed, Naples was long a major staging point for 
the Italian military’s African ventures), as well as to sell copies.  

The map on the recto depicts Eritrea, Somalia, and much of Ethiopia, presenting the 
topography and human geography in a glossy attractive manner, after cartography 
given to the magazine by Italy’s Istituto geografico militare, on a special license.  The 
Italian tricolore flags in the side margins were presumably meant to be cut out and 
placed upon the map to denote the locations of future Italian victories. 
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The verso of the map is a patriotic pageant of Italian military vigour on the Horn of 
Africa, featuring photographs of happy, energetic Italian troops in the field, along with 
the score of the war song, O vuluntario ll’Africa.

The map is seemingly very rare, as we cannot trace a reference to it, let alone the loca-
tion of any other examples.  Its fragility must have led to a low survival rate. 

References: N/A – No other examples traced. 

250 EUR
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The aggression and colonial tendencies of the uprising Fascism, which resulted in the 
Second Italo-Ethiopian War, fought between Fascist Italy and Ethiopia from October 
1935 to February 1937, was followed by the whole world. On May 5th, 1936, Italian 
Marshal Pietro Badoglio marched with his troops into Addis Ababa and Mussolini de-
clared Ethiopia a province of the Italian Empire. On 12 May, the Emperor of Ethiopia 
Haile Selassie gave his famous anti-Fascist speech in the League of Nations. 

The author of this detailed illustrated book was a prominent Ottoman / Turkish politi-
cian and general Kâzim Karabekir (1882-1948), who retired and dedicated himself to 
writing after the Turkish War of Independence, where he opposed Kemal Atatürk.
 
Worldcat lists three examples in institutions worldwide (McGill University Library, 
Princeton University Library, Michigan State University Libraries).

References: OCLC 15246656.

380 EUR

Kâzim KARABEKIR (1882-1948).

İtalya Habeş
[Italian Abyssinia]

Istanbul: Tecelli Matbaasi 1935.

8°. 438 pp., [6 pp.], interleaved illustrations and maps, 2 folding black and white maps, 1 
folding colour map, original wrappers with lettering, bound in recent red half-goat with gold 
decoration and lettering on the spine, grey cloth boards (slightly age-toned and stained, most-
ly on the first and last pages, but otherwise in a good condition).

A contemporary detailed report on the Fascist Italian invasion on Abyssinia by a 
prolific Turkish general, politician and author Kâzim Karabekir. 

49. ITALIAN INVASION OF ABYSSINIA 
HAILE SELASSIE
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50. ANTI-FASCIST PROPAGANDA
WORLD WAR II IN GREECE

Evangelos BITSAXIS - Kostantinos STASINOPOULOS, editors; T. MORAITINI, A.G. 
POP, K. VARNALI, authors of texts - F. DIMITRIADIS, K. BEZOU, N. KASTANAKI, P. 
PAVLIDIS, S. POLENAKI, E. TERZOPOULOS, KYRIAZI, illustrators. 

Πολεμικη Σατυρα  
[Polemiki Satira  / War Satire]

Athens: 1941.

Large 8°. [64 pp.] with black and white illustrations, original illustrated wrappers (Very 
Good).

A rare satirical illustrated anti-Fascist-Italy pamphlet, printed for the Greek sol-
diers during World War II.

This rare satirical pamphlet in Greek language, containing anti-Italian, anti-Fascist and 
anti-Mussolini stories and caricatures was according to the text on the back, dated January 
1st, 1941, it printed to be handed out to the Greek soldiers, to boost their morale during the 
World War II.

Greece entered WWII on October 28th, 1940, when Italy invaded the country from Albania. 
The Greek troops successfully stopped the attacks at the battles in Elaia–Kalamas line and 
the Pindus Mountain. On November 14th the Greeks launched a counterattack and entered 
Albania. In harsh winter conditions and fighting the better equipped Italian army, they by 
mid-January 1941 occupied one quarter of Albania until reaching the standstill  at the port of 
Vlorë.

Our pamphlet was printed for the Greek soldiers during this counter invasion on Albania, to 
entertain them during the harsh winter conditions. 

We could not trace any institutional examples on Worldcat. 

650 EUR
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51. SLAVICA 
DP CAMP PRINTING / WWII

ATOMIC BOMB

ANONYMOUS.

Bomba atomowa
[Atomic Bomb]

Köln-Mülheim: Jutro Pracy [1946].

8°. 24 pp. mimeographed text with a map, original illustrated green wrappers, stapled (old 
signature on the cover, otherwise in a good condition). 

A rare mimeographed pamphlet on the threat of the nuclear weapons, printed by 
the Polish press in the post-war DP camp in Mülheim, Germany

This unusual and rare mimeographed pamphlet was printed in Polish language in the dis-
placed persons camp in Mülheim, a borough of Cologne, Germany, immediately after World 
War II. It explains the threat of the nuclear weapons and depicts the destruction of the world, 
the Statue of Liberty and the Eiffel Tower on the cover. 

The brochure was published by “Jutro Pracy” (Work for Tomorrow / Tomorrow’s Work), a 
Polish press, who also published a newspaper with the same name. 

The DP Mülheim was founded mostly for the Polish and Ukrainian refugees, holocaust survi-
vors and people, who flew the after-war regime. 

Worldcat only lists one institutional example (National Library of Poland, Biblioteka Narodo-
wa). 

References: OCLC 864129016. 

950 EUR
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52. CYNOLOGY

Cafer Fahri DIKMEN (1876  - 1962).

 آو و صالون كوپكلرى
[Av ve Salon Köpekleri / Hunting and Salon Dogs]

Istanbul: Matbaa-i Ebüzziya 1927.

8°, 191 pp. with black and white illustrations, original illustrated wrappers (slightly stained 
and aga-toned, old hand-written number on the rear cover, otherwise in a goo condition).  

An Ottoman book on dog breeds by a pioneer of the Turkish cynology, Cafer 
Fahri Dikmen (1876  - 1962).

The detailed illustrated book on dogs, written in Ottoman language, describes contem-
porary breeds, such as mastiffs, greyhounds, shepherd dogs, bulldogs, terriers, spaniels 
etc. The last part of the book is dedicated to dog-keeping, health and basic information 
on training. 

Cafer Fahri Dikmen (1876  - 1962) was a microbiologist, an important specialist on 
domestic animals and a pioneer of the Turkish cynology, who authored about 10 
books on animals in Ottoman language. He was the first to describe the Turkish dog 
breeds in the modern literature.
 
Worldcat lists four institutional examples (Orient-Institut Istanbul, Universiteitsbiblio-
theek Leiden, Boğaziçi University Library, University of California Los Angeles)

References: OCLC 425960912, 777199664, 1030917329. ÖZEGE 1261.

350 EUR
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Émile LOUZOURE (?), author - Ömer Halis BIYIKTAY (1883 - 1939), translator. 

ايرانده انكليزلر
[İran'da İngilizler / Englishmen in Iran]

Istanbul: Askerî Matbaa 1927.

8°, original cover, [2 pp.], 104 pp., folding map, later brown cloth binding with lettering 
(minor age-toning, old hand-written price on the inner side of the rear board, but overall in a 
good condition). 

53. ANGLO-IRANIAN RELATIONS

The book is a report on the British presence in Iran from 1906 on with a map depict-
ing the campaigns in the area south of the Caspian Sea in the years 1920 and 1921. 
According to the information on the title page, the work is a translation from a French 
text, written by a lecturer at the Tehran Law Faculty Émile Louzoure (?). 

We could not find any institutional examples on Worldcat. 

References: ÖZEGE 9314.

460 EUR
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54. DARWINISM

Eduard von HARTMANN (1842 – 1906), author; Memduh SÜLEYMAN (1889? – 1920), transla-
tor and the author of the commentary.

 داروينيزم 
[Darvinizm / Darwinism / Wahrheit und Irrthum im Darwinismus] 

Istanbul: Gayret Kütübhanesi Necm-i İstikbâl Matbaası 1329 [1913]. 

8°, original front wrapper with the cover, 127 pp. with a portrait, [1], later paper wrappers (Very Good, 
minor staining around the spine). 

The first book on Darwinism, printed in Istanbul.
A translation of von Hartmann’s work on the Darwinism into Ottoman was an 
early reaction to the Darwinism in the Ottoman Empire. The translator and au-
thor of the influential introduction Memduh Süleyman considered the natural 
selection the biggest mistake of the Darwinism. 

The work in Ottoman language is a translation of Wahrheit und Irrthum im Darwinismus (The 
Truths and Mistakes of Darwinism) by Eduard von Hartmann (1842 – 1906), first published in 
1875. The translator Memduh Süleyman, who also commented the book, considered the natural 
evolution the biggest mistake of the Darwinism. 

Memduh Süleyman (1889?-1920) was an important author and translator of the last years of the 
Ottoman Empire. His most famous work is a book on Nitzsche, Nietzsche Hayatı ve Felsefesi, from 
1912, which he co-wrote in together with Ahmet Nebil-Baha Tevfik-Memduh. 

This is the first book on Darwinism printed in Istanbul. The first book on Darwinism in the Ot-
toman language was issued in 1911 in Bitola. The book was published amidst the Ottoman debate 
on the Darwinism. The first mentioning of the term was made in 1863 in a magazine Mecmua-i 
Fünūn by Münif Pasha, who was at the time serving as a minister of education and did not believe, 
that the development of science would or should affect the religion. 

In the time of the publication of our book, Darwin’s works were not yet translated into Ottoman. 
The first translation of On the Origin of Species in the Muslim world, was only issued in Arabic 
in 1918 in Cairo. Translated were only the first six chapters. For more chapters were subsequently 
added in 1928. 

References: OCLC 67050243; BDK - ÖZEGE; 3637; MİL - TBTK; 12602; Daniel Varisco, Dar-
win and Dunya: Muslim Responses to Darwinian Evolution (https://www.lindenwood.edu/files/
resources/14-39-darwin-and-dunya.pdf); Ceyda Özmen, Translating Science in the Ottoman 
Empire: Translator-educators as “Agents of Change” in the Ottoman Scientific Repertoires.

650 EUR
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55. PSYCHOLOGY IN 
THE LATE OTTOMAN EMPIRE 

Baha TEVFIK (1884-1914) - Ahmet Nebil YURTER (1876 - 1943).

پسيقولوژى علم احوال روح
[Psikoloji İlm-i Ahvâl-i Ruh / Psychology. The Science of the Psyche]

Istanbul: Sühûlet Matbaası [s. d., ca 1910].

8°, 203 pp., [5 pp.], later wrappers (slightly age toned, but otherwise in a good condition).

A late Ottoman work on the modern psychology 

Baha Tevfik (1884-1914) was an unusual, progressive Ottoman writer and publisher, 
who was inspired by the contemporary modern Western world. Tevfik’s creating broke 
all the connections with his Islamic heritage, making him an unique Ottoman figure of 
the time. 

A convinced atheist and fierce supporter of the Western philosophy, Tevfik differed 
from other contemporary Ottoman modern intellectuals, which he often attacked in 
his work, as he attacked the Ottoman traditions and Islamic rules. He believed in the 
scientific anarchism as the only way to build the future. 

Before his premature death at the age of 30, Tevfik wrote, translated and published 
a series of texts on philosophy, science, feminism and sexual explorations, many of 
which would be too decadent even for the contemporary European literature.  

References: ÖZEGE 16439. OCLC 755280434 (including eBooks).

280 EUR
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56. TASSEOGRAPHY
COFFEE / FORTUNETELLING

Florent GARNIER (?), Author – Ragıb RIFKI ÖZGÜREL, Translator.

قهوه تلوه سيله كشف استقبال
[Kahve Telvesiyle Keşf-i İstikbâl / Fortunetelling with Coffee Grounds]

Istanbul: Şems Matbaası 1338 [1922].

8°, 16 pp., folding plate, original wrappers with lettering (unbound as originally published, 
slightly age-toned and stained, repaired tears along the folds of the plate, but otherwise in a 
good condition).

A rare Ottoman pamphlet with a large illustrated chart explains the art of fortune tell-
ing with coffee grounds, an old Turkish / Ottoman tradition, but here with text, trans-
lated from a contemporary French publication. The chart represents various patterns, 
which might appear in the coffee grounds, predicting the upcoming events. 

Ragıb Rıfkı Özgürel was an author and translator, active in the post-constitutional era 
and specialized in spiritual and supernatural subjects. 

This version is not mentioned in the bibliography of Ottoman books. The literature 
only lists the 1923 edition by an unknown press and a 1342 (1926) edition by Orhaniye 
Matbaası. 

Worldcat mentions one institutional example (Boğaziçi University Library). 

References: OCLC 949481871.

280 EUR
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57. VIENNA TRADE FAIR 

Albert JANESCH (1889 – 1973), Illustrator. 

ويانه پانايرى
[Viyana panayırı / The Vienna Fair]

Vienna: [Vienna Fair] 1928. 

Oblong small 8°, [8 pp.] with colour and black and white illustrations, stapled (good, used 
condition). 

A rare pamphlet in Ottoman language, made for the 1928 Trade Fair in Vienna 
and printed in error in Western collation

A rare pamphlet in Ottoman language, describing the 
three centuries of the Vienna trade fair, starting in 1528, 
was printed for the March 1928 fair. The images include 
historic views and an image of the modern fair build-
ing. The pamphlet, drafted in Austria, has been in error 
printed in Western and not in the Middle Eastern reverse 
collation. 

The illustrator of the images on the wrappers was an 
Austrian painter Albert Janesch (1889 – 1973). Due to his 
antisemitic attitude and paintings, glorifying the German 
ideals of the World War II, he was largely forgotten after 
the war. 

We could not find any institutional examples on Worldcat 
nor in the Austrian National Library. 

350 EUR
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58. SAUDI ARABIA

Saleh Mustafa ISLAM.

Suudî Arabistani taniyiniz
[Get to Know Saudi Arabia]

Ankara: Ayyildiz Matb. 1961.

8°. [8 pp.] title, 2 portraits and introduction, 223 pp. with portraits and interleaved black and 
white images, original illustrated wrappers, dedication (by the author?) on the first page, 
collector’s stamps on the cover and in the book (good, uncut example with minimal wear, 
unbound as originally published).

A rare book in Turkish language on Saudi Arabia, written by a diplomat Saleh 
Mustafa Islam comes from the library of Kasim Masoud Kasim Zainal Alireza 
(?-2016), a member of a prominent Saudi family.

A detailed richly illustrated book on Saudi Arabia was written in Turkish language by 
Saleh Mustafa Islam, the Saudi ambassador to Turkey between 1957 and 1961. In the 
introduction the author states, that the intention of the work is to introduce modern 
Saudi Arabia to the Turkish population, which was according to his experiences as a 
diplomat in Ankara, not familiar with his native country’s true image.

The book describes the Saudi royal family, history of the foundation of the country, 
geography, geography, cities, current economy, education etc. 

The book comes from the collection of Kasim Masoud Kasim Zainal Alireza (?-2016), 
from a prominent Saudi family Zainal Alireza.

The book is rare and we could only trace on institutional example on Woldcat (Bavari-
an State Library). 

References: OCLC 164709511.

580 EUR
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59. SAUDI ARABIA
THE GREAT MOSQUE OF MECCA

[Ministry of Finance and National Economy] وزارة المالية واالقتصاد الوطنى

 اضخم مشروع إسالمي في القرن الرابع عشر
[The Largest Islamic Project of the Fourteenth Century]

المملكة العربية السعودية
وزارة المالية واالقتصاد الوطنى
مديرية الحج العامة
[Kingdom Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Finance and National Economy, General Directo-
rate of Hajj] 1376 (AH) – 1957 (AD)

Oblong 8°. 20 pp. with black and white illustrations, [6 pp.], [6 pp.], [24 pp.] with black and 
white illustrations, 12 interleaved leporellos with colour and black and white illustrations, 
original grey cloth binding with embossed cover (small tears in folds, sheets slightly loose, 
otherwise in a good condition).

A rare detailed, richly illustrated book in Arabic language, published in the sec-
ond year of the first Saudi expansion of the Great Mosque of Mecca

A rare publication, issued by the General Directorate of Hajj at the Ministry of Finance 
and National Economy of Saudi Arabia in 1957 describes and depicts in details the 
expansion of the Great Mosque of Mecca and modernization of the city.

This famous project, fist after the Ottoman period, was started in 1955 and was not 
finished until 1973. The publication represents the construction of the new parts of the 
Mosque, portraits of people involved, architects, engineers, hills and landscape before 
and during the construction, and also the constructions of houses, villas, roads, signs, 
etc. 

Special chapters are dedicated to Jedda, with its newly built modern airport, hotels, 
governmental buildings, and to famous pilgrims, who visited Mecca in 1375 (AH, 
1956 AD).

The last chapter lists the new constructions made for the pilgrims in the past year.

The publication is very rare. We could not find any examples on Worldcat. 

850 EUR
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60. ARMENIAN PRINTING IN ISTANBUL
BIBLE

A scarce richly illustrated Bible Encyclopedia in Armenian language includes chapters 
on history, animals, people, history of art etc. The maps at the end depict the Holy 
Land, Levant and Turkey.

Christian works such as this one were often commissioned by American Protestant 
missionaries in Istanbul, many of which were published by Agop Boyaciyan (1837 – 
1914), an ethnic Armenian who was one of the leading commercial publishers in the 
Ottoman Empire, and who learned printing in United States in the 1860s while under 
the sponsorship of said missionaries.

Three years later, in 1884, Boyaciyan published a Bulgarian version of this book, spon-
sored by the Amarican Bible House (see:  BULGARIAN PRINTING IN ISTANBUL / 
AMERICAN BIBLE HOUSE: Рѣчникъ на свято-то писанiе [Biblie Encyclopedia] - 
Daša Pahor).

References: OCLC 36215143.

680 EUR

ԲԱՌԱՐԱՆ. ՍՈՒՐԲ ԳՐՈՑ
[Baṛaran Surb Grotsʻ / Dictionary. Holy Bible]

Istanbul: A. H. Boyacıyan 1881.

Small 8°, 4 full-page black and white maps, double-page black and white map, 635 pp. with 
black and white illustrations, original blue cloth with debossed lines on the covers and gilt 
lettering on the spine (minor foxing and light staining in the upper part of the edge, spine 
slightly age-toned with minor cracks on the side, but overall in a good condition). 

https://pahor.de/product/bulgarian-printing-in-istanbul-american-bible-house-%d1%80%d1%a3%d1%87%d0%bd%d0%b8%d0%ba%d1%8a-%d0%bd%d0%b0-%d1%81%d0%b2%d1%8f%d1%82%d0%be-%d1%82%d0%be-%d0%bf%d0%b8%d1%81%d0%b0%d0%bdi%d0%b5-biblie/
https://pahor.de/product/bulgarian-printing-in-istanbul-american-bible-house-%d1%80%d1%a3%d1%87%d0%bd%d0%b8%d0%ba%d1%8a-%d0%bd%d0%b0-%d1%81%d0%b2%d1%8f%d1%82%d0%be-%d1%82%d0%be-%d0%bf%d0%b8%d1%81%d0%b0%d0%bdi%d0%b5-biblie/
https://pahor.de/product/bulgarian-printing-in-istanbul-american-bible-house-%d1%80%d1%a3%d1%87%d0%bd%d0%b8%d0%ba%d1%8a-%d0%bd%d0%b0-%d1%81%d0%b2%d1%8f%d1%82%d0%be-%d1%82%d0%be-%d0%bf%d0%b8%d1%81%d0%b0%d0%bdi%d0%b5-biblie/
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Jean-Marie GUYAU (1854 – 1888).

Вѣрата и безвѣрието у жената
[Faith and Disbelief of Women]

Varna: Hristo H. Vojnikov 1894. 

8°, 32 pp., [2 pp.], original pink wrappers with lettering, unbound as originally published 
(slightly stained, otherwise a good, partly uncut example).

An uncommon Bulgarian translation of Jean-Marie Guyau’s work on female eman-
cipation and religion, printed in Varna in 1894

61 SLAVICA
WOMAN EMANCIPATION

The pamphlet is a Bulgarian translation of a text by a French philosopher Jean-Marie 
Guyau (1854 – 1888) on freethinking women versus traditional family values, religion 
and virginity. It analyses the role of men in influencing the mind of women regarding 
her faith and includes a chapter with a conversation with a liberal woman. The writer 
suggests that women are prone to superstition, which distracts them from the Chris-
tian values. 

We could not trace any institutional examples. 

250 EUR
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62. SLAVICA
LITERATURE

Dr. Joža GLONAR (1885-1946), editor – VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Cankarjev zbornik
[Cankar Anthology]

Ljubljana: Tiskovna zadruga 1921.

8°,  177 pp., [5 pp.], contemporary red half calf, grey cloth boards, red patterned endpapers, 
red head, deckled fore-edge and tail, spine with gold lettering and raised bands (Very Good).

A publication, bound in a handsome red half calf and dedicated to one of the greatest 
Slovenian authors, Ivan Cankar (1876-1918), a modernist writer, essayist, poet, play-
wright and political activist, includes various documents and first-hand accounts by 
prominent authors. The book was published in 1921, three years after Cankar’s death 
in the newly formatted Kingdom of Yugoslavia after WWI.

References: OCLC 255010534, 1062979183, 602094095, 879089001, 876283246.

320 EUR
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63. SLAVICA
CROATIAN POETRY

Danko ANGJELINOVIĆ (1893 – 1963), author; Vilko GECAN (1894 – 1973), author of 
the cover illustration. 

Latice
[Petals]

Zagreb: Hrvatski štamparski zavod [1922].

8°, 163 pp., original illustrated card wrappers, dedication by the author in black ink on the title 
page (wrappers with minor age-toning and tiny tears in margins, otherwise in a good condi-
tion). 

A fine example of the first edition of a Croatian collection of poetry by Danko Angjeli-
nović, signed by the author.

The illustration on the cover was made by Croatian expressionist painter Vilko Gecan 
(1894 – 1973), also known for his work in the avantgarde magazine Zenit.

References: OCLC Hrvatski štamparski zavod; Cf.: Angjelinović, Danko. Hrvatska en-
ciklopedija, mrežno izdanje. Leksikografski zavod Miroslav Krleža, 2021. Pristupljeno 
30. 7. 2022. <http://www.enciklopedija.hr/Natuknica.aspx?ID=2759>.

120 EUR
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64. TURKISH AVANTGARDE

Nazım HIKMET RAN

Nâzım Hikmet (1902- 1963) is possibly one of the most brilliant Turkish authors of the 20th 
century and a stellar representative of the Turkish avantgarde. 

Although his poems were banned for almost 30 years in Turkey Hikmet still alive in the daily 
culture of the modern Turkey, although seemingly underappreciated in the West. Nâzım’s 
powerful poetry and prose was mostly inspired by the Soviet avantgarde and futurism, es-
pecially by Mayakovsky, yet it promoted the heavy unique vocals of the Turkish language, 
spreading the tones of the masses calling for the revolution. The verses are free and non-con-
ventional, moving with the rhythm of the lyrics and the narrative. 

Nâzım Hikmet was born in a prominent family in Salonica (today Thessaloniki in Greece) 
and was trained at the Ottoman Navy School. Already in his later teens he joined the Turk-
ish War of Independence and was chose by Mustafa Kemal to write a poem to motivate the 
young people to join the struggle. Nâzım Hikmet soon got into trouble with the government 
for adopting the contemporary Soviet communist thoughts. In 1922, he moved to Moscow for 
studies and for ideological reasons. After returning to Istanbul he published his first work, still 
written in the Ottoman language, in 1925, followed by a collection of poems 835 Satır in 1929. 
Due to his membership in the illegal Communist Party of Tukey and his extreme Sovietin-
spired poetry Nâzım Hikmet spent many years between 1925 and 1951 exiled or imprisoned 
in Turkey. In the meantime he published poetry, theatre pieces and translated texts. His books 
were often burned and eventually banned in 1938 (until 1965). Escaping another imprison-
ment in Turkey, Hikmet moved to Moscow in 1951, where he lived until his death in 1963. 

Nâzım’s heavy, beautiful and powerful lyrics were frequently adopted into chansons and West-
ern leftist and protest songs, the most famous being I come and stand at every Door (from 
Turkish Kız Çocuğu), also known as The Hiroshima Girl. He also wrote against the Korean 
War, where Turkey was taken a part.

A. 

Nâzım HIKMET RAN (1902- 1963), author; Abidin DINO (1913-1993), illustrator. 

Sesini Kaybeden Şehir 
[The City that Lost its Voice]

[S. l.]: Remzi Kitaphanesi 1931. 
 
8°, 79 pp. with a full-page portrait of the author and green illustrations on first pages, original 
illustrated wrappers (slightly stained, tiny loss of paper on the spine, sporadic tiny tears in 
margins, old owner’s signature, otherwise in a good, used condition).
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The first edition of Turkish Avantgarde poetry by Nazim Hikmet, accompanied with pow-
erful illustrations by a pioneer of Turkish modern art, Abidin Dino (1913-1993)

The cover design, author’s portrait and illustrations on the first pages were made by Abidin Dino 
(1913-1993), a pioneer of Turkish modern painting, and Hikmet’s personal friend. 

Worldcat lists two institutional examples (Universitätsbibliothek der LMU München, University of 
California, Los Angeles).

References: OCLC 795598044.

450 EUR

B. 

Nâzım HIKMET RAN (1902- 1963), author; Abidin DINO (1913-1993), author of the cover. 

Bir ölü evi yahut merhumun hanesi. Gülünçlü komedya 3 perde 11 tablo

[A House of the Dead or The Lodging of the Deceased. A Comedy in 3 Acts and 11 Scenes]

Ankara: Dost Yayınları, 1932.

8°, 94 pp., [2 pp.], original illustrated wrappers (slightly water-stained in the upper part of the cover, 
tiny loss of paper on the spine, otherwise in a good, used condition). 

An avantgarde theater play by Nâzım Hikmet with a photomontage cover design by a 
Turkish artist Abiddin Dino.

References: OCLC 919870690, 823304518, 84312350, 55576474.

450 EUR
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65. TROY, ARCHEOLOGY 

Wilhelm DÖRPFELD (1853 – 1940) - Wilhelm WILBERG  (1872 - 1956).

Plan of Ancient Troy. Helen of Troy and Paris

Çanakkale: Troyanzac Tourist Travel Agency [s. d., 1960s].

Colour lithography, 41 x 56 cm (16.1 x 22 inches), folded in original 
illustrated wrappers (wrappers with light staining and tears on the 
spine, sporadic light pencil annotations, but overall in a good and 
clean condition).

Archaeological map of the ancient city of Troy, printed in 
Çanakkale, Turkey

A colourful map of Troy with a key in 4 languages, showcases 
various archeological layers of this ancient city. The map was 
printed by a tourist office in the Turkish city Çanakkale, in the 
vicinity of Troy. 

The map was based on the drafts by German archaeologists 
Wilhelm Dörpfeld (1853 – 1940), a pioneer of stratigraphic ex-
cavation and precise graphical documentation of archaeological 
projects, and Wilhelm Wilberg (1872 - 1956).

References: OCLC 1049145930. 

120 EUR
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66. SYRIA – ALEPPO

WATTAR FRÈRES.

Souvenir d’Alep (Syrie). / Panoramique d’Alep.

Aleppo: Maison Wattar Frères, [1920s].

Coloured photolithograph on 8 joined panels, folding into original printed yellow card wrappers 
(Very Good, some old repairs to verso of section edges and at gutter of covers), 9 x 109.5 cm (3.5 
x 43 inches).

An attractive, wide-angle coloured photolithographic panorama of Aleppo, 
showcasing what was one of the Middle East’s grandest and most fabled cities 
in the 1920s, when Syria was under French administration, made by the Aleppo 
firm of Wattar Frères; tragically many of the grand monuments visible here were 
recently destroyed due the ongoing Syrian Civil War (2011-), being one of the 
great human and cultural tragedies of the modern era.
Aleppo is one of the oldest cities on the world and has long been considered one of the 
greatest historical-cultural centuries in the Middle East, famed for its monumental archi-
tecture and its souk.  After four centuries of Ottoman rule, and a transitional period under 
Arab leadership, Aleppo and the rest of Syria came under French control in 1923.  While 
the period of French administration liberated print culture, it proved to be politically and 
economically tumultuous, setting Syria upon a tortured course.  Tragically, Aleppo was 
largely destroyed during the ongoing Syrian Civil War (2011-), which had resulted in the 
loss of some of world’s greatest urban treasures.  

The present wide-angle panorama of Aleppo takes in the entire city at it appeared in the 
1920s.  Composed of eight joined panels of coloured photolithographs, it was issued by 
the local firm of Wattar Frères.  It is centered on the elevated Citadel of Aleppo, while the 
city’s numerous mosques and palaces punctuate the skyline.  The panorama is an intrigu-
ing historical record of Aleppo, as much of what is seen here no longer survives due to the 
ongoing conflict. Wattar Frères was a photography firm that operated in Aleppo between 
1921 and 1932, and it issued the present work in both uncoloured and coloured (marquis) 
forms.  

The panorama is rare, we can trace only a single institutional example, held by the British 
Library, while examples seldom appear on the market. 

References: Cf. (Uncoloured:) British Library: EPH-ME.2185; Journal of South Asian and 
Middle Eastern Studies, Band 11 (1987), p. 77.

380 EUR
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67. UNITED STATES / CANADA – RAILWAY MAP

Heinrich KIEPERT (1818 - 1899). / GEOGRAPHISCHES INSTITUT WEIMAR.

Die Vereinigten Staaten von Nordamerika nebst Canada / Hand- u. Eisenbahnkarte von 
Verein: Staaten von Nordamerika nebst Canada. 

Weimar, Germany: Geographisches Institut Weimar, 1875.

Lithograph with original outline hand colour, folding into original printed card covers (Good, 
map with some wear and toning along folds; covers with edge-wear, spine renewed), 58 x 68 
cm (23 x 26.5 inches).

A rare separately issued edition of Heinrich Kiepert’s map of the United States 
and Canada, with stellar coverage the continent’s railway system, published by 
the Geographisches Institut Weimar.

This is a rare separately issued edition of the eminent cartographer Heinrich Kiepert’s 
map of the United States and Canada, published in 1875.  It shows the entire conti-
nental United States, plus, the populated southern tier of Canada from the Atlantic 
to Pacific coasts.  The map features fine, updated railway information, and shows that 
west of the Mississippi the railway system was still quite embryonic, with the notable 
exception of the completed and in-service line of the Central Pacific Railroad (opened 
in 1869), the first railway to cross North America.  The surveyed but uncompleted line 
of the Southern Pacific Railroad, to Los Angeles, is shown, although it that would not 
be completed until 1883.

The present example is the 8th and, we gather, final issue the map, that was first issued 
in 1849, and then regularly updated.  The map was issued separately, as here, with 
illustrated card covers, and as part of Kiepert’s Hand-Atlas der Erde und des Himmels.  
The separately issued editions are all quite uncommon. 

The map would have been made primarily to satisfy the great curiosity regarding the 
United States and Canada that exited in Germany, as tens thousands of Germans each 
year immigrated to North America.

Heinrich Kiepert (1818 - 1899) was a German geographer and historian of unusual 
intellect and diversity of interests.  Born in Berlin, he grew up in an affluent, culturally 
sophisticated family, mentored by leading academics and travelling widely.  He stud-
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died history, geography and philology, with a focus on Greece and the Near East, at the 
Humboldt University of Berlin under the legendary co-founder of modern geography, 
Carl Ritter (1779 - 1759).  He showed great talent as a cartographer and worked closely 
with many commercial mapmakers.  His first major project was assisting Ritter in the 
production of his Atlas von Hellas und den hellenischen Kolonien (1840).  

Between 1841 and 1848 Kiepert made four trips to Ottoman Europe and Asia Minor, 
and become a world-renowned expert on Turkey.  This led him to produce his own 
cartographic works concerning the Ottoman Empire, including the Karte des osmanis-
chen Reiches in Asien (1844); the Karte von Klein-Asien (1854); the Specialkarte vom 
Westlichen Kleinasien (1890-2) and his posthumously-published, monumental Karte 
von Kleinasien meist nach noch nicht oder in kleinstem Massstabe veroffentlichten 
Aufnahmen in 24 Blatt (1902-6).

Upon his return from the Near East, Kiepert became the head of the Geographisches 
Institut in Weimar and, in 1854, was appointed a full professor as the University of 
Berlin.  He maintained a long association with the prominent Berlin map publisher 
Dietrich Reimer, who was responsible for issuing the present map.  Kiepert was a re-
markably adept editor of cartographic material, possessing an uncanny ability to select 
the best and most accurate information out of a variety of conflicting sources, result-
ing in maps of amazing authority and precision for their time.

Kiepert also produced excellent large-format maps of diverse parts of the world, in-
cluding of the Russian Empire, Central America, as well as various parts of the Near 
East, Caucuses and the Mediterranean.  Notably, the present map was one of Kiepert’s 
most highly regarded works.  He also produced educational tomes, including, Lehr-
buch der alten Geographie (1877); Leitfaden der alten Geographie (1879); and his 
enlarged atlas of the ancient world, Formae orbis antiqui (1894).  Additionally, Kiepert 
produced many maps for the Baedeker travel guides.

Following his death, in 1899, Heinrich Kiepert’s cartographic work was ably contin-
ued by his son, Richard Kiepert (1846 - 1915), a professional geographer, who issued 
revised editions of his father’s maps.  

References: N/A – present 1875 edition not traced.

180 EUR
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68. CHICAGO

RAND, MCNALLY & CO.

Rand McNally & Co.’s New and Concise Map of Chicago. 

Chicago: Rand, McNally & Co., 1910.

Bi-chrome lithograph (black and green) printed on both sides, folding into original printed 
tan card wrappers (Very Good, clean, bright and crisp, short repaired tear at hinge of covers), 
87.5 x 57.5 cm (34.5 x 22.5 inches).

An authoritative composition featuring two maps of Chicago, one centring upon 
the inner city and the other showcasing the fast-growing suburban areas of the 
future ‘Chicagoland’, by Rand, McNally & Company, the nationally important 
Chicago-based map house.  

This authoritative general mapping of Chicago features (printed double-sided) features 
two maps, and was made by Rand, McNally & Company (founded 1856), the nation-
ally important Chicago-based map house.  The maps capture the city in 1910, when 
Chicago was one of the fastest growing cities in the world, with an official population 
of 2,185,283 (having grown from 1.1 million in 1890), fuelled by waves of immigration 
from Europe and migration from other parts of the country.

The first map showcases the ‘The Principal Part of Chicago’, being the urban core, 
labelling all streets, outlining parklands (tinted in green) and delineating the extensive 
tramway and railway systems.  The map on the verso, ‘Chicago and Suburbs showing 
the City Limits’, embraces the makings of the future ‘Chicagoland’, showing Chicago’s 
city limits and the rapidly growing suburban areas.  The map folds into its original 
printed covers bearing the title and pictorial advertisements.

The map is part of sequence of continually updated Chicago maps in this particular 
form made by Rand McNally between 1892 and 1923; we have not been able to trace 
another example of the present issue.  

550 EUR
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69. PERU
PERSUASIVE CARTOGRAPHY

PERU-ECUADOR BOUDARDY DISPUTE

Rafael E. BALUARTE, Cartographer. / Eugenio LARRABURE y UNÁNUE (1844 -1916), 
Sponsor, and Eduardo HIGGINSON, Sponsor and Author of Text.  

Karte von Perú herausgegeben von D.E. Larrabure y Unánue, Minister des Auesseren. 
R.E. Baluarte Kartenanstalt. / Mappe der Republik Peru: sammt einer kurzen Beschrei-
bung des Landes, seiner geographischen und klimatischen Verhältnisse, der politischen 
Verfassung…

Southampton, England: George Philip & Son, Limited, 1903.

Colour lithograph, printed on both sides with verso monochrome (Good, overall clean and 
bright just some toning mainly to some sections verso and along section edges, many splits 
along folds and irregular tears on section bearing the verso title all repaired with transparent 
archival tape with no appreciable loss), 92 x 72 cm (36 x 28.5 inches).

An intriguing, large format propagandist map of Peru, devised by Eduardo 
Higginson, Peru’s hard-charging Consul General in Southampton, England, 
published on the orders of the country’s foreign minister, Eugenio Larrabure y 
Unánue, as a PR piece to showcase Peru’s economic and natural virtues and its 
maximalist (some might say ‘outrageous’) boundary claims with respect to its 
disputed frontiers with Ecuador, Brazil and Bolivia; designed by the leading 
Lima cartographer Rafael E. Baluarte and published in England by George Phil-
ip & Son; the verso featuring a lengthy textual description of Peru; the present 
example being a German edition of a work that was issued in four languages. 

This large, intriguing, information-packed map of Peru was made as a propagandist 
piece, devised by Eduardo Higginson, Peru’s Consul General in Southampton, Eng-
land, as part of an overarching promotional campaign for the country’s interests led 
by the Peruvian Foreign Minister, Eugenio Larrabure y Unánue.  The map, compiled 
from the best sources by the leading Peruvian cartographer Rafael E. Baluarte, features 
a lengthy textual description of the country on the verso, thought to have been penned 
by Higginson, with the work published in Southampton by the firm of George Phil-
ip & Son.  The map, printed in the German language, was intended for audiences in 
Germany, Austria-Hungary and Switzerland, to serve two main PR purposes; first, to 
promote Peru as an ideal destination for foreign investment and trade; and second, to 
justify Peru’s maximalist territorial claims against its neighbours, for the map showcas-
es a ‘Gran Peru’ that takes in large parts of today’s Ecuador, Brazil and Bolivia.  
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The map, altered from a Spanish language template, features a German title and bilin-
gual (Spanish-German) legend, while its toponomy is entirely in Spanish and the verso 
text is entirely in German.  The highly accurate geographic rendering of the complex 
topography (ex. the high ranges of the Andes and the massive Amazonian tributary 
rivers) is based upon scientific surveys conducted over the previous few decades and 
shows Peru with expansive boundaries taking in a huge expanse of the sparsely pop-
ulated Amazon Basin.  As explained in the legend in the upper right corner, the core 
parts of Peru, along the Pacific littoral and upon the Andean Plateau are shown to be 
well populated, with many cities and towns connected by roads across the difficult 
terrain, while railways (thick red lines) connect key places (with projected routes also 
noted); while named telegraph lines connect various regional centres, with submarine 
cables connecting Lima to the worldwide network.  Also marked, are the locations of 
ports, forested areas and petroleum deposits.  The names of the territories of Peru’s 
various native nations are noted, important details, as the majority of the country’s 
population were either fully or partly of indigenous stock.

Upon observing the map, one gains the impression of a vibrant, diverse land of bounty 
with many avenues for future development.  This impression is supported by a lengthy 
description of the country with statistical information, believed to have written by 
Higginson, that occupies the verso, printed on the fold sections, forming the equiv-
alent of a 37-page octavo pamphlet.  Its stated purpose is to “To make known, in a 
succinct manner, the inducements which Peru offers for capital, immigration and col-
onization, is the task which is undertaken in this slight work”.  Here Peru’s natural and 
human virtues are extolled in a passionate, yet well-reasoned terms.  Sections include 
the country’s geography; climate; politics; law; local government; the rubber industry; 
hunting and fishing; highways; mineral wealth; manufacturing; Lima and the port of 
Callao; transportation and communications networks; economic statistics; education, 
scientific facilities and libraries; commodity prices and customs revenues. 

Eduardo Higginson,a veteran Peruvian diplomat, commissioned the map while he was 
serving as his country’s Consul General in the bustling English port of Southampton.  
Higginson was a hard-charging figure, who was later promoted to become the Peru-
vian Consul in New York, whereupon he was described as “an “advance agent for the 
Peruvian businessman” and hailed for his “success in attracting capital to Peru and in 
opening markets to his country’s products”.  

His plan for a propagandist map accorded nicely with the overarching global PR 
strategy that his boss, Foreign Minister Manuel Eugenio Larrabure y Unanue (1844 - 
1916), had for Peru.  Larrabure y Unanue, who served three terms as foreign minister 
(1883 - 1884, 1892 - 1893 and 1902 - 1903), was Peru’s foremost diplomat of the era, 
and as a former journalist he understood the power of information.  Over many years 
he devised a business-savvy, science and data driven campaign to promote Peru in the 
United States and Europe, raising the equivalent of billions in today’s dollars in foreign 
investment for his country.  The present map was issued in editions in four different 
languages (English, German, Dutch and Swedish), tapping countries that were seen as 
especially promising markets for trade or diplomatic influence.  

The map was drafted by Rafael E. Baluarte, then Peru’s most respected cartographer. 
Baluarte had notably been the chief assistant to Professor Antonio Raimondi (1830-
90) when he made Peru’s “official national map”, the Map del Perú (Paris: Erhard 
Frères, sheets issued serially, 1880-1900), a colossal 32-sheet work which showcased 
the country in unprecedented detail and accuracy.  Baluarte had essentially been the 
co-producer of the map, importantly seeing the project to its completion in the wake 
of Raimondi’s untimely death.  This experience made him the ideal person to create 
the present work, which is critically informed by the Raimondi project.  Baluarte 
became the official cartographer to the Sociedad Geografica de Lima, while running 
his own ‘boutiquey’ commercial map house.  He made many important regional 
maps of Peru, of which his Lago Titicaca: plano formado sobre los trabajos de Pent-
land, Raimondi, Agassiz, etc. (Paris: Erhard Frères, 1891), won international praise. 

Dialing down on the PR objectives of the work, the first purpose of the map is to 
showcase Peru as a vast and magnificent land full of natural resources and seemingly 
endless opportunities for expansion.  Germans and other investors could ‘get in on 
the ground floor’ in a variety of industries, all with the support of the welcoming and 
well-organized Peruvian state!

The second purpose of the map was to justify Peru’s maximalist boundary claims 
against its neighbours as being a ‘fait accompli’, or an established fact.  In this in-
stance, the German language map was meant gain support for Peru’s territorial 
claims in Germany, which prior to World War I was one of the most diplomatically 
influential nations in the world, often involved in arbitrating intentional boundary 
disputes. 

On the map, Peru is shown to have incredibly expansive boundaries in the upper 
Amazon Basin.  Peru’s northern frontier is shown to take in all of what is today east-
ern Ecuador, with the frontier coming amazingly close to Quito, while the country 
is also shown to possess large parts of what are today Brazilian states of Acre and 
Amazonas.

Indeed, since colonial times all the boundaries between the various countries (for-
mer colonies) bordering the Amazon Basin had undefined boundaries in the region.  
The vast 7,500,000 km² tract was until the mid-19th century largely uninhabited by 
people of European decent, it still being in the possession of its indigenous peoples 
and, as such, gaining sovereign title to the territory was a low priority.  However, 
with the discovery of vast natural resources, such as rubber and gold, the possession 
and formal ownership to the Amazon suddenly became a top national priority to the 
various stakeholders concerned.

Peru, as the successor state to the dominant Spanish colony in South America, felt 
entitled to the lion’s share of the Amazon adjacent to its coastal and Andean heart-
lands.  Through the 19th century, it maintained an active and, at times, acrimonious 
boundary dispute with Ecuador, while also contesting territory with Bolivia and 
Brazil, albeit in a less heated fashion.
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As the present map went to press, Brazil and its local proxies were taking the initiative 
in the Acre-Amazonas area.  During what was known as the Acre War (1899-1903), 
they seized the region from de facto Bolivian control.  At a treaty signed in the Brazil-
ian city of Petrópolis, (November 17, 1903), Bolivia ceded Acre to Brazil, and this de 
facto ensured that any Peruvian claims upon the territory were invalid.

As for the Peru-Ecuador boundary dispute, for decades the countries had contested a 
200,000 km2 (77,000 sq mi) roughly triangular tract that ran for the eastern slopes of 
the Andes down into the Amazon Basin between the Río Napo and Río Marañón.  

Peru and Ecuador both claimed the disputed region since colonial times, and ever 
since gold and rubber was discovered there in the latter 19th century, the contest 
became more intense and acrimonious.  Numerous high-level diplomatic attempts 
had been made to resolve the matter through compromise, but to no avail.  The Her-
rera-García Treaty (1890), arbitrated by the King of Spain, seemed promising, but was 
eventually rejected by both parties.  In 1903, the dispute was a red-hot issue, as much 
was at stake.  

The Peru-Ecuador boundary dispute was not resolved until the Ecuadorian–Peruvi-
an War (July 23-31, 1904), known locally as the Guerra del 41, when, during World 
War II, Peru mounted a lightening invasion of Ecuador, taking much territory and 
threatening to seize Guayaquil.  Under the spectre of total defeat and U.S. pressure to 
end the conflict (the Americans wanted a ‘united front of the Americas’ during World 
War II), Quito relented, and Peru stopped its advances.  At the Rio de Janeiro Protocol 
(January 29, 1942), Ecuador was forced to cede pretty much all the disputed territory, 
creating today’s Peru-Ecuador frontier.  While Ecuador subsequently tried to ‘wriggle 
out’ of the protocol, these efforts proved fruitless, and both sides agreed to respect the 
boundaries in perpetuity at the Itamaraty Peace Declaration (1995).

Another major territorial-boundary issue noted on the map is the fact that Peru’s for-
mer southernmost department, Tarapacá, was ceded to Chile following the Pacific War 
(1879-1883).

The map, in its various polyglot editions, is not uncommon institutionally, as it seems 
that Higginson did a stellar job making sure that copies were distributed to as many 
governments and libraries as possible.  However, the map is rare commercially, as ex-
amples only seldom appear on the market. 

References: OCLC: 315873797, 1245131806.

950 EUR
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70. AUSTRALIA / NEW GUINEA
WORLD WAR II

二里木書店 [NIRIKI SHOTEN (BOOKSTORE)]. / 滿鐵經濟調查局校閱 [SOUTH 
MANCHURIA RAILWAY RESEARCH BUREAU].

濠州詳細圖 附ニユーギニア [Gōshū shōsai zu fu niyūginia / Detailed Map of Australia 
with New Guinea].

Tokyo: Arai Printing Company Ltd. for Niriki Shoten, Shōwa 17 [1942].

Colour off-set print, manuscript short title to verso and several cotemporary tax stamps to 
both sides with hand-stamped booksellers label to verso (Very Good, some light irregular 
creasing and minor wear and touches of toning along old folds an in upper right quadrant, a 
couple minor old repairs from verso), 104.5 x 75.5 cm (41 x 29.5 inches).

A very rare and unusually attractive large format WWII Japanese map of Aus-
tralia, New Guinea and the Eastern Indonesian Archipelago, made in 1942, the 
year that the Japanese Air force mounted the shocking ‘Bombing of Darwin’, the 
largest ever attack upon Australia mounted by a foreign power, and just before 
the Allies endeavoured to take the offensive in New Guinea, published in Tokyo 
by the Niriki Bookstore, based on information reviewed bs the South Manchuria 
Railway Research Bureau, a leading Japanese forging affairs think tank.

This highly attractive large format Japanese map depicts Australia, New Guinea and 
the Eastern Indonesian. Archipelago as it appeared in 1942, during the height for 
World War II, in the wake of Japan’s stunning offensives in the region, which includ-
ed the first attacks by foreign power upon Australian territory.  The map embraces 
all Australia, New Guinea and what was the Dutch East Indies a far west as Bali.  All 
jurisdictions including the Australian states and territories are shaded in their own 
appealing pastel hues.  Australia is shown in detail with all cities and towns of any note 
labeled, all rivers are clearly charted, and all railway lines delineated.  Of particular 
importance, the map shows the incomplete Adelaide–Darwin Rail Corridor, an envis-
aged 2,975 kilometres (1,849 mi) line that was to connect the south coast of Australia 
to the strategically vital port of Darwin, the capital of the Northern Territory.

The map was issued in November 1942 by Tokyo’s Niriki Shoten, a bookstore which 
specialized in printing maritime books.  The information on the map was carefully 
reviewed by the South Manchuria Railway Research Bureau, a leading Japanese think 
tank based in Dalian (in Japanese-occupied Manchuria), that compiled and analyzed 
the most up-to-date knowledge on foreign affairs relevant to the war.  The map would 
have been greeted with great interest by Japanese officials and members of the public 
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 (the map was available for sale for the price of 80 Yen, as note din the lower right 
margin) who would have been fascinated by their country’s military exploits in far 
way lands that most knew very little about.  The map would have severed vita role on 
contextualizing what the Japanese people read in the newspapers or heard on the ra-
dio. Indeed, it the is the most substantial WWII Japanese general map of Australia and 
New Guinea we have ever encountered. New Guinea of which we are aware. 

Historical Context: Japan takes the War Down Under

By the beginning of the summer of 1942, shortly before the present map was issued, 
Japan had, in only six-months, accomplished one of the greatest military feats of all 
time.  While Japan’s thirst for conquest was already well-known, for it had seized large 
parts of China in stages since 1931, nothing could prepare the world for what would 
commence on December 7/8, 1941.  That day, Japan executed a stealth strike upon the 
American base at Pearl Harbour, Hawaii, and at the same time attacked British and 
American positions in East and Southeast Asia – all without a declaration of war.  The 
Japanese took Hong Kong on Christmas Day 1941, and proceeded to roll over British 
Malaya, completing the operation with the fall of Singapore on February 16, 1942.  

Relevant to the present map, Japan invaded and secured control of the Australian 
eastern half of New Guinea in January 1942, while taking control over the Dutch East 
Indies (Indonesia) by March 1942.  They then conquered the Philippines from Ameri-
can-Filipino forces by May 1942.  That same month the Japanese took Burma, bringing 
their forces to the edge of India, the jewel of the British Empire.

Focusing upon Australia, on February 19, 1942, the Japanese Air Force executed 
the Bombing of Darwin, attacking the strategic port in the Northern Territory.  The 
Australians were caught off guard and the Japanese managed to destroy much prop-
erty and resources, including 30 Allied aircraft and 11 ships, while killing 236 people, 
making it the largest ever attack upon Australia mounted by a foreign power.  

From May 31-June 8, Japanese submarines attacked the harbours of Sydney and New-
castle, Australia, and while the assaults did not do too much damaged, they severely 
undermined Australia’s sense of security.  
However, beginning in November 1942, right when the present map rolled off the 
press, the Australian and American forces took the offensive, landing forces in New 
Guinea, and until the end of the war in the late summer of 1945 gradually liberated the 
islands, in a campaign that the late military historian John Laffin said, “was arguably 
the most arduous fought by any Allied troops during World War II”.

A Note on Rarity

The map is very rare, as it seems to have been ‘boutiquey’ production made in limited 
print run, while the survival rate of such large, fragile maps from the period is quite 
low.  

We can trace only 3 institutional examples of the map, held by the National Diet 
Library; Kyoto University Faculty of Law Library; and the Capital Library of China 
(Beijing).  Moreover, we are not aware of any other examples as having appeared on 
the market, at least in recent times.

References: National Diet Library: YG833; Kyoto University Faculty of Law Library: 
297.2||Go782305; Japan National Bibliography No. (JPNO): 21112983; OCLC: 
964442076.

950 EUR
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A large decorative broadside represents the history of France in a shape of a tree, start-
ing with six tribes, that formed the French nation. Each branch represents one French 
royal line with most notable events in the shape of leaves. The last events on the leaves 
on the upper right-hand side are dated in 1859 under Napoleon III. 

Our example appears to be slightly later imprint with faded lithographed lines and 
the coloring is made with crude stencils. The other examples we could trace on the 
marked had clearer lines and leaves coloured in details.  

380 EUR

J. CHEVAL, author – DESTEZ, illustrator.

Arbre Historique de la France 

Paris: David [s. d., but ca 1859].

Hand-coloured lithograph, 102 x 70 cm (40.1 x 27.6 inches) (soft folds, small tears and tiny 
loss of paper in margins).

71. DATA VISUALIZATION
HISTORY OF FRANCE
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HEYET, author; Hattat Hamid also Hamid AYTAÇ (1891-1982), calligrapher; Münif 
Fehim ÖZARMAN (1899-1982), artist. 

 ياورومك الفباسى
[Yavrumun Elifbası / My Child’s Primer]

Istanbul: Hilâl Matbaası 1927.

8°, 63 pp. zincography with illustrations, original wrappers with colour cover (very good, mi-
nor staining, tiny tears in the spine).

An attractive illustrated Ottoman primer was designed by a brilliant Ottoman / Turk-
ish illustrator and painter Münif Fehim (1899-1982), famous for his book and maga-
zine illustrations. 

The calligraphic script was made by Hattat Hamid, also known as Hamid Aytaç (1891-
1982), one of the last classic calligraphers of the Islamic world. 

Hattat Hamid briefly worked in Germany at a Map Department in Berlin, after which 
he founded his own commercial studio in Istanbul under the name Hattat Hamid 
Yazıevi, which presented classic Ottoman calligraphy in engraving and other printing 
techniques. 

Hamid’s student was an Iraqi master calligrapher Hashem Muhammad al-Baghdadi 
(1917-1973), the last of the classical calligraphers of the Arab world. 

References: OCLC 949508074 ; BDK - MİL - ÖZEGE 22896.

280 EUR

72. PRIMER
ISLAMIC CALLIGRAPHY
TURKISH BOOK DESIGN
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Mehmed İzzet.

رهبر صبيان
[Rehber-i Sıbyan Primer]

Istanbul: Matbaa-i Osmaniye [S. d].

8°, 16 pp., original orange wrappers with lettering (small script in black ink on one page, oth-
erwise not filled in and in a good, clean condition).

An Ottoman school book with writing exercises for boys.

References: ÖZEGE 16655.

160 EUR

73. ISLAMIC CALLIGRAPHY
SCHOOL BOOK
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74. ISLAMIC CALLIGRAPHY
SCHOOL BOOK

ثلث قره لمه دفترى
[Sülüs Karalama Defteri / Notebook for Drafting Thulth]

Istanbul: Matbaa-i Hürriyet 1327 [1911].

8°, [16 pp.], partly stained with small tears, but without loss of text, sporadic small repairs 
with modern tape on the wrappers, small worm holes, otherwise partly uncut example)

A schoolbook on thuluth script with repetitive dotted text, meant to be filled by students. 
Unbound, partly uncut example, as published. 

References: Not in Özege.

120 EUR
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75. ISLAMIC CALLIGRAPHY
SCHOOL BOOK

ثلث قره لمه دفترى
[Sülüs Karalama Defteri / Notebook for Drafting Thulth]

Istanbul: Hafız Burhan Efendi Matbaası 1331 [1915]

Small 8°, [16 pp.], unbound as originally published (light staining, small loss of paper in the 
upper corner, small lengthy worm holes in the lower corner).

A schoolbook on thuluth script with repetitive dotted text, meant to be filled by students.

References: ÖZEGE 18440.

120 EUR
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